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ABSTRACT for "Computer Modelling Of A Manufacturing Process." 

Teaching CDmpany Scheme: DCE Limited, Leicester I 

Loughborough University Of Technology. 

DCE is based on the north eastern outskirts of Leicester, is part of the 
BTR group and manufactures Dust ContrDl Equipment (similar in cDncept tD 
large vacuum cleaners) fDr industry. The cDmpany employs apprDx. 500 peDple 
at Leicester, having subsidiaries wDrldwide. 

The Dbjective of the project, was to construct a component Data Base for 
the sheet metal work processed by the factory. Leading onto a Computer 
Simulation Model of the CutlPunchlFold operations carried out on this work. 
The work was to be processed in a "Family" order, similar gauge and shaped 
wDrk being processed in a set order, to minimise the setting time between 
jDbs. This was achieved, using LOTUS 123 for the Data Base and PCMODEL 
sDftware by Simcon Ltd. fDr the computer simulation. 

With a change ill PrDductiDII ContrDl management came a cDmplete change in 
PhilosDphy, towards that of MRP 11. This change was mirrDred by the project 
enabling actual weeks productiDn lDadings tD be mDdelled. The comparison of 
the Family Part Concepti work prDcessed by gauge(scheduled)1 Kanban 
processing IDgic/ actual factDry prDduction was undertaken. 

WDrk prDcessed by gauge was fDund to 
prDduction. When the cDmparison with the 
wks) was made; the simulation(2.5 wks) 

be the most effective methDd Df 
methDdDlDgy used by the factDry(6 

was fDund tD be 59% quicker tD 
cDmpletiDn of a weeks' work. Upon investigatiDn the fDllowing points were 
fDund tD cDntribute to the discrepancy in times: a lack Df rigidity in 
processing the wDrk, method of emplDyee payment, factDry laYDut, wDrking 
practice and wDrk statiDn ergDnDmics. 

KEY WORDS: LOTUS 123, PC MODEL, COMPUTER MODEL, COMPUTER SIMULATION, 
WORK STUDY, METHOD STUDY, FLOW PROCESS CHART, SHEET METAL. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The following project was undertaken at Dust Control Equipment 
Limited (DCE) based at Thurmaston, Leicester, (see plate 1 and 
Appendix 1, Layout drawing of factory floor) liaising with the 
Manufacturing and Mechanical Engineering Departments of 
Loughborough University of Technology, and the Mechanical 
Engineering and Manufacturing Systems Department of Coventry 
Polytechnic, through the Teaching Company Associate Scheme 
(T.C.A.) • 

DCE use large amounts of sheet steel in the construction of Dust 
Collectors (see plate 2\2.0). The Work in Progress (WIP) and 
machinery used to process this steel take up a large part of the 
factory floor space and is a financial burden. 
The projects aim was to use computer modelling to review the 
sheet steel process to show improvements by: 

Decreasing the production process time. 

Decreasing the amount of WIP. 
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PLATE 1 - AERIAL VIEW OF DCE'S SITE, LEICESTER 
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1.1 THE TEACHING COMPANY ASSOCIATE SCHEME 

The T.C.A. scheme is funded by the Department of Trade and 
Industry (D.T.I.) and the Science Engineering Research Council 
(S.E.R.C.). A T.C.A. is employed on a two year contract, and is 
paid jointly by~ 

- The Academic Institute (Loughborough University of Technology) 
- The Company (DCE Ltd.) 
- The T.C.A. Scheme (The S.E.R.C. and D.T.I.) 

The T.C.A. scheme being effectively used as a training scheme for 
graduate level people, enabling enrolment on courses, seminars 
and such, so that they can move easily into Management at the end 
of the scheme. At the end of the scheme the Associate is normally 
taken on by the Company she\he was working for whilst on the 
T.C.A. Scheme. The aims of the Scheme are to: 

- Enable new technology to be incorporated successfully into 
industry and financially justified. 

- Bring an industrial awareness to the Academic Institution 
and vice versa. 

- Develop close links between Academic Institute and local 
industry. 

- Complete a specified project using the T.C.A. to coordinate 
between a company and an Academic Institute. 

- Utilise the Academic Institute research resources to aid 
the company. 

- To provide a useful cornerstone for the T.C.A.'s future 
career. 

- To enrich both academic and industries knowledge and 
provide useful gains for both. 
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1.2 DCE LIMITED (DUST CONTROL EQUIPMENT) 

The following section is a precis of DCEs ' Company history to 
date, highlighting changes in Company name, product lines and 
factories. After which is given a Company overview 

On the 22nd February 1919 the Company 
Kelly Manufacturing Company Limited 
and razor blades, in Leicester. 

started life as 
specialising in razors 

In 1920 the Company name changed to 
Dallow Lambert and Company Limited, and changed direction to 
become fan engineers and sheet metal workers. 

By January 1922 the Company was advertising dust collection 
plant. 

In 1924 the Company moved to Spalding Street, Leicester. 

By 1938 the company was making the first 'DL' unit dust 
collectors, following the 1937 Factories Act. 

In 1940 the buildings at Spalding Street were extended. 

By 1944 the T21 Unit, later named Drytex, had been introduced. 

By 1946 the Company was concentrating its activities 
exclusively on dust control, and introduced the Drymat unit. 

- ·By 1950~a larger Drytex machine was added to the range, the 
T25. 

In 1951 the Company opened the No.2 Works at Barkby Road, 
Leicester at the same time introducing the Dustmaster. 

In 1952 Dustmaster units was formed as a subsidiary. 

In 1955 the Head Office and No. 1 Works moved to Thurmaston, 
Leicester (25,000 sq. ft. factory area). 

In 1959 the name Dustmaster was superceeded by Unimaster, UM 
series. 
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In 1960 the Company's name was changed to 
Dallow Lambert Limited. 

In 1962 the Dalamatic filter was introduced and the Unimaster 
UM replaced by the Unimaster UMA series. 

In 1963 the Company was sold to the Thomas Tilling Group, and 
the Company's name changed to Dust Control Equipment Limited. 

The Dalamatic DLM 60 series was introduced. 

In 1965 a Research and Development block was opened at the 
Thurmaston site. 

A German subsidiary was incorporated, DCE Entstaubuhgsanlagen 
GmbH, now called DCE Deutschland GmbH. 

In 1968 the No. 1 Works factory area was extended from 25,000 
sq. ft. to 50,000 sq. ft. 

In 1970 the Head Office block was extended. The Company 
bought into a South African Company, now the wholly Group 
owned DCE Vokes Pty Ltd. 

In 1971 the No. 3 Works were opened at Thetford. 

In 1972 an Australian subsidiary was opened in Melbourne, now 
integrated into DCE Vokes Pty Limited. 

The Vokes Group was acquired by Thomas Tilling Group. 

In 1973 the DCE Vokes Group was reorganised with DCE joining 
the Group within the Thomas Tilling Group, and the operation 
being reorganised as DCE Vokes Group. 

The No. 1 Works factory area was extended from 50,000 sq. ft. 
to 100,000 sq. ft. 

In 1974 the No. 4 Works were opened at Cotes Park, Alfreton, 
Derbyshire. 

A French Sales Company commenced trading as DCE Vokes S.A., 
now called DCE S.A. 
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In 1976 and American Sales Company was incorporated as 
DCE Vokes Inc., now called DCE Inc. 

In 1977 the Dutch sales operation was integrated into 
DCE Vokes B.V., now called DCE Benelux B.V. 

In 1978 the Scandinavian Sales Company was incorporated as 
DCE Vokes A\S, now called DCE Scandinavia A\S. 

In 1979, the Japanese Sales Company was incorporated as DCE 
Vokes KK, now called Huyck DCE KK. 

In 1982 the No. 4 Works at Cotes Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire, 
were closed due to the transfer of work to Vokes Limited. 

In 1983 the Thomas Tilling Group were acquired by BTR, 
British Tyre and Rubber. 

In 1985, the No. 3 Works at Thetford, Norfolk, was closed as 
it was no longer cost effective. 

In 1986 and Indian Licensee, ACCO, Calcutta, was appointed. 

In 1987 the Spanish Sales Company was incorporated as DCE 
Iberica S.A. 

The No. 2 Works at Barkby Road, Leicester was closed as it was 
no longer cost effective. 

DCE Filters Limited were established in New Zealand. 

In 1988 an new range of filters, the Sintamatic, was launched. 

The Company was re-named DCE Group Limited. The United 
Kingdom operations being conducted as DCE Limited. 

In 1989 the Company was awarded the 
Prix de Promotion et de Prestige for on going diligence in the 
defence of the environment. 

A 9000 sq. ft. warehouse and 2000 sq. ft. extension were added 
to the factory area at Thurmaston. 
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DCE COMPANY OVERVIEW 

DCE manufacture dust extraction/filtration equipment (see plate 
2/2.0) used in solving industr ial dust problems wor Idwide. To 
this end DCE maintains a unique dust library of over 10,000 
different samples, which have been catalogued according to their 
physical and chemical properties. 

Cleaned air 
outlet 

Fan chamber 
~--+--- access panel 

'---f---- Fan motor 

Four captive 
wing-nuts 

~_---t-- securing 
filter assembly 

:-:-t----j~- Slide in guides 

..!-!!---t-- Filter assembly 

~ __ Filter chamber 
access panel 

Cleaner motor 

Shaker bar 

Filter bag 
showing wire 
mesh insen 

Inlet duct 
connector 
(at either side 
&Iofatrear) 

Quick-release 
sealing gear 
handle 

Dust 
container 

locating stops 

PLATE 2 - A CUTAWAY VIEW QF A DCE UNIMASTER 
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DCE is part of the BTR (British Tyre and Rubber) Group of 
Companies, which include the likes of Dunlop, Pretty Polly, and 
Beaufort. DCE Currently employs between 600\650 people worldwide 
and 500 people in the United Kingdom. Some of DCE's competitors 
in the U.K. are: 

- Midac 
- Dustraction 
- Venduct to name but three. 

They are all smaller in size than DCE, and as such do not 
represent a serious threat currently in such a large expanding 
market place. Abroad there is more competition especially from 
France, Germany and the USA. 

The filters produced fall into 4 different ranges. with an ever 
expanding range of options of filter media case material etc. 
being available. The main breakdown being: 

unimaster 
Dalamatic 

- 40% of 
- 40% of 

Sintamatic - 10% of 
Small Units - 10% of 

production 
production 
production 
production 

--_.�_ 

PLATE - 2.0 DCE UNIMASTER IN ACTION 
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1.3 DCE'S CURRENT MANUFACTURING METHODS 

Currently, DCE's manufacturing procedure is to produce primarily 
on a four weekly basis, using batch production techniques. The 
size of a batch of components to be produced is based on past 
usage calculations. The components being used to replenish a 
stock holding prior to final assembly operations. The route 
through the factory for the vast majority of sheet steel is: 

Bought in Sheet Steel 

Shear (Salvagnini) 

Punch (Behrens) 

Fold (Hammerle Brake Press) 

Weld (Sub-Assembly) 

Paint 

Store 

Assembly 

Test 

Pack 

Despatch 

(For technical details on the relevant machines, see section 1.7, 
Current Operations). Expanding on the operation stages: 

The Shear with integral steel store is programmed to optimise 
its cutting, to produce a minimum of scrap. In doing this the 
quantities of steel become large, together with the time 
taken, up to several days. The parts are produced randomly so 
implying a long wait for a complete batch of components. 

The components are sorted, put onto pallets with 
documentation, and put into a store awaiting punch operations. 
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The components are then taken from the store, have holes 
punched and lasered into them, and placed into another store 
awaiting folding. 

The components are then taken from the store, folded, and 
placed into a store awaiting welding. 

The components are then taken from the store, welded into sub
assemblies, and placed into another store awaiting painting. 

The components are then taken from the store, painted and 
placed into a store awaiting welding. 

The components are then taken from the store, assembled into 
units, some packing placed around them and moved to testing, 
tested and then moved onto the Despatch area, where they are 
crated, the necessary paperwork done and the unit despatched. 

This situation is a parallel to that described in "Simulation -
Taking the risk out of investment". (1) 

with the work-in-progress being stored randomly in so many 
different places with no ridgidity, (see plate 2.1) the section 
leaders spend most of their time sorting out the work to be done 
next in their section, not leading their section. Multiplication 
of jobs due to "loosing" them on the shop floor is common as 
there are so many places that they can be left, there being no 
single storage point. 

- VIEW ON FOLDING SECTION SHOWING THE AMOUNT 
AND RANDOM STORAGE OF WIP 
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As the system is loaded from component requirements further down 
the shop, without any relationship to actual component 
requirement, inventory quickly builds up in an unorganised 
manner, strangling the floor space and capacity, implying delays 
in starting jobs and any problems with programming or loading of 
the machines further exasperating the problem. As the 
manufacturing process is moved through, there is a knock-on 
effect of delays which become more significant the further down 
the manufacturing system the component moves, the times being 
cumulative, leading to jobs being performed randomly in an effort 
to keep the machines busy. In some of the worst cases setting up 
machines for the same jobs twice in the same day. 

As quoted in "Design of Just-in-Time Manufacturing System". (2) 
The reason for manufacturing lead times being so long, is that 
the Company is not supplying to Customer demand, but to 
manufacturing requirements. Such that if 20 components are 
required by a Customer, but manufacturing states that 25 are ~o 
be made, 25 are made. These figures are the average for DCE. So 
that looking at 2,500 different components manufactured when 20 
off of each are required (50,000), 62,500 items are manufactured, 
i.e., as 25% surplus to requirement. When this reasoning is put 
to the whole production range (high and low usage items), over
production is the result constrained by finite resources. This 
gives a slow moving production line, through a long and complex 
route on the shop floor, moving from one crisis to the next. To 
summarise DCE's current production problems, there are:-

Large amounts of work in progress (WIP) preceding assembly. 

Complex logistics. 

Difficulties in maintaining accurate component control on the 
shop floor. 

Components being produced in a random order. 

Excessive setting times being required. 

Production of components not actually required. 
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Slow production of components urgently required. 

Slow implementation of design changes, due to stock first 
having to be used or written off. 
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1.4 DCE'S COMPANY PROFILE 

To consider the current condition of the factory it is necessary 
to review both technical and financial aspects of the Company: 

1.4.1 TECHNICAL 

DCE is the market leader in its section of the market. It has 
achieved this by two quantum leaps in its technology. The first 
was in the layout of dust extraction equipment. Originally when a 
factory was laid out, and the ducting and extraction equipment 
was fitted throughout a factory to one collector. DCE's products 
changed this to individual self contained units attached to a set 
machine or process. Enabling a factories equipment to be added to 
or moved around with less expense, less down time, and more 
efficient dust control. 

The second, much more recently, has been the development of the 
Sintamatic Element. All traditional filter bags have been made of 
woven material, typically cotton or cotton\polyester. The new 
element, called the Sintamatic, is a sintered plastic element 
with a covering of P.T.F.E. (P.T.F.E., or Telfon is the acronym 
for Polyetrafluoroethylene). This cost effective filter improves 
performance, and has an infinitively longer life than the 
traditional filters. 

As more and more legislation comes into force with regards to 
'clean air' the market becomes larger as more companies are 
forced\volunteered to invest in dust control equipment. As the 
market leader in this area, DCEs' sales are ever increasing. 
with no forseeable down turn in the market trend, DCE is in an 
enviable position. 
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1. 4.2 FINANCIAL 

The following section investigates more closely the financial 
aspects of DCE. Firstly giving a brief financial overview of the 
Company and Group, then using a typical unit as an example, 
breaking it down to show the time involved to product it. 
Demonstrating what savings in time and money can be achieved, by 
adopting the "typical week" concept and by investing in new 
machinery that minimises setting times. Finally, reviewing the 
ordering\manufacturing\delivery times to demonstrate the 
financial risk. In the 1988 financial year: 

- DCE Group turnover was £33 million. (Consolidated) 

- DCE Ltd. Turnover - Home Sales £ 7.594 Million 
- Direct Export Sales £ 0.524 Million 
- Inter DCE Group Sales £ 8.347 Million 

Total £16.465 Million 

with 650 people employed worldwide, each person is responsible 
for £0.05 Million turnover. 

With 500 people employed in the UK, each person is responsible 
for £0.03 Million turnover. 

Examining DCE Ltd (UK) performance more closely: 

- Work in Progress (W.I.P) - Financial year to April 1989 was 
£1.72 million (average per month) 

- with an inventory to cost of sales of 119 days, for WIP. 
Using a 360 day year this gives a 4 monthly turnover of stock, 
i.e. stock changes 3 times per year. 

- The inventory as of July 1989 was £800,000 with an inventory 
to cost of sales of 34 days, 10 times per year. 

- Implying an average total stock holding of £2.521 Million 
(15% of DCE's annual turnover). 

To clarify these costs, a typical unit, a UNIMASTER UMA 102 G3, 
similar to that shown in plate 2 was examined. 
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Using a batch size of 10 and current manufacturing practices 
gives 19% of time spent on setting, 81% of time spent on 
manufacturing. 

For a batch of 1 this changes to : 70% of time spent on setting, 
and 30% of time spent manufacturing. 

By using the relationships of Production to delivery times the 
amount of time available for planning of production can be seen. 
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1.5 DCE'S PAST OPERATIONS 

By reviewing past operations and products, it is hoped to show 
that DCE having moved into dust filtration equipment, invested in 
the best technology available, whilst showing that their moves 
through the years continued this philosophy. Demonstrating where 
the Company has come from, where it is (section 1.6), and where 
it intends to go (section 1.7), using the manufacturing equipment 
available. 

Before the Salvagnini Cl Shearing Centre was commissioned, 50% of 
sheet steel that was delivered was cut to the required blank 
size, and 50% of the sheet steel was cut by DCE on three 
guillotines. 

Before the Behrens Punch machines and the Hammerle Brake Presses, 
Redman Tools with "Blow Plates" were used, or Brake Presses. DCE 
owned eleven Brake Presses and started batch production using 
them in the late 1950's. The Redman Tools at that time were very 
expensive, costing several thousand pounds each. 

There was no paint line as such, only three spray booths. DCE 
originally went to a company at Thetford to look at the paint 
line with the aim of purchasing one. They bought the Company! DCE 
then proceeded to use Thetford to manufacture the Dalamatic range 
of units, and use its paint line for the complete range of units 
with painted work. Each day one lorry would travel to DCE from 
Thetford, and one would travel to Thetford from DCE. 

The Unimaster (UMA) range, approx. 75/week production range, and 
the ADT range, approx. SO/week production rate, have always been 
manufactured at Thurmaston. Excepting the UMA meshes (the inserts 
that maintain the shape of the filter bags) that were made at 
Thetford. At this time DCE Thurmaston batch produced parts for 
VOKES -AIR, namely a disposable filter for British Nuclear Fuels. 
Cotes Park manufactured most of the metal work for "Roll filters" 
and frames for air conditioning filters for VOKES AIR (who only 
manufactured air cleaners). The ranges of filters no longer 
manufactured are: 

Dry Tube Filters, these consisted of 50 filter bags placed in 
tubes. 
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Wet Collectors, manufactured at Barkby Road. Mainly used in 
foundries. They could be very large in size, and used water as 
the filter media and deposited a sludge of water and dust. 
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1.6 DCE'S CURRENT OPERATIONS 

The factory total shop floor area, including 3 mezzanine floors, 
basement, warehouse and paintline extension is: 

147,600 sq. ft. 

Examining the method of working\specification of each of the 
processing (machines) and material to be investigated: 

- Sheet Steel 
- Tivox Steel Store 
- Salvagnini Cl Shear 
- Behrens Punches 
- Hammerle Brake Presses 

Sheet Steel 

The sheet steels used by DCE are: 

Mild Steel (CR4) in 1250 x 2500 mm sheets. 
In sizes 3.0\2.5\2.0\1.5\1.0\0.9 mm 

Mild Steel (CR4) in 1500 x 3000 mm sheets. 
In sizes 2.0 mm 

Mild Steel (CRI) in 1250 x 2500 mm sheets. 
In sizes 3.0\1.5\1.2 mm 

Stainless Steel (SS304 and SS316) 1219 x 2438 mm 
sheets. In sizes 2.5\2.0\1.5\1.0\0.9mm 

Also any 1.5 mm sheet may be ordered as 1.6 mm (16 swg) as this 
is the industries standard thickness but with 1.5 mm sheets for 
every 16 sheets purchased one is free! 

The steel specification is closely monitored on arrival to ensure 
that no problems are encountered when loading the Tivox Steel 
Store or in using the Salvagnini Shear. These are shown below in 
list 1. 7. 
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LIST 1.7 - STANDARD SHEET STEEL SPECIFICATIONS 

1) MATERIAL 

Prime CR4\CRl general purpose oiled material conforming to BS 
1449. Surface to be free from scratches, blemishes, rust, 
inclusions scale or roll impressions. 

2) DIMENSIONS 

Width tolerance to BS 1449 i.e. - 0 + 5mm. 
Decoiled length tolerance - 0 + 4mm. 

OUT OF SQUARE SHEET IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. 

3) FLATNESS 

Flatness is critical. Maximum bow is 3mm over a linear metre 
i.e. over a 2500 length, maximum bow 7.5mm. 

4) PACKING 

Packs to be labelled with our reference numbers, quantity, 
quality, size and gauge. 

Bundles should be edge protected with topsheet protected from 
weather. Only one grade\gauge\size per pallet. Bundle not to 
exceed 2 tonnes. 

5) PALLETS 

Bundles for forklift off-load. 

Pallets should be substantial enough to allow safe unloading 
and storage, and allow flat presentation of steel. Pallets 
should have 4 long members and 4 cross members (of equal 
dimensions), equidistant to prevent movement and sagging. It 
is stressed, supporting members must be substantial. Steel on 
un-safe pallets will NOT be accepted into these works. 

As of 21st February 1989 
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It should be noted that stainless steel (55304 and S5316) are 
bought in to a similar specification although in a highly 
polished un-oiled state. 
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TIVOX STEEL AUTO-STORE 

The sheet steel, still on its pallet is loaded by fork-lift truck 
into the Tivox Auto-Store. The Tivox unloads and deposits the 
sheet steel, sheet by sheet on designated shelves. The empty 
pallet is then replaced with a new pallet with steel to be 
loaded. This continues until the Tivox Auto-Store is full. (The 
Tivox is shown on the right in the background of plate 3) 

Currently 0.5 weeks requirement of steel is kept in the Tivox 
with an additional 2.4 weeks worth of additional steel being kept 
in hand, next to the Tivox (October 1989 figures). The 
specification of the magazine unit (2 off) is as follows:-

No. of different packs which can be stored 
Max. sheet size 
Min. sheet size 
Max. sheet thickness 
Max. sheet width 
Max. weight\stocking position 
Max. pack length 
No. of vacuum circuits 
Installed power 
Length x width x height 4000 x 

7* 
3000 x 1500 mm 
2000 x 1000 mm 

4mm 
140kg 

3000kg 
125mm 

3 
3.3kw 

3900 x 4490 mm 

*As there are two units, the number of stocking positions is 14 
in total (42 tons of steel). 

Added to the units are: 

Roller table with centering station: this adjoins the 
roller table, which forms an integral part of the 
magaz ine uni t. . 

'Wire mesh fencing of the magazine units. 

Double sheet thickness check (weighing system). 

Stock check unit OP393 (one per store). 

Interface with Salvagnini .Cl Shear. 

Control by Siemens P.L.C. type SS - 115U. 
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The double Tivox HL9l-4 automatic magazine unit with automatic 
feeder and centering station is used to feed shearing and 
punching machines. In this case a Salvagnini Cl Shear. 

Tivox is a Swedish Company, with a U.K. distributor, Lomir of 
Cinderford, Gloucestershire. 

The Tivox machine will supply a sheet from anyone of its storage 
positions to the Cl Shear when required. This means that a sheet 
is waiting to be fed to the Cl Shear as soon as the preceding 
sheet has been finished. Production can be interupted for 
emergency shearing at any'time, and any material in the store 
will be ready to be cut within a few seconds. The machine feeds 
itself, using the vertical and horizontal motion of the arm as 
well as feeding sheets out to the Shear. 

Installation and commission was completed at the same time as the 
Salvagnini Shear, in November and December 1988. DCE took 
possession on 2nd January 1989. The total capital expenditure was 
in the region of £500,000 for the Tivox store, Salvagnini Shear, 
and changes to the factory floor and contingencies. 
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SALVAGNINI Cl SHEAR 

The sheet steel having been conveyed by roller from the Tivox 
auto-store, has the edge facing the Shear raised and deflected by 
a set of vertically moving suckers. A roller the width of the 
conveyor is then activated beneath the sheet to give some 
support. Each of the vertical suckers is independent of the 
others. Those suckers which would touch the edge or miss the 
sheet of steel entirely are automatically excluded when the sheet 
is narrower than 1500 mm. (Plates 3 and 4 show the Salvagnini 
Shear and sheet steel being manoeuvred on its table). 

The edge of the sheet of steel which has been lifted by the 
suckers is gripped by a pincer, fixed to the front of the Shear, 
and the pulled towards the shearing table after the suckers have 
released it. The pincer of the transfer feed has two movements in 
addition to closing and opening in order to pick up and release 
the sheets of steel. These are a horizontal movement for pulling 
the sheet and for returning to the pick-up position, and a 
vertical one for leapfrogging over the sheet which has just been 
fed and remains on the table. 

The movement of the transfer feeder is numerically controlled. 
The pincer is not rigidly connected to the carriage which carries 
it and can be moved with reference to it, along two axies 
orthogonal against elastic restraints. It pulls the sheet against 
a reference stop. Just before it reaches the stop, the transfer 
rate slows, to avoid damage to the edge of the sheet steel. 

with the sheet of steel on the machine table, the machine starts 
cutting, it is of conventional construction with hydraulic 
drives. The handling of the sheet of steel incorporates a 
computer controlled manipulator, a rotator, and a return to 
sender system which allows several pieces of steel which may be 
of different widths to be stored at the back of the shear before 
being returned to the front where they are related and sheared 
again. 

Two forms of stacking have been used:-

Manual, used for small pieces and scraps. 
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There are three different places where this steel is deposited, 
at the rear of the machine, on a table, under the machine in a 
trolley (mainly off cuts), and under the machine in a trolley 
divided into two for small and then longer pieces. 
This is also required for non-magnetic material. 

Automatic, used for longer\heavier pieces. 
There are three stations, with a total of six stacking 
positions. 
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PLATE 3 View showing control panel, table , Tivo x , and 
transfer mechanism of Salvagnini Shear. 

PLATE 4 Showing sheet steel being manipulateJby Cl Salvagnini 
Shear. 
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The Salvagnini Shear was introduced in 1988, to fulfill the need 
for an automatic shear capable of cutting both large and small 
pieces in a random pattern from a single sheet or from many 
sheets. The software was developed to optimise the use of 
material in the most effective manner. Performance details are as 
follows:-

Material: All types of sheet metal. That with a delicate 
surface is protected with an adhesive polythene 
film. 

Thickness: 0.5 to 2.5mm for AISI 304 and AISI 430. 
0.5 to 3.0mm for all other types of sheet metal. 

Maximum Dimensions of incoming sheet: 3010 mm x 1510 mm 

Trimming capacity 3000 mm x 1500 mm 

Maximum weight of pack: 5000 kg 

Minimum size for stacking 200 mm x 100 mm 

Maximum size which can be cut and dropped in the base behind 
the shear blade 116 mm x 4 times material thickness 

The cutting programme aimed for by DCE is: 

- 8 hour duration +50% allowance for unloading pallet changes. 

- Production of 1550 components. 

- Use of 14 tons of steel. Equivalent to 200 sheets. 

The Salvagnini Shear is an Italian made machine. It was installed 
and commissioned at the same time as the Tivox Auto Steel Store, 
in November and December 1988. DCE took possession 
on 2nd January 1989. The total capital expenditure was in the 
region of £500,000 for the Tivox Store, Salvagnini Shear, and all 
changes to the factory floor and contingencies. 

The U.K. distribution company for Salvagnini is 
Lomir International of Cinderford, Gloucestershire. 
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BEHRENS PUNCH\LASERS 

The sheet steel is conveyed by pallet from the Salvagnini shear 
to the Behrens Punch\Laser machines, (see plates 5 and 6) where 
it is manually loaded, punched, and if necessary lasered and 
conveyed to a number of collection points, where it is manually 
off loaded. 

Punching is a form of shearing. Deformation to shear, failure of 
the steel, enabling shapes to be punched out. The laser is a 
highly collimated, monochromatic coherent light source. Used in 
this case for cutting shapes out of steel. It has a low overall 
efficiency but produces narrow kerfs, and small heat-effected 
zones with minimal effects on the rest of the work piece (4). 
The laser enables complex shapes to be cut out of the sheet steel 
easily and efficiently when compared to punching out the shapes. 
Laser is the acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated 
Emission of Radiation. The DCE laser gas mix is: 

82% Helium 
13.5% Nitrogen 
4.5% Carbon Dioxide 

An oxygen gas cloud shielding the actual laser on the work piece. 

For the DCE Behrens Punch\Laser technical data see Appendix. 
6.3.4. 

The Behrens are West German made machines with a Behrens U.K. 
subsidiary. 
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PLATE 7 HAMMERLE N.C. BRAKE PRESS 
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HAMMERLE PRESS BRAKES 

The sheet steel is conveyed by pallet from the Behrens to the 
Hammerle, where it is manually loaded, folded, and off loaded. 
(See plate 2.1 and 7) The press brake is a form of press, 
hydraulically driven, in the case of the Hammerle, to different 
given capacities. They have long, narrow beds with short, slow 
adjustable strokes. The work piece is placed between 
interchangeable dies which are bolted to the bed and the ram. 
Upon pressing the operating pedal the ram moves down to the work 
piece. Allowing for a final adjustment of the metal to be made. 
When more pressure is applied to the pedal the ram comes into 
contact with the work piece and forces it into the die. The ram 
then returns to its starting position. Allowing for a new work 
piece to be inserted or for the work piece to be fed inwards to 
produce various types of repeated bends, such as corrugations 
(4). Traditional presses have to change the die to change the 
fold, but the Hammerle Press (3 point bend) overcomes this by 
allowing the centre of the die to be adjusted. 

The Hammerle are Swiss made machines using Marti Hydromach as 
their U.K. distributors. For further details see Appendix 6.3.4. 

The sheet steel conveyed by pallet from the Hammerle to the 
welding\fettling sub-assembly area. 
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1.7 DCE'S FUTURE OPERATIONS 

DCE has a planned investment programme instigated by the 
Manufacturing Operations Review (M.O.R.) Committee. This 
Committee is chaired by DCE's Technical Director. The Committee's 
mandate is to review current operations and practices and, where 
possible, improve on the current situation. If and as necessary 
investing new capital equipment. The stages followed in an 
investigation are normally: 

Investigation 

Costing 

Justification 

Placement of orders 

Implementation 

Obtaining and analysing data 
Reviewing alternative machinery 
Technical background 
Selecting method of improvement 

Costing current methods 
Obtaining costs for equipment 

Feasibility of project (Financial and 
Practical) 
Obtaining BTR's consent 
Obtaining the monies required for the 
project. 

Receipt of equipment 
Installation 
Training of Operatives 
Maintenance 
Support 
Motivation 

DCE is in the fortunate position that as long as a project pays 
back ~PAY BACK) its investment within 4 years, and as such can be 
justified, the Capital Expenditure (Capex) will be signed by BTR, 
the Parent Company. This has enabled the M.O.R. Committee to 
approach its task with confidence and review the operations and 
practices within the whole Company. Leading to other 
subsidiaries. e.g. DCE Inc. (USA) setting up their own M.O.R. 
Committees. Recent and near future investment following the above 
route includes. 
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2 off Tivox HL91-4 Automatic steel stores 
(Dec. 1988 - £500,000 total) 

1 off Salvagnini Cl Shearing Centre 
(Dec. 1988) 

1 off Fanuc Robotic Welding Cell. (Plate B) 
(Feb. 1989 - £70,000) 

1 off Rhodes OP Press 
(Jan. 1990 - £120,000) 

Other investments made by the Company and involving the M.O.R. 
Committee have been: 

Paint Line 
Bag making machine 
Relocation of the sheet steel store and handling. 
Sintamatic element manufacture 
BS 5750 approval 
New computer and associated MRPII software for 
controlling all ordering and stock control. 
Improved method of manufacture of the Unimaster range 
of units. 
Computer simulation of the factory floor to enable 
Management to see what is actually happening to parts 
being made. Hence initiate improvements, via the 
model to manufacturing time and lower work in progress 
(WIP), starting with the front end of the shop floor, 
with the cut\punch\fold operations. 
Investment in new punch\fold equipment to minimize 
handling and setting times. 

The projects\capital expenditure itemized above have been planned 
and executed during the time scale of this project and will 
continue after the end of the project with future investment. By 
continual investment in its manufacturing processes, DCE 
maintains a cost efficient means of manufacturing its products. 
By ensuring that the product cost is less and delivery is 
quicker, thus giving the marketing edge to DCE, together with the 
technical lead in Dust Control Equipment. As competitors are 
constantly improving so must DCE. This results in a constantly 
on-going investment process. 
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1.8 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

Construct a component data base using the LOTUS 123 
spread sheet computer software package, for the sheet 
metal work processed by the factory. 

Construct a computer model of the CUT\PUNCH\FOLD 
process carried out on the sheet metal work, using 
PC MODEL by Simcon Ltd. 

Create a link between the LOTUS 123 and PC MODEL 
software packages, so that the data base can be used 
to provide the data required by the computer model. 

Verify the computer model by comparing predicted 
results with results obtained from the factory. 

Demonstrate what and where improvements could be made 
to the sheet metal manufacturing process, using 
method study techniques. 
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C H APT E R 2 

ACT ION T A KEN 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

As stated in the Project Objectives (section 1.9) the work within 
this project was initially to utilise a data base to enable 
computer modelling of a factory process to take place. 

This chapter looks in more detail at why the specific spread 
sheet (LOTUS 123) and computer modelling (PC MODEL) packages were 
chosen. Then giving descriptions of the equipment used within 'the 
course of the project. 
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2.1 REQUIREMENT FOR DATA BASE 

Due to the Company rapidly expanding its product range, no 
complete record has ever been kept of the data required to 
manufacture the sheet metal parts of its filter units. As part of 
the Manufacturing Operations Review (M.O.R.) Committee tasks, the 
assimilation of data and ordering of that data was deemed 
necessary for the following reasons: 

The capacity of the factory was unknown enabling no 
long term planning to take place. Double shifting was 
ordered as and when Management thought it required, 
with output ever -increasing it was not known at what 
stage the factory would not meet requirements. 

There was no linking of data. It was possible to have 
3 numbers for a part. 
The Brisch Number - A component code by shape, size 
etc. 
The Part Number 
The Drawing Number 
There was also a tape number and colour for 
manufacturing the part on the Behrens presses, 
together with a second tape number if the part was 
manufactured on the numerically controlled Hammerle 
Brake Presses. All the numbers for a component were 
held in different offices around the Company, i.e. 

Brisch Number ) 
Drawing Number) 

Part Number 
Drawing Number) 
Descriptions ) 

Tape Number 
Drawing Number) 

Drawing Office 

Production Control 
(Bur roughs Computer) 

Tape Preparation 
Production Engineering 

It was laborious work finding the data, as each 
drawing\tape etc. had to be looked up manually. Going 
through approximately 2,500 components' paperwork. The 
time scale rapidly becomes excessive. One Manager, 
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when requested to reveal information was heard to 
reply "how long is a piece of string?" As he had no 
idea of information being asked of him, and did not 
have the time to find out! 

It was not known what quantities were required to be 
made each week to fulfill DCE's production 
requirement. Answering the classic, how\when\where, 
for the production of each component. 

DCE stated the requirement to obtain BS 5750 release. 
Thus all items must be traceable and set manufacturing 
procedures adopted. Requiring a standardisation of its 
number system and knowing where things are 
going\coming from. 

Thus the requirement 
aspects of production 
contained the following 

of a file to bring together 
data was very clear. The 

information about a component: 

Part number 
Description 
Drawing number 
Tape number (colour\N.C.\laser) 
Tools used in Behrens punch machines 
Gauge of material (blank size) 
Total number of tools used on the Behrens 
High\low gauge material 

all 
data 

these 
file 

Quantity of the component required in a typical week 
Time per component (allowed) Behrens 
Time total (allowed) Behrens for that component 
Setting Behrens (actual) 
Family Number 
Time per component (allowed) Hammerle 
Time total (allowed) Hammerle for that component 
Setting Hammerle (~ctual) 
Route through machines 
Range of units that component belongs to 

This was achieved on a Lotus 123 spreadsheet of 2,700 lines long, 
and has been minuted to become a Company Document in August 1989 
Minutes of the M.O.R. Committee Meeting. (See Appendix 3.1.4.) 
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2.2 WHY CHOOSE LOTUS 123 FOR THE DATA BASE 

With the inception of the 
(M.O.R.) Committee a number of 
where the Company was in terms 
examples being: 

Manufacturing Operations Review 
projects were started to discover 

of its production facility. Two 

How many different parts were there on the o.P. 
Presses 

How sheet metalwork could be catagorized. Both on 
the brake presses ,and the punch\laser machines 
(Behrens) 

This data had to be displayed on some form of spread sheet so 
that it could easily be updated, make hard copies obtainable, and 
numerical calculations carried out. 

The main frame stock control computer (the Burroughs) did not 
have all these faci li ties. So with the large number of per sonal 
computers in the Company, it was decided to use a specific piece 
of spread sheet software. The most widely used spread sheet 
software in the Company being Lotus 123. 

It should be noted that other more efficient data bases are 
available similar to LOTUS 123 such as dBase III or IV, or 
alternatively a specific program could have been written to sort 
the data suppl ied into the spec if ic order requi red, and even 
modify it to the shape necessary for the transfer into the 
computer modelling package. DCE Management did not wish to follow 
this latter route. 

Initially Lotus 123 release 2.01 was used on the Victor 285 P.C., 
but when the Compaq 386S was purchased, Lotus 123 release 3.0 was 
also purchased. The reason for this purchase rather than release 
2.01 was that leaves could be added to the spread sheet. Thus 
making it into a form of 3-D spread sheet similar to a book. 
Both releases were capable of linking with PC model the computer 
simulation software. 

For technical summaries see 
Lotus 123 - Release 2.01 - Section 2.2.1. 
Lotus 123 - Release 3.0 - Section 2.2.2. 
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2.2.1 LOTUS 123 RELEASE 2.01 

This is a computer based software package produced by:-

Lotus Development Corporation, 
55, Cambridge Parkway, 
Cambridge. MAO 2142 

The package is a powerful analytical software programme combining 
the three most useful business analysis functions - spreadsheet, 
graphics and database - into one fully integrated package. 

The 1-2-3 spreadsheet provides an electronic environment for 
working with numbers. The spreadsheet is expansive - 256 columns 
x 8192 rows, so that large, complex jobs can be handled with 
ease, with no worry about running out of work space. The 
spreadsheet can then be manipulated and sorted as required. As 1-
2-3 only recalculates those cells that have changed since the 
last recalculations, a fast response time is achieved. 

1-2-3 allows a graph to be created from information contained on 
the spreadsheet and shows the graph on screen in seconds. The 
choices are from a line graph, x-y graph, scatter graph, bar 
chart, and stacked bar chart, enabling a graphic illustration of 
date, trends of patterns that may not be apparent in row numbers 
to emerge boldly and clearly. 

1-2-3 allows a database of 8191 records with up to 256 fields to 
be developed. The database can be used to store and update 
informa tion, sort data by pr imary and secondary categor ies in 
ascending or descending order, select and edit those records 
needed for more detailed analysis, or perform statistical 
calculations such as mean, count, standard division and variance. 
(7 ) 
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2.2.2. LOTUS 123 RELEASE 3.0 

This is a computer based software package produced by:-

Lotus Development Corporation, 
55, Cambridge Parkway, 
Cambridge. MAO 2142 

The package is an update of Lotus 1-2-3 Release 2.01. Release 3.0 
retains the same format as previous releases, but' also offers as 
stated in the Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.0 reference manual (8): 

New worksheet features, including multiple worksheets 
in the same file, the ability to see 3 worksheets at 
the same time, and cell mapping. 

New file features, including multiple files in memory, 
file protection, and file compatibility with previous 
releases of 1-2-3. 

New graph features, including additional graph types, 
a hot-view graph window, and greater flexibility in 
graph customising. 

New data features, including the ability to 
from external database tables into 1-2-3, 
for data in multiple input ranges, and 
sorting. 

read data 
searching 

enhanced 

New print features, including background printing, 
graph printing form written 1-2"-3, and merging text 
and graphs for reports. 

New range features, including search and replace, new 
formatting options, and other ease-of-use and editing 
enhancements. 

New Macro features, including 
macro commands and macro key 
number of macro range names and 
to simplify building macros. 

additional advanced 
names, an unlimited 
keystroke re-ordering 
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New @ functions, additional function keys and pointer 
- movement keys, new file types and extensions, more 
flexible use of memory and network support. 
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2.3 WHY USE COMPUTER SIMULATION? 

With a large data base rapidly coming together, the requirement 
to put it to use came to the fore. With output requirement ever 
increasing and a large work in progress level, a method of 
judging the efficiency of the factory was required and then 
testing 'what - if' experiments, without the constant upheaval of 
moving the factory floor around with the associated costs and 
chaos entailed. There were four basic methods of investigation 
available to achieve the changes required on the factory floor: 

Initiative - the author and colleagues 'gut-feel' for 
what should be done and how the production process 
could be improved, reaching a decision on what changes 
were to be made by discussion and with reference to 
similar projects. With the large amounts of work and 
money at stake, this option was not viable. 

Analytical - using logrithms, accurate data collected 
from the system, using simultaneous equations to 
predict what will happen to the system. Using system 
data. This method relies on the data extracted from 
the system to predict the future. ,At nCE the system 
was not stable and so could not accurately predict the 
future. The data base that was constructed only had 
the machining and setting times in it. The travelling 
times for the work varied greatly. The end results are 
complex in that there are just lists of figures and 
equations. Nothing graphical that can instantly grip 
managements attention at a committee meeting. 

Numerical using data collected from the system again 
wi th an inherently protracted time scale, using 
matracies to predict the outcome of events. Again the 
production process at nCE had too many variables and 
processed in a random\haphazard way so tha"t nothing 
predicted would be meaningful. The Lotus 123 file is a 
numerical array and as such its results can be shown 
on graphs. But it does not show the inter
rela tionsh ips of the machines, the queueing times and 
the transport times incurred in the real process. 
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Modelling this compliments the numerical 
investigation by graphically displaying the process to 
be investigated, demonstrating the inter-relationships 
between the machines the effects of queueing, and 
transport times. But the results, as with any other 
method of investigation, are only as good as the 
model. Time spe~ accurately describing detail is time 
well spent. 

DCE have effectively backed themselves into numerical analysis 
required something more dramatic and true to life if anything was 
to be gained. As numerically using the machine times everything ------on the factory floor should have been rosy! It was not. Once the 
model was installed and the process modelled and results 
obtained, changes would be made to the model and more results 
obtained and compared to the first. The model thus develops. The 
model will never be able to tell what to do as it does not 
process intelligence. But by carrying out a number of structural 
experiments an optimum result can be achieved. 

This evaluation process (5) is one of the most difficult in re
arranging\planning a production facility. Of the evaluation 
techniques available a proportion rely on subjective criteria and 
minimum of quantitative data. The following methods are listed by 
Angel R. Almodouor (5). 

Listing Advantages and Disadvantages. 
Basic but fast method but there is no useful 
information to be gleaned from this method, just for 
or against. 

Ranking 
Options are compared against common criteria. The 
problem is that not all the criteria may be listed and 
with too much information available the relative 
importance of each may be lost. 

Weighted Factory Comparison 
This method is similar to Ranking, but using this 
method each criteria is given a weighting depending on 
its desirability. Each alternative is then marked 
against these criteria, which is tabulated in the form 
of a matrix, the alternative with the highest score is 
selected. 
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The problem with the ranking method applies to this, together 
with the weighting of each criteria. 

Economic Comparison 
This method compares cost justification\breakdown, and 
is used when the total cost is the only factor to be 
considered. 

Material Flow 
This method uses computer algorithms operating on 
block diagrams describing material flow or 
relationships. These are useful initially for layouts, 
but require manual adjustments, but have with 
operational and iteration problems. 

Simulation 

This method shows what happens graphically on a 
screen, and allows modifications, but is only as good 
as the information supplied. Although some simulation 
methods are purely statistically based and only give 
numerical results. 

DCE decided to use simulation, due to the complex nature of the 
problem, also allowed the Management Board to view what was 
proposed before any action was taken. As A.A.B. Pritsker (ll) 
states, there are 4 levels of simulation possible: 

As explanatory devices to define a system or problem. 

As analysis vehicles to determine critical elements, 
components and issues. 

As design assessors to synthesize and evaluate 
proposed solutions. 

As predictors to forecast and aid in planning future 
developments. 

The objective of the simulation model was to take the guesswork 
out of decision making process, and was chosen to achieve this. 
(lO) • 
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To quote Partha Protini Bose - "It (simulation) reduces risks 
associated with process and plant start-ups; speeds the 
implementation of new manufacturing systems; helps optimize the 
efficiency, productivity, and utilisation of current or proposed 
manufacturing systems; and through the use of models, helps in 
the evaluation and understanding of manufacturing strategies". 

It was the optimisation\efficiency\productivity of DCE's current 
shop floor layout, and methods of production, compared with their 
proposed shop floor layout and methods of production that DCE 
were primarily concerned with, but also hoped to obtain the other 
advantages mentioned by Partha Protini Bose. 

Simulation reduces the problems when changing or implementing new 
plant etc. It is a form of "risk-management", by using the 
simulation beforehand options can be investigated and using 
iteration and optimum loading\plan can be achieved, saving money, 
time and nervous energy! As demonstrated in two very similar 
problems to DCE which have already been addressed by (1), (2), 
Mr. D. Heron and Mr. A. Garside. 

The first, (1), was a Company that was a major subcontractor to 
the aerospace industry. With some two thousand part numbers 
active on the shop floor, the Company having effectively lost 
control of its manufactur ing process. To remidy this an MRPI I 
package was to be installed. The process involved raw material 
being input into a machine shop, through the use of simulation up 
to 75% saving in leadtimes, and work in progress were shown to be 
possible. When relating this to DCE (at 75%), the W.1.P. would 
drop from £1.72 million to £0.43 million, and the lead time would 
drop from the historical 4 weeks to 1 week. 

The second, (2), used the PC Model software to achieve the 
results. The Company concerned was an electrical components 
manufacturer who wanted to improve performance by reducing 
excessi ve lead time. Again a problem that DCE has, although not 
in the same market. The results of the simulation showed that or: 1) 
reductions in W. 1. P. and throughput times of between 85 and 94 /., 
could be obtained. 
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Both examples show that large savings and increases in 
productivity can be made with the use of simulation. Without the 
need for major expenditure, just optimising the facilities that 
the Company already possesses and scheduling the work through the 
manufacturing process. 
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2.4 COMPUTER SIMULATION BACKGROUND 

(~ith every increasing complexity in life (11), and expense, it is 
necessary to find a way of proving ideas and solv\ing problems 
without exposing the process to changesj A. form of 
simulation\modelling of the process is required~ Alternative 
methods of evaluation of a process are listed in section 2.3 (5). 

Lupon deciding on simulation, the necessary desirable features 
have to be examined for the relevant simulation package to be 
purchased. There are 12 sections to be considered (12)~ 

~~ut Flexibility 
The software design should be able to develop models 
in a batch mode or interactively - using graphics. 

System 
This must be user fr iendly. When it is good, rapid 
progress of the model is achieved with few mistakes. 

Structural Modularity 
It should be possible to develop the model in modules. 
Some useful modules are initial conditions, 
requirements, equipment characteristics. This enables 
one to be changed without the others. 

Modelli~lexibility 

Software using event scheduling orientation 
the greatest power and flexibility, 
development is a tiresome process. 

possesses 
but the 

Network based systems make this simpler by describing 
the process by the available modes\blanks. But they 
represent only certain logic, and cannot represent 
complex decisions. 

For more complex modelling a lower level capability is 
required using event scheduling, user written process 
interaction, orientations or interfacing with Fortran, 
pascal programming languages or similar. 
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Modelling Conciseness 
Requirements of a blank\mode being able to select a 
path downstream, together with user-written process 
interaction orientations. 

Macro Capability and Hierarchical Modelling 
Development macros, ego a machining centre to expedite 
de-bugging time and the development of hierarchy in 
the model. 

Material Handling Modules 
Modules that represent AGV's robots, conveyors, enable 
faster de-bugging and model build times. As a major 
part of manufacturing is taken up in the transport of 
materials. 

Standard Statistical Generation 
The requirement of the buffers 
machinery etc. should be automatic 
specify. 

utilisation 
or simple 

of 
to 

Data Analysis 

r 
To be able to analyse 
out of a model is 
specific specialised 
charts, tables etc. 

the data going into and coming 
required. Together with more 
data analysis displayed on 

Animation 
Playback or simulation time animation can be 
both have their advantages and disadvantages, 
animation is required to show the movement of 
through the model. 

Interactive Model De-bugging 

used, 
but 

work 

This allows complete control over the models execution 
and access to data being collected. 

Micro\Main Frame Compatibility (e.g. MRPII) 
The ability to start on a micro computer and to change 
onto a main frame is an advantage as micro's are more 
controllable. Most control systems are run from main 
frames so that real time modelling can be effected. 
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It should also be noted that good support from the supplier and 
costs have also to be considered. The PC Model package by Simcon 
Ltd., chosen for this project has: 

Discrete programming 
General purpose application 
User written process orientation 
Inter-active De-bugging 

Once the simulation package has been obtained; simulation can 
start in earnest, although if started earlier, ie. brought to 
solve a specific problem, the problem formulation (11) will have 
a bearing on what is required, and should exert a healthy 
influence on the decision. 

The development of a model \simulation process should follow the 
following course: 

Problem Formulation 
What is the problem? A statement of the objective is 
required. 

Model building 
Simulating the process by mathematical relationships 
with regard to the problem formulation. 

Data Acquisition 
Identification, specification and collection of data. 

Model Translation 
Preparation of the model for computer processing. 

Verification 
Ensuring that the model runs as it should. 

Validation 
Has the desired accuracy or correspondence between the 
simulation model and the real system been achieved. 

Strategic and Tactical Planning 
Establishing the experimental conditions for using the 
model. 
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Experimentation 
during the simulation model to obtain experimental 
results. 

Anal~is of Results 
Reviewing the simulation 
graphically etc., drawing 
making recommendations. 

models results, in tables, 
conclusions from them and 

Implementation and Documentation 
Putting the results of the simulation model into 
practice and writing up the project. 

Whilst moving through the 
simulation\modelling, there are a 
avoided, (13) as listed: 

Pitfall Number 1 

process 
number of 

of computer 
problems to be 

Failure to have a well-defined set of objectives. 

A simulation model can only answer a certain number of 
questions. These questions need to be set before the 
modelling process begins, ego the simulation may show 
the throughput of a factory, but not be able to show 
the size of the buffers required. 

Pitfall Number 2: 

Treating a simulation study as a programming exercise. 

A number of companies have decided on a programming 
language for their simulation model. Appoint a team, 
and trained them, but have not taken into account the 
actual manufacturing system to be modelled, the 
statistics and probability, mathematics and operations 
research techniques, particularly the behaviour of 
queueing systems. 

Pitfall Number 3: 

Failure to communicate with Management\D~cision makers 
on a regular basis. 
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It is most import that Management\Decision makers are involved 
with the simulation project, from its inception. As their 
knowledge and approval of the model through its development will 
raise less queries at its conclusion. If in fact the problem that 
the Managers set has been addressed. 

Pitfall Number 4: 

Software which makes simulation accessible by 
"anyone". 

with simulation software that is graphics or menu run, 
there is no requirement for programming and as such 
little or no validation, input modelling and output 
data analysis is done. The results can be misleading, 
or at worst extremely dangerous, as the model may not 
reflect the shop floor activity. 

Pitfall Number 5: 

Misuse of animation. 

It is important that decisions are made not on the 
animation alone, especially over short elapsed time. 
There is an added problem in that some simulation 
packages allow changing of conditions in mid-run, 
hence giving an unreal result. 

Pitfall Number 6: 

Replacing distribution by their means. With jobs 
having random values, taking the mean (average value) 
does not take into account all the long jobs arriving 
together and the associated queueing. Also it does not 
take into account all the small jobs arriving 
together. So that by taking the mean the "extremes" of 
the simulation are erased so that a completely 
misleading situation can be shown. 

Pitfall Number 7: 

Incorrect choice of input probability distributions. 
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When the supply of jobs to a machine is not known for the future, 
it is necessary to base the supply on historical data using a 
distribution to extrapolate the results, ego exponential, gamma, 
Weibull, lognormal, and normal distributions. Ensuring that the 
best fit distribution is used and that it is within the expected 
limits of those that know the system. 

Pitfall Number 8: 

Incorrect modelling of machine breakdowns. 

Machines will breakdown and as such have to be 
modelled. Re-cycling the processing time by the 
percentage of time that the machine is broken down can 
give quite erroneous results. The rate of machine 
breakdown and length of time has to be based on the 
time that the machine is actually broken down. 

Pitfall Number 9: 

Making only one simulation run for a particular 
system. 

To base any results on one simulation run are 
extremely hazardous. As with randomly generated 
numbers in the system. No two runs are going to be the 
same. There will be a distribution of results and 
trends will have to be looked for. Storage areas will 
have to allow for the maximum numbers of components 
arriving at one time. 

Pitfall Number 10: 

Failure to warm-up a simulation 

When looking at a simulation model of a manufacturing 
system it is important to allow the simulation to 
reach a "steady-state". As no normal manufacturing 
system starts off with no work in progress. Not to do 
this will give misleading results. 
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Using all the above pointers\methods it is to be hoped that the 
simulation model constructed is a true representation of the 
system being modelled, and that the results can be used in the 
most appropriate manner, enabling further iteration on the system 
and hence greater efficiencies as and when the new system is 
instigated. _~ 
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2.5 SIMULATION PACKAGES 

This is not a listing of simulation packages that are the best, 
or most expensive. They are 1 isted not in any particular order. 
Listed below are the names, addresses and telephone numbers of 
those companies come across manufacturing simulation packages 
during the course of this project: 

Simcon Technology Ltd - 'PC Model' Version 8.40 XP -
01/01/88 

Simcon Technology Ltd. 
Anchorage House, 
17, Earnley Road, 
Hayling, 
Hants. 
United Kingdom 

'PC Model/XP+' 
'CAD motion' 

Tel: 0705 468908 

PC Model is a graphical modelling system for production 
processes. It interfaces with spreadsheets and allows the 
user to interrupt and modify results at any time. The 
simulation is animated with times for movement\operations 
specified to add realism. 

Istel Ltd - 'Witness' 

Istel Visual Interactive Systems Ltd., 
Highfield House, 
Headless Cross Drive, 
Redditch, 
Worcs. B97 5EQ 
United Kingdom Tel: 0527 550 330 

Witness is based on menu formated screens to define the 
model. The model can be made as simple or complex as 
required, including tool stores etc. 
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CACI Products Company - 'Symfactory with Animation' 

CACI Products Company, 
Regent House, 
89, Kingsway, 
London. WC2B 6RH 
United Kingdom Tel: 01 528 7980 

Symfactory 
the model. 
highlights 
software. 

is based on menu formated screens to def ine 
The software checks the programming and 

errors •. Analysis is carried out within the 

Citroen Industrie U.K. - 'Mast' 

Citroen Industrie U.K., 
Automation Division, 
Bedford Court, 
Bedford Street, 
Leamington Spa, 
Warwickshire. CV32 5DY Tel: 0926 88201 

MAST is designed specifically for FMS. Where loading is 
programmed the layout of the factory. The results of the 
simulation give the output performance. Work on MAST 
within an expert shell is now being undertaken. 

2.6 THE SELECTION OF P.C. MODEL 

This section falls into 2 parts: 

The selection of PC Model. 

PC Model model principles. 

2.6.1 THE SELECTION OF PC MODEL. 

Three computer simulation packages were reviewed and the problem 
discussed with the 2 Higher Education establishments offering 
those packages named. 
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Loughborough University of Technology 
Manufacturing Department 

coventry Polytechnic 
Mechanical Engineering Department 

- VS6 
- Mast 

- P.C. Model 

Coventry Polytechnic also had the following computer simulation 
packages at their disposal: 

Hocus 
Witness 

The Mast computer simulation package by Citroen Industrie U.K. 
was unable to be used due to software bugs and lack of confidence 
in the package at that time. 

with Coventry Polytechnic putting forward one computer package as 
the ideal solution to the problem, Loughborough University of 
Technology with one computer package on offer, the two were 
compared, although at different times and places. This comparison 
was documented in the form of a report included as Appendix 2. 
On the basis of this report PC Model was purchased. The package 
be ing able to interface helped wi th Lotus 123 (the database) and 
was inexpens i ve. Both packages be ing obtainable t·hrough Teaching 
(educational) concessions, proving to be a lot less expensive 
than if purchased as a commercial tool by a Company in business. 
Another consideration was that Coventry Polytechnic had 
considerable experience with PC Model having used it for other 
consultancies and as a teaching aid, and were actively involved 
with the technical support for the product. 
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2.6.2 PC MODEL: MODEL PRINCIPLES 

The PC Model software package allows the viewing of the 
incremental movement of jobs through the process being modelled. 
The Logic file controls the jobs movement and the process times 
at specific positions. Thus representing the actual movement of a 
job through a process. An example of this logic programming is 
shown in plate 9. The overall construction of the Logic used in 
the programs is shown in flow charts 3.2, 4.2, 5.2, and 5.3. The 
Logic controls how the jobs flow through the picture of the 
process, the overlay. This is constructed in another part of the 
software, and is very similar in concept to a computer aided 
design drawing package. (See Appendix 3.2.1, plate 15) 

When large quantities of data are to be input into the model, an 
array is used. This holds all the data for that model, and again 
is constructed in a different part of the software. 
Alternatively as used in this project, data can be imported to 
the array screen from another software package, in this case 
LOTUS 123. The data in LOTUS 123 has to be arranged in such way 
that the PC Model array will accept it. There are two differently 
types of ar ray screen, one for quanti ties\number s and a second 
for times, see plates 11 and 12. 

Once the simulation model has been initiated, the utilisation 
statistics screen can be viewed. This shows the percentage time 
that a designated position has been occupied by jobs in a 
specific hour. The number of jobs output by the model in the 
specified hour are also displayed, see plate 13. The utilisation 
file can be transfered to another spreadsheet package for further 
analysis. This was carried out within the project, the file being 
transferred to LOTUS 123, which enabled graphical representation 
of the results. 

A report file can also be generated showing the order in which 
the machines are used and at what time, see plate 14. This again 
can be transferred to an external spreadsheet software package. 
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In brief: 

The Logic file name is suffixed .MDL 
The Overlay file name is suffixed .OLY 
The Array file name is suffixed .DAT 
The Report file name is suffixed .RPT 
The Utilisation file name is suffixed .STS 

More detailed print outs of programs used in the computer 
modelling are given in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Showing the 
development from initial through to the final models. 
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PLATE 9 - COMPUTER SCREEN SHOWING PART OF THE PROGRAM 
JON \ JON.MDL 

:Jon\TEST .JAT 
: Ft6 Pftlt rAn QTY RTE RTF PTY SHEAR punCH FOLD ASCII 

1 1 8258 1 le 1 1 9 .99 ':199.99 ':199 .99 72 
2 2 8258 1 11 1 1 9." ':199.99 ':199.99 73 
3 3 825e 1 12 1 1 9.99 ':199 .99 ':199.99 71 
1 1 e25e 1 13 1 1 9.99 ':199.99 ':199.99 75 
5 5 825e 1 11 1 1 9.89 ':199.99 ':199.99 76 , 6 8258 1 15 1 1 9.ge ':199.99 ':199 .99 77 
7 7 8258 1 16 1 1 9.89 ':199.99 ':199 .99 78 
8 8 8258 1 17 1 1 9.89 ':I89.ge ':199 .99 7':1 , , 8259 1 18 1 1 9.99 ':199.99 ':189 .89 88 
11 11 8399 1 1 1 1 8.88 ':188.89 ':188.88 81 
11 11 8398 1 2 1 1 9.89 ':189.89 ':198.89 82 
12 12 8399 1 3 1 1 8.99 ':199.99 ':199.99 83 
13 13 8399 1 1 1 1 8.88 ':199.99 ':199.99 81 
11 11 8358 1 5 1 1 9.89 ':199.98 ':199.99 85 
15 15 1358 1 6 1 1 9.89 ':198.99 ':199 .88 86 
l' 16 835e 1 28 2 1 8.88 ':198.88 ':198.99 87 
17 17 8358 1 21 2 1 9.99 ':188.98 ':199.98 8':1 

PLATE 10 - COMPUTER SCREEN SHOWING A SECTION OF 
JON\ TEST.DAT ARRAY 
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PLATE 11 - COMPUTER SCREEN SHOWING THE DISPLAY AND EDIT 
SCREEN (ARRAY) FOR QUANTITIES . 

. 00 :00 ' 00'00 
:00:00 :00 :00.00ItJOIJO: 15:00. 
:00 :00 ' 00:00 . : 15 :00. 
:00 :00 00 .00 : 15 :00. 001~000 
:00 :00 . 00 .00 ; 15 :00 .00I l000 
:00 :00 . 00 ' 00 ' 00 . 15 : 00. OOl lOOO 
:00:00 . 000.00 ' 00 000:15 :00.00 
:00 :00 . :00 :00 000 : 15:00.vv .... vvv 
:00 :00. ' 00'0000 0 : 15:00.001:)000 

:00 :00 .00 00 00 . 00 15 :00'!.!1 l!! :00: 00 .00 :00 : 00 .0 . 15 :00 . 
:00 :00 . 00 :00 :00 .0 . 15 : 00 

000 : 00 ' 00 . 00 : 00 15 ' 00 
000 :00 :00 . :00 : 00 · 15 :00.00ItJ O()0 

:00 ,00 . :00 :00 . . 15 : 00.001~000 
' 00 ' 00 : 00 : 00 . . 15: 00 OO l lOOO 
00 00 00 00 . 15 00 

'12 - COMPUTER SCREEN SHOWING THE 
SCREEN (ARRAY) FOR TIMES 
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:31 :13.50 RLG o 10 1 33 

PLATE 13 - COMPUTER SCREEN SHOWING THE UTILISATION 
STATISTICS 

PLATE 14 - COMPUTER SCREEN SHOWING THE REPORT FILE 
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2.7 COMPUTER - HARDWARE 

The equipment used was initially a Victor VPC II 286 Personal 
Computer and then a Compaq 386S Personal Computer. 

2.7.1 VICTOR VPC III 286 PERSONAL COMPUTER 
TECHNICAL DETAILS 

This was a personal computer produced by: 

Victor Technologies, Inc., 
380 EL PUEBLO Road, 
Scotts Valley, 
California. 
95066. 

and was the property of Loughborough University, although it was 
permanently based at DCE Ltd., Leicester. The Computer had both 
hard disc and 5.25" floppy disc drive, with EGA graphics. The 
random access memory of 640K bytes, was extended in February 1989 
to enable the complete Lotus data base to be loaded. The hard 
disc memory was 18916 K bytes. Even with a maths co-processor on 
board the calculation time became excessive. 

When the usage of the computer was taken into account, it became 
necessary to justify a new computer. This was done on a 
comparison basis and the report is included in Appendix 2. 

The programs (software) was used on the Victor P.C. were: 

Lotus Release 2.01 
P.C. Model version 8.40 XP - 01\01\88 
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2.7.2 COMPAQ 386S PERSONAL COMPUTER 

Technical Details 

This was a personal computer produced by: 

Compaq Computer Limited, 
Ambassador House, 
Paradise Road, 
Richmond, 
Surrey. TW9 lSQ 

The specification of the computer was as follows: 

1 company 386S Model 40 
One Mb 16 bit memory 
One 5.25" 1.2 Mb disk drive 
One 40 Mb fixed disk drive 

1 3.5" 1.44 Mb disk drive 
14mb RAM module 
1 VGA colour monitor 
1 MS DOS 

The Compaq 386 utilises the Intel 80386SX, 16 MHZ chip, which 
gives a 60% increase in speed over the Victor 286. 

The compaq P.C. was purchased in September 1989, .. gu.r.eha's.rcr-by 
DCE, together with an IBM Proprinter III x L Printer, so that 
hard copies of data could be obtained. 

The cost of the whole package was: £4,613.25. 

The programme Software used on the Compaq P.C. were: 

Lotus Release 3.0 
P.C. Model version 8.40 XP - 01\01\88 
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C H APT E R 3 

I N I T I A L MOD ELL I N G 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION 

with the process to be examined decided on, Cut\Punch\Fold for 
sheet steel. The promise of benefits to be gained has been shown 
in similar projects, and the software to be used chosen, LOTUS 
123 and PC MODEL. The actual data base construction and computer 
modelling has now to be started. This chapter shows the progress 
through the initial stages of this process, up to the review of 
the data base and the change in method of reading the data into 
the model from sequential to simultaneous, and the results 
obtained. 
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3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOTUS 123 DATA BASE 

The Lotus 123 Data Base was originally conceived as an all 
embracing data base for the Cut\Punch\Fold components 
manufactured by the Salvagnini\Behrens\Hammerle machines, so that 
any information required for a part would be readily available. 
Five different Departments in DCE colaborated in its 
construction: 

The Design Drawing Office 
The Works Supervision 
The Process Planning Department 
The Work Study Department 
The Production Planning Department 

Appendix 3.1.1 - diagram showing the route of data collection and 
the people invol ved. The da ta base was star ted in mid 1988 and 
completed in mid 1989. As with all data collection of this size 
there were inaccuracies and for the last 6 months only 2 people 
were working on the file so that as the product range changed the 
data base did not. 

Initially Mr. S. Richards of the Design Drawing Office, grouped 
like shaped components together (see appendix 3.1.2) although the 
gauges might have been different this was done to minimize the 
setting time between jobs on the Hammerle (Brake Presses), 
putting through a family at a time. 

Then the author placed the 'typical week' quantities onto a copy 
of this 11.4 lever arch file 'Families Part Folder'. Then placing 
all the part numbers onto the main frame computer and obtained 
the machining times for the components (see Appendix 3.1.3). 
These lists were then handed to Mr. T. Wells who placed them onto 
the Lotus 123 spread sheet with Mrs. A. Greaves help. He also 
added the gauge, punches used, tape numbers, total tool quantity, 
and a description of the component, (appendix 3.1.4) 

Then with the help of Work Study Department any machinery times 
that were missed were added and with the help of the Works 
Supervision using their 'Product Knowledge' to put the families 
in the correct order. At a later date the drawing number of each 
component was added as requested by the Design Drawing Office. 
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A family name, a unique number in the correct order of families 
to be processed was added. During the compiling of the data base 
it was found that the families grouped themselves very much by 
gauge, falling into 2 categories above 1.6mm or 1.6mm and less. 
This helped the manufacturing process greatly as this was the 
gauge break of the machines, ie. different punch dies and folding 
tools were used, above and below 1.6mm. 
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HOW THE DATA LINK FROM LOTUS 123 TO THE PC MODEL WAS ACHIEVED 

With the Lotus being able to link with PC Model, it was intended 
to use the data base as the data for the simulation model. To 
this end quantities which come from a typical week were included. 
A typical week was obtained by taking the sales figures of units 
for the last 3 years, averaging them. Finding a week when this 
production requirement was met, then using the Burroughs main 
frame computer the unit was broken down into constituent parts 
with the quantity required given. When comparing these 'average' 
figures with actual production figures they had an acceptable 
error. 

To transfer the Lotus data file from Lotus to PC Model, it's 
format had to be changed. To do this the following actions were 
taken, to obtain the form found in Appendix 3.2.3. 

Insert a line number on left of the file 
(Numbers 1 - 999 consecutively (PROD). 

Delete the 
(FAMILY). , 
inserted to 

first and last part of the family name 
i.e. F03.0210.003, became 0210, and was 
the right of PROD. 

Move the quantity per week (QTY) so that it was to the 
right of FAMILY. 

Examine the gauges and routes required by the job and 
insert the relevant number to the right of QTY. 

The priority (PRTY) was then inserted to the right of 
this. The priority number starting at zero and ending 
at 255. 

The allowed hours were changed by dividing them all by 
1. 67 to give actual hours. The setting hours also 
being actual hours required to do the job. 

The hours being arranged so that from the left they 
read CUT\PUNCH\BEND. 
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An ASCII code value was placed to the right of this. 

All other data from the file was then deleted. 

The file was then transferred out of Lotus as a print file. 
Being changed into a data file when it was input to PC Model. As 
can be seen from referring to Appendix 3.1.4, this was a 
laborious task, with any errors causing the simulation to stop. 
(Appendix 3.3.3). 
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HOW THE DATA LINK FROM PC MODEL TO LOTUS 123 WAS ACHIEVED 

The link from PC Model to Lotus 123 was achieve using software 
supplied with PC Model. Before running the model a file was 
opened to store the utilisation data (results). At the end of the 
model run this file was converted using the software supplied 
into a form that Lotus 123 would accept, and then transferred 
from PC Model to Lotus 123 for further graphics and graphical 
representations of the result. 

The Lotus data base, 
to\revised during the 
with the review of the 

whilst being continually mOdified\added 
pro'ject, the next major change occurred 

whole ,data base as outlined in Chapter 4. 
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3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMPLE FACTORY MODEL 

The development of the simple factory model started in February 
1989 through a liaison with Coventry Polytechnics' Mechanical 
Engineering and--:;::Marfu'f'acturing Systems Department. The model 
constructed wasffhat th'at DCE Management envisaged for the new 
routing of work'-t~h~r~ough the factory. The initial overlay (Drawing 
DCE15.0LY) is shown in Appendix 3.2.1. The routing to be followed 
is shown below in Diagram 3.2. 

Bl -----._ Hl 3P 
1.5mm 

B 2 ----_. H 2 3P ____ _=::::::",. 
2mm Welding\Painting 

Shear DLM Sides 

Hoppers 
Hammerle 

DIAGRAM 3.2 SHOWING PROPOSED ROUTING OF JOBS 

The flow chart for DCE\FINAL.MDL, the final program in this 
section can be found overleaf. (Flow Chart 3.2) This shows the 
reasoning and order of the programming. The initial program 
controlling the routing is to be found in Appendix 3.2.2. 
(DCE\DCE16.MDL). In this programme the initial link from Lotus to 
PC Model to Lotus has been achieved. There are only 4 routings 
included in this model. With only one of those punching and 
folding. The other just punching the material and sending it on 
to the end of the simulation. 

The data input from Lotus 123 
(listing), a test Array for 
(Appendix 3.2.3.). Examining the 

to PC Model was via 
the DCE\DCE16.MDL is 
ARRAY (DCE\DCE16.DAT). 

an ARRAY 
included 

The first column (PROD) 
Ending in 999 to tell the 
end has been reached. 

is a sequential number. 
simulation model the file's 
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The second column (FAMILY) is the family 
identification number. The simulation model records 
this figure and changes the setting time from % SET 
CUT - SAME VALUE to % SET CUT - DIFF VALUE when this 
number changes. 

The third column (QTY) is the quantity of the job. 
This is multiplied by the time to give the correct 
delay time of the relevant machine. 
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FLOW 
OCE\F 

1 

IWAITl 

FOLD ONLY 

1 

I WAIT 

t 
lWAIT 

CHART 3.2 
INAL.MOL 

Set up 

I 

I 

NO 

I 

NO 

I 

NO 

I 

l 
NO 

I 

I START I 
- Overlay - Clock Accuracy 
- WIP - Counters 
- Constant TImes - Positions 
- Utilisations 

Set up files to enable array input I 
I Input array I 

I 
1 

Read one line of data sequentially I 
.1 

1 

Is the shear free? 

YES, 

Setl Use 
High I Low 

Setting TImes 
I 

Shear Operation 
I 

Which route? NO OPERATIONS 
For punch I fold operation 

PUNCHIFOLD , 

Move to punch mic I 
-' 
1 

Is the punch mic free? 

YESt 

Setl Use 
High I Low 

Setting TImes 

mic operation I 
1 

Is the fold mic free? 

YES , 

Move to fold mic I 
I 

Setl Use 
Highl Low 

Setting TImes 

I 
mic operation I 

I 

The only fold operation? 

YES 1 , 
Move to store I 

Is this the last line of data? NO 

YESt 
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SV(%PUNCH,%%SCHED(~SPUN,OBJ@l» ;Set value 
AO (%PUNCH, *, % %SCHED (~SQTY ,OBJ@l) ) ; Ar i thm. operation 
WT(%PUNCH) ;Wait 

The fourth column (ROUTE) is the route that the job 
will take through the s imula tion. In this case 1, 2, 
3,5,6. The routes taken by jobs in the DCE and JEF 
directories are shown in "DCE\JEF DIRECTORY 
ROUTINGS". (Appendix 3.2) This appendix shows an 
overlay with the machines labeled with the routes 
showing to which machine the job will travel. At the 
left hand end of the overlay "Pallets" are indicated, 
this is where the jobs first appear on screen 
representing the back of the Salvagnini Shear. The 
jobs leave the screen on the right hand side in 
"welding, etcH 

The fifth column (PRTY) is the priori ty of the jobs 
varying from 0, the highest, to 255, the lowest. 

The sixth column (CUT) is the time for the job to take 
in the cutting process per part, in Hours : Minutes : 
Seconds. 

The seventh column (PUNCH) is the time for the job to 
take in the punching process per part, in Hours 
Minutes : Seconds. 

The eighth column (BEND) is the time for the job to 
take in the bending process per part, in Hours 
Minutes : Seconds. 

The ninth column (ASCII) is a 
interpreted by the simulation model 
screen a block identifying that 
simulation. 

number which is 
and shown on the 
job during the 

The results of this Array being run through the simulation are 
shown in Appendix 3.2.4. This shows the throughput of jobs in 
hours so that in the first hour 6 jobs were completed. No 
utilisation percentages have been shown. 
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The first model was developed through the iterations: 

DCE\DCE17.MDL 
DCE\DCE18.MDL 
DCE\DCE19.MDL 
DCE\DCE21. MDL 
DCE\DCE22.MDL 
DCE\DCE23.MDL 
DCE\DCE26.MDL 

to DCE\FINAL.MDL 

Where DCE 
Is the Directory 
that the program is 
stored in on the 
computer. 

The main changes to the 
appendices where necessary. 
given in Appendix 3.10.1. 

\ FINAL.MDL 
Is the name of the 
individual program 
with Arrays\Overlays\ 
etc. having the same 
name as the program. 

programs will be highlighted, with 
A full print-out of DCE\FINAL.MDL is 

Iterating on DCE\DCE16.MDL the overlay has been slightly changed 
(DCE\DCE17 .OLY). The second route no longer being present from 
the cutting process, but coming from the main branch before the 
Behrens. The program has been greatly added to, effectively 
doubling its length. New programming includes: 

A set work in progress limit (L=(lO» 
A set simulation clock accuracy (C=(O» 
Machine locations (*B32=(XY(26,6» 
Machine utilisation (U=(l.B BUF1,*B12» 
The option of setting the'times immediately at the 
Shear (SV(%%Prod_Times(#PFLG,OBJ@l),OBJ%l) 
Jobs only moving from one machine to the next if its 
buffer has no jobs in it, ie. no queueing at the 
second machine. 
8 routes for jobs are completed with punching and 
folding operations. 
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The changes that Array has undergone (DCE\DCE.DAT) are: 

The family numbers have been changed, so that both 
setting times can be checked. 
The Route numbers now read from 1 to 8 to check all 8 
possible routes. 

The results of this Array being run through the simulation are 
shown in Appendix 3.3.4. The utilisation of the various machines 
and buffers are now given as they have been programmed into the 
simulation. Explaining these: 

Total Hours = 10 (The total simulation time) 
Total Tools = 16 (The number of utilisations shown) 
For B BUF l. 
MEAN = 31.15 (The mean of the distribution) 
STD-D = 38.09 (The standard deviation of the 

distribution) 
MAX = 100.00 (The maximum value) 
MIN = 0.00 (The minimum value) 

Hour B BUFl 
1 42.63 (The square B BUFl was occupied 42.63 % of 

hour 1) 

with the results now shown in Lotus 123, the Lotus graphics 
package can now be used. (Appendix 3.3.5. for example of B _BUFl) 
In developing DCE\DCE17.MDL to DCE\DCE18.MDL (Appendix 3.4.1), 
the following revisions were made: 

The single loop (link statement) added at the end of 
each routing was changed to the move statements at the 
end of each routing. 

Both set value statements for %% PROD TIMES have been 
omitted. 

The time counter for the job completion times has been 
omitted throughout the programme. 
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The first change makes no difference to the logic of the program, 
it is just a more labor ious task to type out. The second and 
third changes account for differing utilisation statistics. The 
overlay and data files are the same as those used in DCE\DCE17. 
MDL. 

In developing DCE\DCE18.MDL to DCE\DCE19.MDL (see also Appendix 
3.5.1) the following revisions were made: 

An extract column was added to the array. 

The logic controlling the setting time for the 
machines was changed. 

The set value statement deleted in DCE\DCE18.MDL are 
now included. 

The time counter for the job completion times are now 
included. 

The first change aimed to give an identification column in the 
array. This failed as the column was transferred as zeroes. The 
second change was to control the setting time. Previously a new 
batch of works' setting time started as soon as the last batch of 
work began to be processed by the machine. With the new 
modification the set up time only starts when there is no work 
being operated on. 

By comparison with DCE\DCE18 the utilisation statistics it can be 
seen that the change in setting time increases the machinery 
cycle time. The overlay and data files are the same as those used 
in DCE\DCE17.MDL. 

In developing DCE\DCE19.MDL to DCE\DCE2l.MDL (see also Appendix 
3.6.1) the following revisions were made: 

The end of the file has changed from 999 to 9999. To 
allow for larger data arrays. 

The setting times are more defined, having a 
different setting for the Behrens and the Hammerle. 
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The identification column has been deleted in the 
array and program. 

The (link) loop for putting working into stores has 
been included throughout the program. 

The control of setting has reverted to that previously 
used. 

The first change, increasing the size of the files will enable 
the entire data file to be read into the model. The last four 
changes are program changes to obtain the most efficient running 
of the program. By compar ison to DCE\DCE19 utilisation 
statistics, there are changes that originate from changing the 
setting times. Although DCE\DCE18 and DCE\DCE19 approach each 
other. The overlay and data file is the same as used in 
DCE\DCE17.MDL. 

In developing DCE\DCE21.MDL to DCE\DCE22.MDL (see also Appendix 
3.7.1.) the following revisions were made: 

A new overlay, DCE\DCE22.0LY was used. With loops in 
the routes to allow more jobs onto the simulation. 

A new data file, DCE\DCE22.DAT was used, to allow a 
new Route (Route 9) to be included. 

The number of different setting times were increased 
to give greater sensitivity. 

The name labels in the utilisation statistics were 
changed to coincide with the name changes on the 
overlay. 

Various distance moves have changed values to maintain 
parity with the overlay. 

TP(*Store) - Test position of the store has been 
deleted as no work waits here. 

By comparison to DCE\DCE21 the utilisation 
changes to the results, which come from 
changing the data file together with the 
moved. 
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In developing DCE\DCE22.MDL to DCE\DCE23.MDL (see also Appendix 
3.8.1.) the following revisions were made: 

A counter inserted so that each job has a different 
colour. 

The end logic changed so that as soon as the last job 
was completed the timer (clock) was to jump to the 
next 10 hour period and stop. 

A move of 7 places to the right (MR(7,%move» was 
inserted between the Behrens and the Hamrnerle 
Machines. 

Neither of the first two points worked satisfactorily. The 
counter changing to object did not aid the identification of 
symbols to any great extent. The end logic proved problematic. 
None of the jobs would exit from the screen and so with a large 
data file the model 'locked up' and gave meaningless results. By 
comparison to DCE\DCE22.MDL the utilisation statistics, the 
changes are notable in that only one item passes through 
DCE\DCE23.MDL the other columns of the statistics coming close. 
The overlay and data. files used are the same as those used in 
DCE\DCE22.MDL. 

In developing DCE\DCE23.MDL to DCE\DCE26.MDL (Appendix 3.9.1) the 
following revisions were made: 

- No Route 9 

- There are only 4 setting times 

- The programme logic to obtain the correct setting times 

The first two points are reverting back to previous programs. 
The third point is ensuring that as a new job is processed on a 
machine no other jobs can be moved into the buffer station and 
the setting time started. 

By comparison to DCE\DCE23.MDL the utilisation statistics the 
results were found to be somewhat different due to the lack of 
Route 9. Due to the setting times the run time for DCE\DCE26.MDL 
was longer. The overlay used was DCE\DCE26.0LY the same as 
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DCE\DCE17.0LY wi th only machine names ·changed. The data used was 
DCE\DCE26.DAT. 

The cutting process always taking 
The punch process always taking 
The bend process always taking 

0.5 hr 
1 hr 
1 hr 

(listed in seconds) 
(listed in seconds) 
(listed in seconds) 

In the development of DCE\FINAL.MDL (Appendix 3.10.1) all the 
advantageous modifications of the previous computer simulation 
programs (DCE\DCE16 - 26) have been utilised. In this program the 
report array has been investigated and corrected. The report 
array records the time of a job: 

Through cutting (#PFLG=(O» 
Through Cutting\Punching (~PBEH=(l» 

Through Cutting\Punching\Folding (~PHAM=(2» 

Through Cutting\Punching\Folding\Welding 
(#PPROD=(3) ) 

See diagram 3.104below 

CUT PUNCH FOLD STORE 

-#PFLG 
CULl! 

#PBEH 

COLl #:PHAM 

COL2 i 

#pPROD 

COL3 

DIAGRAM 3.10.4 SHOWING WHAT LINES THE REPORT ARRAY SHOWS 

There are extra lines added to the program as itemised in the 
remark~ columns of Appendix 3.10.1: 

New % work counters have been added. 

SV(OBJ%l,CLOCK) has been moved to set the time 
before the job is started by the Salvagnini. 

The reporting statements values have been changed to 
correspond with the new counters. 
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Some of the logic to obtain the correct process times 
for the Report Array have been changed. 

After the Test Data Array had been run through the program, the 
Report Array was viewed on screen. These results are not the same 
as the Data Array, as there is an added time factor for queueing, 
waiting in stores, and movement of the job from one machine to 
the next. 

By comparing the utilisation statistics with those of 
DCE\DCE22.MDL the results for the job completion are similar 
(throughput), although the utilisation for job completion are 
different. This was due to the difference in the setting logic. 
The overlay used was the same as in DCE\DCE22.MDL, DCE\DCE27.0LY 
(Appendix 3.7.1.) The data used was the same as in DCE\DCE22.MDL, 
DCE\DCE27.DAT 

In summary of section 3.2, Development of the Simple Factory 
Model: 

The section reviews the changes made to the simulation 
model during its development. Results have been given 
for the same or similar data throughout. 

The Final Model (DCE\FINAL.MDL) is a compilation of 
all the advantageous points of the previous models and 
utilises the Report Array in its correct format. 

The section ends as the next development involved a 
major change in the models logic in reading data. 
This took place after the model DCE\FINAL.MDL. 
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3.3 RESULTS OF INITIAL MODELLING 

The following section gives the results obtained from the Lotus 
file during the time the DCE\ file PC Model computer simulation 
models were being developed and used. The results have been 
presented separately for clarity. 

3.3.1 RESULTS FOR 123 LOTUS DATA BASE 

With the Lotus file nearing completion it was necessary to total 
the Lotus machining and setting times. The first problem 
encountered was that the times for machining were "Allowed" hours 
from the computer. These had to be changed to "Actual" hours, the 
length of time that it would actually take to machine a 
component. How this was achieved is shown below: 

1.00 Hours timed - the job takes this time 
+12% Rest allowances and contingencies 

1.12 Hours 
x 1. 67 
1. 87 Hou rs 

JOB TIME 
Wages (Historic Addition) 
Allowed Time 

So to obtain the Actual Time the Allowed Time is divided by 1.67. 

The Setting\Change over times allowed, were estimated: 

0.1 hrs for parts within a family. 
0.3 hrs for a change in family. 

and called Judgement Times (J). These represent change over times 
for similar components and change over time for different gauges 
and dis-similar components. The table of times given in table 
3.3.1.' giving the Behrens Punches, and then the Hammerles Brake 
Press folding times from these machines, obtained from the Lotus 
file at this time. 

• 
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MACHINING JUDGEMENT TOTAL PER 
MACHINE ACTUAL HRS ACTUAL HRS MACHINE 

Behrens - 5 2.5 4.5 7.0 
Non-Laser Complex Parts 

Hammerle - 7 3.2 3.9 7.1 

Hammerle - 9 2.7 1.4 4.1 

Behrens - 6 78. 77.1 155.1 
Laser with gauge 

Hammerle - 4 10.4 11.1 21. 5 

Hammerle - 5 36.6 40.6 77.2 
(N. C • ) 

Hammerle - 6 4.2 6.6 10.8 

Behrens - 7 69.3 50.4 119.7 
Laser low gauge 

Hammerle - 1 49.6 41.1 90.7 
(N. C • ) 

Hammerle - 2 13.5 6.5 20.0 
inc. (H2\Hl ) 

Hammerle 3\1\3 34.7 0.7 35.4 

Hammer1e - 6 0.1 0.1 0.2 

Hammer1e - 1\Nibb1er 1.0 1.7 2.7 

TABLE 3.3.1 - ACTUAL TIMES FROM LOTUS 123 

DATE 25/05/89 
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As can be seen from Table 3.3.1. the non-laser Behrens is very 
highly loaded. By receiving the components flowing through the 
various machines, the following balancing of times was achieved 
in Lotus 123. 

MACHINE 

Behrens - 5 
Non-laser 

All Routes other 
than N.C. 53.9 

Behrens - 6 
Laser 

Hammerle - 5 
(N. C. ) 

Behrens - 7 
Laser 

Hammerle - 1 
(N. C • ) 

MACHINING 
ACTUAL HRS 

37.1 

28.0 

50.3 

43.1 

63.5 

88.6 

JUDGEMENT 
ACTUAL HRS 

31. 0 

81. 9 

57.0 

44.0 

46.0 

46.0 

TOTAL PER 
MACHINE 

68.1 

107.3 

87.1 

109.5 

134.6 

with the Behrens working double shifts, these figures imply that 
the largest operating machine is the Hammerle 1, at 134.6 hrs. 
At 40 hrs per week this implies that the work will take nearly 
3.5 weeks. 
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3.3.2 RESULTS FOR PC MODEL 

The first results from the computer simulation were obtained on 
27th June 1989. 

The original Lotus 123 data file being WKLYLDNG.WKl. This was 
changed onto an acceptable form for PC Model and called DCE.DAT. 
The results file from this data file was DCE.WKl. The simulation 
run time was 153 hrs. On the same program with the same constant 
values (movement time\WIP\clock accuracy) the following results 
were obtained: 

The data file JDCE.WKl, Actual times for machining 
gave the results file JDCEl.WKl. The simulation run 
time was 113 hrs. 
Changing all the priorities of jobs to the same value 
gave the same simulation run time at 113 hrs. 

The data file was then arranged so that a minimum run time was 
achieved. The following reasoning was used: 

Work 

1st Thin Gauge l Laser N.e. • Behrens 
Then ~---salvag"i"i~ 

Laser N.C. • Thick Gauge etc. Behrens 

Odds and ends 
as required 

----•• Salvagnini - Non Laser - Hammerle 
Behrens 

Store 

The simulation run time dropped to 68 hrs. Then re-arranging the 
data taking into account the laser parts gave a further reduction 
in simulation run time to 63 hrs. These results were questionable 
as the simulation program at the time was not totally correct. 

Assuming that the results are constant with errors. The method of 
scheduling work through the simulation is very important. Giving 
a 26% reduction in time from the allowed hours to actual hours, 
and a further 44% reduction in completion time from the first 
Actual hours simulation run to the last. 
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With further changes to the program file the following data files 
were run through the DCE\DCE21.MDL to obtain the minimum run time 
possible on this will ultimately dictate how many shifts on what 
machines will be required. Again there were errors in the data 
files as itemised. The result being that the program ends at the 
first error. 

The settings throughout the following simulation runs were: 

L=(lO) 
C=(O) 
%Move=(O:OO:lO.OO) 
%Set_Same=(0:06:00:00) 
%Cut_Same=(0:00:05.00) 
%Set_DiffB=(0:18:00:00) 
%Set_DiffH=(0:18:00.00) 
%Cut_Diff=(0:00:05.00) 

The results were as follows: 

JDCE.DAT 

;Work in Progress Limit = 10 
;Clock Accuracy = Seconds 

;Movement = 10 Seconds per move. 
;Setting times 

This file contains the original routes and actual times 
for the typical weeks jobs, being processed as in the 
Lotus file. The original Run time was 102 hrs. This 
changed to 247 hrs after the following data file errors 
had been found and rectified. 

Line 719, 1221, 1525 - wrong line numbers. 

J2DCE.DAT 

This file contains the same data. The routes have been 
attempted to be balanced using families. The original run 
time was 77 hours. This changed to 205 hours after the 
following data file errors had been found and rectified. 

Lines 719, 1221, 1525 - wrong line numbers. 
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J3DCE.DAT 

This file is shorter than JDCE DAT and J2DCE DAT, as all 
the zero quantities and multiple lines have been deleted. 
Running as the family part file had been constructed. 
The original run time was 155 hours. This changed to 260 
hours after the following data file errors had been found 
and rectified. 

Lines 744, 811 - line missing. 

J4DCE.DAT 

This file is J3DCE DAT with an attempt to balance the 
routes by putting families onto different machines. The 
or ig inal run time was 155 hours. This changed to 216 
hours after the following data file errors had been found 
and rectified. 

Lines 744, 811 - line missing 

J5DCE.DAT 

This file was edited to optimise the first 100 lines and 
then the next etc. The original run time was 139 hours. 
This changed to 236 hours after the following data file 
errors had been found and rectified. 

Lines 744, 811 - line missing. 

These results show that 
modifications to it can in 
(J4DCE.DAT to J5DCE.DAT). 

if the data file is not correct the 
fact make the processing times longer 

What has not yet come through is running the gauges high \low 
\high etc. along the specified routes. Although the original 
concept of wo~king through the families as they were listed was 
very quickly found to be inefficient. 

Thus for the data has been run using a work in progress limit of 
10 leaving all the other settings in DCE\DCE2l.MDL the same and 
only using J5DCE.DAT the effect"of changing the work in progress 
limit was then investigated. 
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W.LP. Run Time (to the next whole hour) 

1 1324 hrs 
5 347 hrs 
10 236 hrs 
50 202 hrs constant queues forming 
100 201 hrs 
250 201 hrs 
500 201 hrs 
750 201 hrs 
1000 201 hrs 
1500 201 hrs 

(More than total number of jobs in data file (1081 ) lines). 

As can be seen from the above figures and graph 3.3.1. the 
improvements in total run time are dramatic when initially 
raising the W.LP. limit, but as soon as constant queues start 
forming (W. I. P. =50) there is no improvement in the run time. 
When considering what is happening, the model only has a set 
amount of storage space and the machines could only work so fast, 
so that the model became saturated and the minimum run time was 
achieved. When comparing this to reality, the factory could 
become congested with excessive W.I.P and the times for job 
completion would be expected to increase not stay constant in the 
model due to confusion and time taken to move jobs to get at the 
job required, the trouble with controlling the W.I.P. becomes 
horrendous. 

The next part of the program to be investigated was the clock 
accuracy. All other settings remain constant as before: 

C=(O) 

C=(l) 

C=(2) 

One second resolution of clock 
Run time = 236 hr •• 

Tenth second resolution of clock 
Run time = 237 hrs. 

Hundredth second resolution of clock 
Run time = 237 hrs. 

I f the clock is set at C= (0) the time delay parameter s will be 
treated as precision units, ego 
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WT(113) - will delay 113 seconds when C=(O) 
- will delay 11.3 seconds when C=(l) 
- will delay 1.13 seconds when C=(2) 

The waiting took a shorter time using a higher precision, this 
must be due to the queueing factor building up in the simulation. 
Simcon claim that "using higher prec1s10n will degrade 
performance especially in clock increment mode". This, together 
with the number of hours run forced the approach of using C = (0) 
one second resolution of clock as it was more than accurate 
enough for the trials being undertaken. 

The effects of changing the job movement time were investigated: 

%Move=(O:OO:OO.OO) Run Time = 225 hrs (to next whole 
(0: 00 : 00 : 01 ) 225 hrs hour) 
(0:00:00:10) 225 hrs 
(0: 00: 01: 00 ) 228 hrs 
(0: 00: 10: 00) 236 hrs 
(0:01:00:00) 296 hrs 
(0:10:00:00) 1184 hrs 
(1:00:00:00) 6343 hrs 

As can be seen from the above figures and graph 3.3.2., the time 
taken to move a job between machines has a dramatic effect on the 
time taken to complete the jobs for that week. 

Upon reviewing the result it was decided to lengthen the lines 
between the Salvagnini and the Behrens punch machine. Thus 
allowing for more work in progress to build up and hopefully 
reduce the run time. This was run on DCE\FINAL.MDL. The data file 
used was again DCE\J5DCE.DAT. The settings throughout the 
following simulation were: 

L=(lO) 
C= (0) 

;Work in Progress limit changing. 
;Clock accuracy - seconds. 

%Move=(O:OO:lO.OO) ;Movement = 10 seconds per move. 
%Set_SameB=(0:06:00.00);Setting times 
%Set_SameH=(0:06:00.00) 
%Cut_Same=(0:OO:05.00) 
%Set_DiffB=(0:18:00.00) 
%Set_DiffH=(0:18:00.00) 
%Cut_Diff=(0:00:05.00) 
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W.I.P. Run Time (to the next whole hour) 

1 1384 hrs 
5 347 hrs 
10 265 hrs 
50 199 hrs constant queues forming 
100 199 hrs 
250 198 hrs 
500 198 hrs 
750 198 hrs 
1000 198 hrs 
1500 198 hrs 

(More than total number of jobs in data file (1081) 
lines) . 

As can be seen from he above figures and Graph 3.3.3., there is a 
very close similarity between the modified FINAL.MDL programme 
and the original DCE21.MDL program, ultimately only 3 hours are 
saved by being able to put considerably more work in progress 
into the simulation. 

The following 
Manufacturing 
As follows: 

results were obtained after a request from the 
Operations Review Committee on 8th August, 1989. 

S. Frame s ..------::: 100 Ton 
Laser Header 200 Ton 

F. Gaskets Welding 
etc • 

Shear 1.5 mm .. 100 Ton N.C. 

2.0 mm • 100 Ton N.C. 

The- only jobs to be considered laser job were seal frames, 
headers, and fan cases. All other jobs were to be processed on 
the 1.5mm or 20mm routes. These jobs were then grouped together 
and run separately through the simulation. The results were as 
follows: 
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SIMULATION MODEL TOTAL RUN TIME 

BEHRENS TIMES NO MOVE. MOVE. 
MACHINE NO MOVE. H. SET. NO MOVE. 5 SECS. MODEL 
NAME NO SET. 0.1\0.3 B+H SET. SET. NO. 

DCE A 55 HRS 75 75 75 DCE22 
1. 5MM 56 91 98 DCE26 

DCE B 21 29 29 29 DCE22 
LASER 21 33 36 DCE26 

DCE C 95 118 125 125 DCE22 
2.0MM 101 159 170 DCE26 

The work in progress limi t was set at 200. All other lTar iable 
remained constant throughout. 

When the three files are combined with the same parameters as 
abolTe and no times for setting or mOlTing the total run time is 
130 hrs for DCE22. From the Lotus file the following times were 
obtained: 

BEHRENS 
MACHINE 
NAME 

ADCE 
1.5MM 

BDCE 
LASER 

1. 5mm 

2 hrs 
2 

CDCE 95 

2mm Laser 

50 13 
51 13 

1 20 
1 20 

18 1 
19 1 2.0MM ~9~7 ________ ~~ ______ ~ 

97 
99 

69 
71 

34 
34 

Totals 

65hr 
66 

21 
21 

114 
117 

200 
204 

Total machine hours = 200 hours - DCE22 
204 hours - DCE26 
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It can be seen that there is a discrepancy between the Lotus and 
PC Model results, this is due to a queuing function. This comes 
about due to the interaction of parts with simulation model. 

A change was implemented into programming in DCE\DCE22.MDL, there 
was a PULL system in operation between the 
Behrens\Hammerle\Welding, the jobs only move from one machine to 
the next, if the next machine is free. In DCE\DCE23.MDL there was 
a PUSH system in operation between the Behrens\Hammerle\Welding, 
the job moves immediately to the next machine, forming queues at 
these positions. 

BEHRENS 
MACHINE 
NAME 

1. 5MM 
23.ADCE 

LASER 
23.BDCE 

2.0MM 
23CDCE 

SIMULATION MODEL TOTAL RUN TIME 

TIMES 
NO MOVEMENT 
NO SETTING 

52 HRS 

19 HRS 

86 HRS 

NO MOVEMENT 
H. SETTING 
0.1\0.3 

74 

26 

107 
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74 

27 

115 

MOVE 5 SECS 
H\B SETTING 

75 

27 

116 



The work in progress limit was set at 200. All other variables 
remained constant throughout, as set previously. 

From the Lotus file the following times were obtained. 

DATA FILE 
NAME 1.5mm 2mm Laser Totals 

23 ADCE 4.8 hrs 2 11 61 

23 SDCE 1 18 19 

23 CDCE 14 86 1 101 

63 88 30 hr s. 

TOTAL - 181 Hours 

The data from the simulation model has been plotted on graphs 
(Graphs 3.3.4\3.3.5\3.3.6). In Graph 3.3.4, the loading of DCE22 
the machines have a buffer stock and the setting does not take 
place after one job and before the next job can be machined. The 
loading of DCE26 starts at the same position, but has no second 
value the third and fourth values are greater than DCE22 as no 
job can start or have its setting done while another job is still 
on a machine. DCE23 follows the same logic as DCE22, but uses a 
PULL system not a PUSH system to achieve job transfer between 
machines. 

The same reasoning applies to Graphs 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 where there 
is a greater difference between DCE 22 and DCE23 values. When 
comparing the values from the Lotus 123 file and the PC Model 
simulation, there was a difference, this was put down to the time 
taken to move jobs and queueing function. The time taken waiting 
for jobs to be completed on a machine before the next job can be 
started. 

The next development in the programming was to move away from 
scheduling work, to that of having all the machines working 
simultaneously, necessitating a move from SEQUENTIAL reading of 
the. Data Array to SIMULTANEOUS reading of the Data Array as is 
expanded upon in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVELOPMENT o F THE MOD E L 
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4. 0 INI'RODUcrION 

with the project having run for more than a year, a review of the 
data base was called for, the reasons and results of this are 
given in this chapter. 

The modelling had reached the stage where the logic for the data 
to be read into the program was to be changed from sequential to 
simultaneous, so that no scheduling could effectively take place. 
The development and resu1 ts obtained from this change in logic 
are expanded upon in this chapter, with results. 

Again in this chapter the number of computer print-outs have been 
limited, with only the final program JEF\DCE54.MDL printed in its 
entirety in Appendix 4.2.1. 
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4.1 DEVELOPMEN!' OF THE LOIUS 123 DA.TA BASE. 

Although the Lotus data base was being updated throughout the 
project, upon using it for analysis its accuracy was brought into 
question. The results of the analysis can be found in section 
4.3. Having identified the need to review the data file, this was 
carried out using the small team of 4 people, on the 7th and 8th 
September, and 16th October 1989. A new list of quantities and 
actual product breakdown were obtained and the data base was 
examined in some detail, the following anomalies being apparent: 

Some components had an incorrect part description. 
Some components did not have the correct quantities 
required to meet the weekly schedule. 
Components that entered the PI store were still 
listed, and in many cases, the quantities and times 
were doubled up. 
There were no (S.I.) Sintamatic Insertable or (S.C.) 
Sintamatic Cased units listed on the file. 
The components of whole units (DX7) were omitted on 
the original listing by the Burroughs computer and 
were not included in the file. 
The stainless steel jet tubes were omitted by the 
Burroughs comp.lter, although the units containing 
them were listed. 
There was an inconsistency in weekly quantities (ie. 
handed parts not always had matching quantities), 
and\or compatible parts within an assembly did not 
match assembly requirements. 
It was believed that subsidiaries\spares 
requirements are not consistent throughout the data 
base. 
The components that were I bought-out I have been 
included. 
Requirement quantities appear on some obsolete, and 
corresponding current listed components (both being 
listed) • 
Obsolete units (Unimaster UMA 350\350V) have been 
included. 
The Burroughs main frame computer product breakdown 
was not the same when the request was repeated. 
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Generally it was observed that IlDst parts for assemblies were 
listed and any obvious omissions were not apparent. In the data 
bases original form it was considered to be 60% accurate, but 
with the review changes having been made, it was thought that it 
was improved to 85% accurate. 

The next major changes to the data base were the questioning of 
setting times, and further itemised changes to the file. These 
are expanded upon in Chapter 5. 
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4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF FACTORY MODEL 

As the results became available from the computer simulation, OCE 
Management were initially unhappy with the long duration of 
various machines in activity. This occurred when the simulation 
was run as planned due to the simulation data input being 
SEOOENl'IAL one line then the next. When the routes available were 
balanced by scheduling the week was completed in a far quicker 
time. But scheduling was not trusted and so a method of reading 
the data simultaneously was required to minimise the machinery 
inactivity. This lead to the development of JEF\OCE50.MDL. 

The flow chart for JEF\OCE54.MDL the final program in this 
section can be found overleaf (Flow Chart 4.2) showing the 
program structure. It can be seen that the logic of the movement 
between th machines in the same as in the OCE\FINAL.MDL range of 
files. 
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In developing JEF\DCE50.MDL the starting point was DCE\DCE21.MDL 
the major difference being that the method of data being read 
into the simulation has been changed. In the DCE directory the 
data was read in from the data file SEQUENTIALLY from the start 
of the data file to the end. In the JEF directory the data is 
read in SIMULTANEOUSLY by routes. The model in the first line of 
the first route then finds the first line of the next route, 
until all the routes have been read into the model. Then repeats 
the operation from the start of the file. 

As the length of the array, the number of columns has to be 
changed, the controls of the program reading these columns should 
also change. This is not so ,in all cases, so giving inaccurate 
results. In the utilisation statistics the first job that 
previously has not registered sets up all the counters and sets 
the various flags. This raises the number of jobs from 18 to 19. 
The time taken to run the simulation is now 9 hours, but with the 
array data being read in certain cases the results are not valid. 

The program uses DCE\DCE26.0LY overlay. The program uses JEF\DCE 
50.mT, this has the similar data to previous files. But has a 
new colUIlU1 labeled PARr, a consecutive number, used to identify 
the contents of the file. All of the jobs in the Array have the 
same priority of 1. 

In developing JEF\DCE50.MDL to JEF\DCE52.MDL (see Appendix 4.1.1) 
the following revisions were made: 

LK(!Move) - Deleted, logic at start of program. 

The C01UIlU1S been read from the array have been 
changed from OBJ@2 to OBJ@3 

OBJ@4 to OBJ@5 
To correct the errors in the program. 

By ComParison with JEF\DCE50 the utilisation statistics, the time 
taken to complete the job drops from 9 to 8 hours. This is due to 
the correct data now being used. 

The program uses JEF\DCE52.0LY (Appendix 4.0.1) this overlay 
extends the distance travelled before the jobs enter the Behrens 
Machines. All jobs are now read into one point on the screen. 
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The labels on screen "No. of Batches =" and "Time Taken =" are 
not used in this program. 

The data file used was JEF\OCE50.!l>.T 
JEF\0CE50.MDL. The program uses JEF\0CE50.DAT 
program JEF\OCE50.MDL. 

as previously in 
as did the previous 

In developing JEF\DCE52.MDL to JEF\DCE54.MDL (see Appendix 
4.2.1.) the following revisions were made: 

New counters and logic was added so that the "No. of 
batches =" and "Time Taken =" display a value on 
screen. 

A report file was created so that the machine 
concerned and the time the job left the machine are 
recorded (Appendix 4.2.3.). 

A close file; CF(DAT) was included but not needed, 
as opening a new file closed th previous file. 

Include statements I=(A,MIF) and I=(B,MIF) were 
included but not required. This statement adds new 
files into the current file, making the size of each 
file more manageable, or side stepping the 64K Byte 
file size limit. 

These changes are show in the Appendix 4.2.1. complete print out 
of the file. By comparing (Appendices 4.2.3. and 4.2.2.) the 
utilisation statistics. The times and production rates are shown 
to be the same. This is because none of the movement logic or set 
times were changed. The program uses JEF\DCE52.0LY for the 
overlay, as did JEF\OCE52.MDL. The program uses JEF\OCE50.D~T as 
did the previous two programs. 
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FLOW 
JEF\O 

Set up 

FOLD ONLY 

J 
WAIT: 

• WAIT I 

NO 

CHART 4.2 
CE 54.MDL 

I START I 

- Overlay - ClOCK Accuracy 
- WIP - Counters 
- Constant TImes - Positions 
- Utilisations 

I Set up files to enable array input I 

I I nput array I 

I Read one line of data simultaneously I 
I 

Which route? NO OPERATIONS 
For punch I fold operation 

PUNCHlFOLD 

I Move to punch mic I 

NO 
Is the punch mic free? 

YES 

Setl Use 
HighlLow 

Setting TImes 

I mIc operation I 

NO 
Is the fold mic free? 

YES 

I Move to fold mic I 
Set I Use 

HighlLow 
Setting TImes 

I mic operation I 

The only fold operation? 

YES 

I Move to store I 
Is this the last line of data? 

NO 

YES 
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4. 3 RESULTS OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 

The following section gives the results obtained from the Lotus 
file during the development of the JEF file PC Model computer 
simulation models were being developed and used. The results have 
been presented separately for clarity. 

4.3.1. RESULTS FOR 123 LOl'US DATA BASE 

On the 14th August 1989, the following breakdown of the Lotus 
file was undertaken: 

R::>ute in 
Simulation 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

'IDI'ALS 

Total No of 
each Component 

7674 

7507 

1155 

1365 

2 

276 

16675 

34654 

No. of different No. of different 
Components Families 

453 75 

410 79 

31 6 

84 15 

1 1 

27 3 

67 11 

1073 190 

As the 18th August 1989 the following analysis of the laser tapes 
and gauges of material were undertaken. The tapes falling into 
effectively 9 routes. 
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There are 593 laser tapes, of these, 367 use high gauge material 
and 226 use low gauge material. 
On the 23rd August 1989 the following analysis of the gauges of 
material in the Lotus file was undertaken. 

High Gauge (71.6mm) 

Tbtal number of lines = 1451 

Lines with laser operations = 367 (+4 with no punch 
Lines with punch operations = 1184 operations) 
Lines with NO operations = 22 (+41 red lines) 

Low Gauge ( 1.6mm) 

Tbtal number of lines = 1195 

Lines with laser operations = 226 (None not 
Lines with punch operations = 873 punched) 
Lines with NO operations = 312 (+10 red lines) 

Complicated (all 1.6mm) 

These have also been included in the low gauge section. 

Total number of lines = 44. 

Lines with laser operations = 23 
Lines with punch operations = 44 
Lines with NO operations = 0 

N.B. - Red lines (Tapes) obsolete. 

The total number of lines in the Lotus 123 file is 2645. The 
total number of different components is 1671, ie. 1.6 lines each 
component. On the 5th September 1989, the following times were 
obtained for lasered parts. 
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High Gauge - Behrens 35.1 hrs 
Low Gauge - Behrens 26.85 hrs 

Hammerle 15.03 hrs 
Hammerle 36.14 hrs 

Allowed Hrs Total 
Actual Hrs Total 

61.95 hrs Total 51.17 hrs 
31 hrs 37 hrs 

These are times for components that have laser tapes, so that one 
operation of production is via a laser Behrens, normally the 
route taken. With the simulation running at 159 hrs actual hours. 
The above results represent one lines working for 23% of that 
time. To this time has been added that of setting (judgement 
times), which as the component will be out of step will add 
considerably to the total time. 
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4.3.2. RESULTS roR PC MODEL 

There was only one file run through the JEF\DCE series, which was 
SCHED3.DAT. Due to the continuing development of computer 
simulation model. The settings for the following simulation were: 

L= (10) ;Working in progress limit = 10 
C=(O) ;Clock accuracy = seconds 
%Move=(O:OO:lO.O) ;Movement = 10 seconds per move 
%Set_Same=(0:06:00.00) ;Setting time 6 minutes 
%Set_Dif=(0:18:00.00) ;Setting time 18 minutes 

The program used was JEF\OCE54.MDL. There were no cutting times 
allowed. The SCHED3 DAT file was the same as the files used in 
the DCE\DCE.MDL series of programs. 

~ 1080 batches of work the time for completion of the IIDdel 

\

( run ,was 159 hours. This was compared with the total run times for 
th JOCE.DAT series of files (see Graph 4.3.1). As can be seen the 
co£pletion time is substantially less for SCHED3.DAT than any of 
the JDCE.DAT files. There was a difference in completion tirre of 
39% between the SCHED3.DAT file and the worst JDCE.DAT file. 
This was because the SCHED3. DAT file. is constantly at minimum 
usage, all the machines are being continually loaded for the data 
file. 

By transferring the utilisations of the three Behrens machines to 
Lotus 123 (results for the SCHED3.DAT file) graphs were plotted, 
and these are shown in Graphs 4.3.2\3\4. Whilst the laser and 
1.5nm Behrens are active throughout the model run. The 2mm 
Behrens is not used for 70 hours of the run time, 40%. Showing 
room for improvement. The utilisation of all the machines was 
expected to be relatively flat, not varying dramatically as shown 
in the graphs. This factor depends on the supply of jobs and the 
length of time that the jobs are being operated on. For the low 
utilisation hours jobs may be wai ting in the buffer, allowing a 
setting time for the machine. 
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I 
This bring[ ~ a close the development of the simultaneous 
reading ofldat files it is used along with sequential reading of 
the date files/in Chapter 5 in which the model is developed from 
a simple I machine to 3 machines to 4 machines, to take into 
account all the machines in that section of the shop floor, and 
hence termed the ccmplex model. 

) 
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C H APT E R 5 

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 
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5.0 INTRODUCTION 

With both the sequential and simultaneous methods of data input 
to the model achieved, all that could be done to bring the model 
as close to real i ty as possible was to expand the model to 
include all those machines that were involved with the sheet 
metal process. The expanding of the model takes place in this 
chapter. 

First is the final review of the Lotus data base, followed by the 
development of the over lay (picture) of the process, the 
development of the programs to control the movement of the work 
on screen. 

The resul ts obtained from those programs are attached after the 
program, as in previous chapters 3 and 4. 
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5.1 REVIEW OF THE LOTUS 123 DATA BASE 

Continuing 
judgement 
originals: 

from the 
(setting) 

review of the Lotus file (Section 4.1.) 
times were investigated by Work Study. 

0.10 hrs to change from similar job to job, and 
0.30 hrs to change from unlike job to job 

the 
The 

being approximate estimates. The investigation revealed the 
following reVised judgement times: 

To change from similar job to job - ie. more work in and 
out, booking etc., with no tool changes. 

Behrens and Hammerle 0.10 hours per occasion. 

To change tools, having pre-sorted jobs! 

Behrens 0.35 hours 
per occasion 

Hammerle 0.47 hours 
per occasion 

These values have been used in all programs in chapter 5 (JON\ 
series of programs). It was also noted that the time taken to 
move a job from one machine to the next varied greatly. 

Best time - 5 minutes 
Worst time - 2 days 
The average time - 2 hours 

This was investigated more fully in Chapter 5, Work Study. 

With the PC Model computer simulation being changed, there was a 
requirement to amend the Lotus 123 file to represent the 
following 3 manufacturing lines: 

Punch\Fold - General components up to an including 
1. 6mm. 

Punch\Fold - General components over 1.6mm. 

Laser - Components with specific laser requirements. 
- All stainless steel components. 
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Notes 
There are specific routings to cater for the 
specialised production of some components which 
to be incorporated in the above routes. (eg. 
Frames, Hoppers, DLMV Weather Cowls and UMA 
Panels). 

more 
have 
Seal 
Back 

The typical week quantity is based on a full week's 
program for each product type, which may not be the 
same production week. 

The 'Family' groupings are known to contain some 
anomalies that affect the gauge principle adopted to 
minimize setting. 

37 components that were to be sub-contracted have 
been removed from the Lotus file. 

The only other changes that were made to the Lotus file were to 
add components and their data as and when required to obtain 
accurate modelling of the actual Salvagnini's weeks work. 
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5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORE COMPLETE FACTORY MODEL OVERLAY 

Once a quantity of data had been run through the DCE and JEF 
series of programs it became apparent that what actually happened 
on the shop floor was not being truly represented. 

Development started on the overlay with DCE\DCE2.0LY (Plate 16). 
This shows all the machinery used, although no high\low gauge 
definition is given for the O.P. Press. It was a development from 
DCE\DCE22.0LY, with loops to ensure the largest possible queueing 
room. The routes between the Behrens and Hammerle are circular as 
the jobs cannot pass over one another. This overlay was rejected 
due to the roundabout between the Behrens and the Hammerle and 
the lack of direct flow through the model, production lines 
namely the nibbler\mitre machines and the O.P. Press. 

The next development was DCE\JCDCE.OLY (Plate 17). This is 
similar to the original overlay but with two added Hammerles. 
This model was discontinued as it did not represent all the 
machines and routes available. 

DCE\JCDCEl.OLY (Plate 18) was developed from DCE\JCDCE.OLY. This 
showed all the machines with a production line concept. There 
were three additional start points after the Behrens. This would 
lead to confusion. Also at this time the idea of having 2 images 
representing one machine which was used on both the high gauge 
and low gauge lines was raised. This was discounted as the 
queueing function would be incorrect, as would the machine 
utilisation. As in practice it is impossible to use the machine 
on two different jobs at the same time, this being modelled by 
the simulation. This overlay was discounted as it possessed to 
many start points. 

DCE\JCDCE2.0LY (Plate 19) was developed from DCE\JCDCEl.OLY. 
There are no secondary start points in this although all the 
routes are now shown. This model was agreed as the basic outline. 
With the addition of all the necessary routes required and 
machines (N.B.H7 to H2 link not shown). 
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The model manages to convey the basic production line principle 
required. DCE\JCDCE6.0LY (Plate 20) is the completed model with 
the mitre\nibbler included and all the additional routings 
incorporated. This is the overlay that is used in all the JON 
directory programs. Effectively modelling all the possible routes 
that jobs can undertake. 
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O.P PUSS 

PLATE 16 - (APPENDIX 5.1.1) OVERLAY DCE \ DCE2 . 0LY 

189TOn n.c . 

• 1.2.) OVERLAY DCE \ JCDCE . OLY 
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PLATE 18 - (APPENDIX 5.1.3.) OVERLAY DCE\JCDCE 1 .0LY 

17510" COSH 

17510" 

PLATE 19 - (APPENDIX 5.1.4.) OVERLAY DCE\JCDCE2 . 0LY 
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PLATE 20 - (APPENDIX 5.1.5.) OVERLAY DCE\JCDCE6.0LY 
AS USED FOR THE JON DIRECTORY PROGRAMS. 
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5.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORE COMPLETE FACTORY MODEL 

Once the JEF\DCE50.MDL series of programs had been developed it 
finally became apparent that with the limited number of machines 
(7off), the true complexities and interaction of job routes on 
the shop floor could not be successfully represented. So the JON 
\JON MOL series of programs were developed. These programs all 
use the basic MOL file with detail job movement changes, to 
represent the different methods of job transfer available. 

The files JON\JON.MDL and JON\SOC.MDL read the data file 
simultaneously, the rest JON\DAVE.MDL, JON\KANBAN.MDL read the 
data file into the program sequentially, thus enabling more 
precise scheduling to take place. The overlay used is shown in 
Plate 20. 

The flow chart for JON\JON.MDL the major program in this section 
can be found overleaf (Flow Chart 5.2). Shown also in this flow 
chart are where the changes necessary to obtain the logic for 
JON\DAVE .MDL and JON\KANBAN .MDL should be inserted. These 
additions can be found in Flow Chart 5.3. The routes used for 
these programmes are shown in Appendix 5.1. As can be seen there 
are far more than previously encountered, (Appendix 3.2). 
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FLOW CHART 
JON\JON.MO 

Set up 

C 

I WAIT I .... 

I WAIT 1 

I 

I WAIT 

I 

I WAIT 

5.2 

L 

I START I 

- Ove~ay - Oock Accuracy 
- WIP - Counters 
- Constant limes - Positions 
- Utilisations 

r Set up files to enable array input 1 
r Input array I 

r Read one line of data simultaneously 1 
Which routel For punch / fold operation NO OPERATIONS 

• r Move to 15t machine in operation cyde 1 
NO ,-- Is machine free? 

YES' 

Set/ Use 
High/Low 

Setting Times 

1 st machine op 

c: Has job more than 1 machine opl NO 

YES 

NO ,..-
Is 2nd machine treeu 

YES, 

I Move to 2nd machine I 
Set/ Use 

High/ Low 
Setting Times 

2nd machine op I 

c: Has job more than 2 machine ops7 
NO 

YES 

NO 
Is 3rd machine freel 

YES' 

r Move to 3rd machine I 
Set/ Use 

High/Low 
Setting Times 

3rd machine op 

C Has job more than 3 machine opsl 
NO 

YES 

NO 
Is 4th machine tree] ::::> 

YES, 

I Move to 4th machine I 
Set/Use 

High/Low 
Setting Times 

4th machine op l 
YES I 

I Move to store 

c: Is this the last line of data? 
NO 

YEST 

I STOP 1 - 5.11 -



I Read one line of data sequentially I 

I 
Is the shear free? 

Setl Use 
HighlLow 

Setting TImes 

Shear Operation l 

FLOW CHART 5.3 

JON'OAVE.MDL AND JON'KANBAN.MDL ADDITIONS 
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In developing JON\JON.MDL many sections of different programs 
were brought together. The simultaneous reading of the data file 
obtained from the JEF\DCEsO.MDL series of programs. The logic for 
controlling the jobs movement through the machines was obtained 
from the DCE\FINAL.MDL series of programs. These were added to 
enabling true representation on the new overlay. The program 
JON\JON.MDL is included in its entirety in Appendix 5.2.1. with 
the description of the logic inserted as comments on the right 
hand side of the sheet. 

The data file has had to be changed and is longer than before as 
all the 32 routes are taken into account. An extra column has 
been included in the file to enable the accurate routing of jobs 
through the simulation. 

In the utilisation statistics the jobs are completed in just 
under 10 hours. The initial jobs that sets all the counters and 
controls is also included. Not all the utilisation figures from 
the machines have been included as they would not fit on the 
paper and could also be confusing. The report array shows the 
times the jobs pass through the relevant machines. The JON\JON 
.RPT file shows the sequential times in the order that they occur 
so that the order that machining usage can be seen. These again 
are the actual times from the start of the job entering the 
simulation. 

In developing JON\JON.MDL to JON\SOC.MDL the modifications made 
to the program were to the job moves from the Laser Behrens to 
the approach of the second machine. This was originally an 
incremental movement, it is now an absolute movement. The basic 
change in logic is shown in Appendix 5.3.1. 

The same overlay and data files are used as in JON\JON.MDL. 

In the utilisation statistics are similar to the JON\JON.MDL, 
completing working in hour 10, but due to the logic changes there 
were some small deviations in individual figures. The report 
array and JON\SOC.RPT files also follow this trend. This is due 
to the data file only being a "proving" file so that the various 
routes will not become congested giving true results. 
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In developing JON\JON.MDL to JON\DAVE.MDL this method of loading 
data into the simulation was changed from simultaneous, to 
sequential reading off the data file. The Sa1vagnini has also 
been included enabling a cutting time to be introduced. 
Resulting in a more realistic simulation. The effects of 
different loadings on the shop floor could be seen. The data file 
had to be changed. One of the routings columns was deleted, the 
RTF column. 

In the utilisation statistics, the time to complete the jobs is 
now 12 hours. This is longer than before and would be expected as 
a new operation is included that every job has to pass through. 
The array display and JON\DAVE.RPT files are similar to those 
before as the logic is effectively the same. The major difference 
between JON\DAVE. MDL and JON\SOC. MDL is that the data is read 
into the program sequentially and specific scheduling can take 
place. 

In developing JON\DAVE.MDL to JON\KANBAN.MDL the logic 
controlling job transfer between the Behrens machines and the 
Hammer1e machines. The Sa1vagnini shear has not been included due 
to the randomness of its completion of parts production. The 
change in logic is shown in Appendix 5.4.1.. The same data and 
overlays have been used as in JON\DAVE.MDL. 

The utilisation statistics show that the jobs are completed in 
just under 12 hours. The results for this programme are again 
similar to JON\DAVE.MDL's. This is due to the data file being the 
same with only small changes in the logic. 
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5.4 RESULTS OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 

The following section gives the results obtained from PC Model 
during the JON programs use. The results from the same set of 
typical week data show that there was a discrepancy between the 
Lotus times and the machining times in PC Model. The first 
simulation run with the reviewed Lotus file gave the following 
results: 

No setting time\No movement time = 61 hrs 

Setting 0.1 and 0.3 hrs\Movement 5 seconds = 150 hrs 

Setting 0.1 hr for all\Movement 5 seconds = 83 hrs. 

The work in progress limit was set at 25 throughout. There are 
186 families processed and the number of jobs exceeds 1100. The 
situation results were then transferred to Lotus. The following 
times recorded. 

Setting Machining 

Laser Behrens 66.65 hrs 35.83 hrs 
1. 5mm Behrens 33.77 hrs 6.59 hrs 
2.0mm Behrens 34.94 hrs 12.80 hrs 

135.36 hrs 55.22 hrs 

Now comparing the tables with the Lotus file. 

Lotus Setting 138.43 hrs Machining 131.61 hrs. 

It was clear that the simulation machining time was low. It was 
concluded that not all the data file was being read by the model 
and the buffers were working all the time a job was waiting. 
Jobs with zero quantities were also being read into the 
simulation. The following actions were taken: 

The data file was checked for errors. By running the 
simulation. Entering the array file and checking for 
zero lines. 
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The logic of the buffers was changes from 
JC(*H22,:CONT25) to TP(2,*H22,*H23) to ensure that 
setting could not start before the previous job had 
finished. 

The data file had all zero quantity jobs removed. 

with these changes implemented the simulation was run again. The 
results: 

Laser 
1. 5mm 
2.0mm 

Simulation run time 131 hrs. All settings as for the 
previous run. 

Setting Machining 

Behrens 84.42 hrs 59.46 hrs 
Behrens 51. 50 hrs 25.69 hrs 
Behrens 73.30 hrs 44.20 hrs 

209.22 hrs 129.35 hrs 

These results are 34% and 2% respectively astray from the Lotus 
file results. At this time, the setting was considered to be out 
due to constantly changing from one family to the next and back 
again incurring a heavy time penalty. The 2% machining time was 
put down to file errors. Now examining the Hammerle times (Brake 
Press) 

(Hammerle) H3 - 37.14 hours 
HI - 78.73 
H2 - 13.20 
H9 - 3.52 
H7 - 3.81 
H6 - 5.12 
H5 - 41. 74 
H4 - 10.39 

193.65 hours (Actual) 

The Lotus file gave: 

Total Machining 176.58 hours Setting 117.60 hours Actual 
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Implying that the model has 17 hours (9%) to many hours 
machining. The logic at the start of each machining sequence was 
changed so that there was not time delay in transporting the job 
from one part of the machine to the next. A new column was 
inserted into the array. That gave the jobs a second route 
number. This was used to sort the jobs for the first operation 
(normally the Behrens). The file was run again: 

The total time being = 187 hours 
With work in progress limit = 30 
Setting times were changed to Set Same = 

Set Diff = 
18 mins. 

6 mins. 

The setting times were an error! The times were as follows: 

Behrens machining 
setting 

Hammerle machining 
setting 

= 141.12 hours 
= 231. 40 hours 

= 192.48 hours 
= 85.04 hours 

The setting times were expected to be out, but both the machining 
times were greater than those in the Lotus file. 

The PC Model program was re-examined, errors were found in the 
set value statements. 

/11 

SV(@LASTPUNI,OBJ@3) 

. Had the wrong~ \ThiS value 3 
file name occasionally 
occasionally 

was 
2 

After these changes had been made the program was run again, with 
the setting times cor rected to 0.1 and 0.3 hours. The work in 
progress limit set at 32. The results being: 

Behrens machining = 173.45 hours 
setting = 13 7.88 hours 

Hammerle machining = 127.58 hours 
setting = 137.20 hours 
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The total run time being 187 hours. The setting time for the 
Behrens was correct, but the rest of the times were out! Even 
though each route had been checked by running a test data file 
through it after being constructed. Now each route was again 
checked individually. Individually they work correctly, but when 
more than one route is added some times are lengthened, even 
though no errors can be found. Next zero travelling and zero 
setting times were tried. The results were. 

Behrens 
Hammerle 

PC Model 

122.27 hrs 
127.59 hrs 

Lotus 

131. 61 hrs 
176.58 hrs 

Error 

9 hrs 
49 hrs 

Upon reviewing the file the position of a set value statement was 
changed. This had the effect of stopping the screen from flashing 
the change is shown below, carried out whenever it occurred. 

:Cont74 ;Label 
SV(@LASTBND7,OBJ@3) ;Set value 
MA(*H73,0) ;Move Absolute 
SV(%BEND7,%%SCHED(#BND,OBJ@2)) ;Set Value 
AO (%BEND7, * ,@@SCHED(#:SQTY,OBJ@l)) ;Arithmetic 

WT(%BEND7) 
operation. 

;Wait 

The program was again run using W. 1. P. limit of 32. 
Behrens 1.5mm machine was out, by 0.06 hours. Putting 
file through simulation gave the following results: 

Behrens Machining 
Behrens Setting 

Hammerle Machining 
Hammerle Setting 

122.27 hours 
137.88 hours 

127.58 hours 
144.20 hours 

Only the 
the Lotus 

The machining hours remained constant with the previous results, 
still a large error. The only thing now left unchecked was the 
errors incurred changing the Lotus file and then transferring it 
to PC Model. The shock was that 20 hours of machining time were 
deleted in the change and transfer for Hammerle. 
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Upon reconstructing the Lotus file ready to be transferred to 
PC Model, 8 hours were lost on the Behrens machining times, and 
23 hours were lost on the Hammerle machining times. This occurred 
when using Lotus 123 version 3. Transferring data to a new sheet 
and multiplying the allowed hours to get seconds actual time. 

Deleting the zero lines loses no time. The way that the 
simulation model has been constructed multiplies the 2 and 3 
Hammerle operation times by 2 and 3, so that their time has to be 
reduced by this factor to obtain the correct time. The file was 
then run again, and the following results were obtained: 

Behrens Machining 
Behrens Setting 

Hammerle Machining 
Hammerle Setting 

122 
128 

151 
143 

132 
139 

177 
118 

8 

23 

2 hrs 
11 hrs 

3 hrs 
25 hrs 

The Behrens machining error unaccounted for is 1.5%. The Hammerle 
machining error unaccounted for is 1.7%. An acceptable percentage 
error. Further investigations into how the Lotus file lost these 
times were undertaken. It was concluded that the hours were being 
lost by the Lotus Package rounding figures up\down when 
undertaking the arithmetical operations, although this could not 
be proved. The setting time differentials were put down to two 
causes: 

For the Behrens value being less than the Lotus file 
value, items that travelled down other routes, mitre 
and no machining operations had been included in the 
Lotus value. 

For the Hammerle value being greater than the Lotus 
file value, items intermixed before entering the 
machine, giving a maximum setting value. It only 
taking on an additional 84 maximum settings to obtain 
the 25 hour differential, in a file in excess of 100 
jobs, very easy! 
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with the data and programming files accuracy validated, the 
number of jobs passing through each route needed to be assessed. 
This was achieved by adding a counter on screen during the 
simulation. The results were as follows: 

28 jobs, No 2nd operation 
263 jobs Laser Behrens 11 jobs, H3 

283 jobs, HI (N. C. ) 
304 jobs, 1.5mm Behrens 50 jobs, H2 

34 jobs, H9 
3 jobs - 20 jobs mitre\nibbler 28 jobs, H7 

61 jobs, OP 1. 5mm. 
31 jobs, No 1st operation 56 jobs, No 2nd operation 

50 jobs, H6 
355 jobs, 2mm Behrens 297 jobs, H5 (N. C • ) 

79 jobs, H4 
4 jobs, No operations 21 jobs, OP 2mm. 

These numbers are reflected in the Lotus file. At this time for 
further identification the colours of the job were changed as 
soon as the first operation had been completed. With the program 
validated, 3 files were run through the simulation. 

File 1 - All stainless steel and families going through laser 
route, with complex parts. 

File 2 - Only stainless steel and lasered work through the laser 
Behrens. 

File 3 - Only stainless steel and lasered work through the laser 
Behrens, but all work going through the simulation in family 
order. 

The work in progress limit was set at 10 jobs throughout. The 
setting times used were those recommended by the Work Study 
Department. The same data file was used throughout with only the 
routes changed as and when necessary. From the results it can be 
seen that changing the routings of the material through the laser 
and changing the order of the material flow has an effect on the 
total run time of the program. This shows up the bottle-neck 
between the laser Behrens and the Hammerle machines. 
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To try and overcome this the JON\SOC.MDL file was created. In 
this file the movement of jobs from the laser Behrens to the 
Hammerle is absolute with no delay. With a work in progress 
limit of 10, there is no change in the overall time (198 hours) 
increasing the W.LP limit to 1500 gives a saving of 10 hours 
(SOC-lB) • But when applied to the original file the time drops 
to 168 hours (FILE-3B). These results are shown sectionally on 
Graph 5.3.1. The next investigation carried out was 5 weeks 
actual program of work. These results are shown below: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Week 51 1989 

Week 01 1990 

Week 05 1990 

Week 06 1990 

Week 07 1990 

Family 32 hours 
'As MCD 25 hours 

KANBAN 30 hours 

Family 38 hours 
As MCD 36 hours 
KANBAN 38 hours 

Family 54 hours 
As MCD 42 hours 
KANBAN 41 hours 

Family 59 hours 
As MCD 69 hours 
KANBAN 78 hours 

Family 28 hours 
As MCD 35 hours 
KANBAN 41 hours 

The totals of weeks 1\2\3\4\5 

Family 182 hours 
As MCD 180 hours 
KANBAN 212 hours 

The typical week 

Family 216 hours 
As MCD 216 hours 
KANBAN 243 hours 
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All settings remained constant throughout the simulation runs. 
The method of programming was: 

Family, in job order as on the typical week data 
file. 

As MCD, in job order as processed by the Salvagnini 
Shear. 

KANBAN, in job order being pulled by the last 
machine, no W. LP. between the Hammerle and Behrens 
machines. 

The percentage of jobs appearing in the data file have been shown 
to the right of the listing. The results are also shown in Graphs 
5.3.2. and 5.3.3. The graphs show that there is not a great 
difference in the overall completion time between the different 
processing methods (max. 24% week 06). 

Even though the files are the same per method for each week, 
effectively only 50% of the jobs appear on the data file. The 
"KANBAN" and "As MCD" files have the Salvagnini Shearing times 
included, implying that the family data would take that much 
longer to process, bringing down the difference to 24%. From 
these figures to optimum method would appear to be processing the 
jobs as the Salvagnini produces them, balancing the. shearing 
programme by using high\low\high gauge of materials and then the 
numbers of different components. 

Checking each component individually to balance the setting time 
would be unproductive as the Salvagnini produces the parts in a 
random order and the time involved would be prohibitive - Approx 
3095 parts x 3 minutes each implies 15.25 hours. Scheduling each 
week - 2 days (8 hour day) 

The family system has a high work in progress, as a whole weeks 
work is stored behind the Salvagnini and then the system\process 
are flooded whilst the Salvagnini generates work for the next 
week. In real life the factory if now working to a very strict 
reg ime would soon become clogged wi th W. I. P. and the financial 
cost would be prohibitive. 
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The KANBAN method is a "pull" system not "push" as in family 
system. The difference in philosophy is that a push system puts 
all the work at the start and then pushes it along the system. A 
pull system starts at the end of a machine is free goes to the 
next up the line, and pulls the work down, incurring a lot less 
work in progress (see Diagram 5.3.1.). 

LOOKS UP THE LINE FOR NEXT JOB, START 

PUSH 

... , 
MIC 

- -- -
.. 

...... ,
MIC 

--- - -

START, LOOKS DOWN THE LINE 

DIAGRAM 5.3.1. SHOWING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A 
PULL AND PUSH SYSTEM 

" PULL 
MIC 

The KANBAN system has a W.LP. build-up at the start of the 
system, after the Salvagnini Shear. From there is it regulated at 
one job at a time basis, so that there is a minimum of W.I.P. 
throughout the rest of the system. This system works at the speed 
of the slowest process or longest machining time. 

The AS MCD system accepts a small build up of w. 1. P., but tr ies 
to process it as fast as possible, by balancing the routes using 
the principle "get it in, get it processed, get it out". In 5 out 
of the 7 data files examined, it was the quickest method for the 
application it also seemed to be the most logical. 

The worrying factor in the results, was that if the longest time 
(78 hour week 06) is doubled it still falls considerably short of 
the 216 hours total run time for the typical week. During the 
course of the project batch quantities and work held in stores 
have been reduced so that manufacturing is now primarily biased 
towards on line shortages. Following the difference in results 
obtained above, the data file was completed for week 11, 1990 to 
tie in with the results obtained from the Work Study 
investigation, enabling a direct comparison to be made. Two 
different low setting times were used, 6 minutes and 12 minutes 
the high setting times remained as recommended by Work Study. 
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Total run time = (6 min) 98 hours (12 min) 106 hours 

AS MCD Times on machine 

Salvagnini 
Behrens 
Hammerle 

Family Method 

= 
= 
= 

(6 min) 
If 

n 

68 hours 
72 hours 
98 hours 

(12 min) 69 hours 
n 

" 
78 hours 
106 hou rs 

Total run time = (6 min) 87 hours (12 min) 94 hours 

The 12 minute small setting time was recommended by the Section 
Leaders to take into account all velocities as the new parts 
added to the data file were not put into families as "product 
knowledge" and time did not allow. 

The production rate for the simulation shown against the actual 
production rate for week 11 can be seen in graph 6. The family 
time is not truly a reflection of what would happen on the shop 
floor as no Salvagnini times are included, this would minimise 
the 11% advantage in completion time. Two more weeks were 
processed having added all the jobs required to the data file. 

Week 12, 1990 12 minute start setting time. 

Salvagnini 97 hours 
Behrens 114 hours 
Hammerle 120 hours 
AS MCD Time 120 hours 
Family Time 108 hours 

Again the family time is quicker as the items are not correctly 
placed- into families, but placed by gauge and then by what family 
is available effectively sorting the Salvagnini shearing program. 
This weeks work had an excessive amount of high gauge material, 
but still only took 12% longer in total run time to complete the 
program. With improved program logic, it would have been possible 
to process work down a different route to minimise the overall 
run time. The spare time on machines might be required for 
maintenance and the rules of the simulation and the real life 
control would be changed and made more complex. The final week to 
be programmed was: 
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Week 49, 1989 12 minutes short setting time. 

Salvagnini 71 hours 
Behrens 77 hours 
Hammerle 93 hours 
AS MeD Time 93 hours 
Family Time 86 hours 

Between these lost three completion times there is a variation of 
24% with an average completion time of 106 hours. The family 
times are never more than 13 hours less than the As Machined 
method which also includes cutting the steel and not incurring 
W.I.P. storage\handling\purchase costs. 

N.B. All other settings remained constant throughout the 
preceding simulation runs, so that the results can be 
accurately compared. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a direct comparison was 
made between work for one week on the computer model, and the 
same work on the factory floor. What was found, the improvements 
to the factory recommended, and the method study evaluation can 
be found in the next chapter, 6, Work Study. 
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C H APT E R 6 

W 0 R K S T U D Y E X A M I N A T ION 
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6.0 INTRODUCTION 

With the computer simulation model complete and generating 
results, the validity of these results were brought into question 
as there was no actual data available from the shop floor to 
measure the results against. Another requirement was stated, that 
assuming the PC Model simulation was better than was actually 
happening on the shop floor, what improvements could be made to 
the shop floor to br ing them into line with the simulation. In 
effect, where was the production process falling down? To answer 
these questions an analysis of the front end of the shop floor 
was undertaken (Method Study). 

At this time the company placed job packs onto the shop floor and 
allowed 4 weeks for the completion of the job. It was not known 
if this was achieved and if so, by what percentage of job packs 
passing through the shop floor. The 4 weeks being an historical 
value. To obtain the necessary comparative results, the following 
studies were undertaken: 

Factory layout 
Process charts 
Operation process chart 
Flow process chart 
String diagram 
Critical analysis 
Inter-relationships of machinery 
Job movement 
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6.1 CURRENT FACTORY LAYOUT 

It was found that although drawings of the facto ry layout existed 
they were out of date . The first job was therefo re to draw up the 
current factory floor plan. With the help of t he Work Study 
Department, a tape measure, the old factory p lan and basement 
plans were 'marked-up' and passed onto Production Engineering for 
modifications to be incorporated into the fact ory and basement 
plans on the CAD system. At the same time drawings of the 
available racking at the Salvagnini\Behrens\Hammerle sections 
(front end of the shop floor) were constr ucted with the 
utilisations shown on them. 

This was done to obtain a judgement of what racki ng was actually 
required. From which it was hoped to remove some racking, this 
was achieved. The racking next to the "guillotine " was judged to 
be superfluous to requirements , and never used. This racking was 
disposed of during the time of the project. A layout drawing is 
shown in Appendix 1, photographs of the factory floor are shown 
in Plates 21, 22, 23 to give a sense of size and p roportion. 

PLATE 21 - VIEW OF FACTORY FLOOR LOOKING TOWARDS 
LOADING AREA (SHEAR ON LEFT OF PICTURE ). 
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PLATE 22 - VIEW ACROSS FACTORY FLOOR , TOWARDS 
THE FOLDING SECTION FROM THE PUNCH SECT ION. 

PLATE 23 - VIEW OF FACTORY FLOOR , LOOKI NG UP 
THE FOLDING SECTION FROM WELDING. 
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6.2 THE PROCESS CHARTS 

The first method of recording and analysing the work flow was the 
Process Chart. Using the InteJ;.national Labour Offices Definition: 

RA process chart is a graphic representation of the sequence of 
events or steps that occur in the work method or procedure, 
classifying them by symbols according to the nature of the event. 
It is a device for visualising a procedure for the purpose of 
improving it". 

The symbols used are as follows: 

~ - Operation 

This takes place at each machine when the job is 
'operated' on. Also whenever the job has its 
characteristics intentionally changed, eg. prepared for 
transportation. 

c=J - Inspection 

This takes place when the job is checked for 
identification, quantity or quality. 

Q - Transport 

This takes place when the job is moved from one place to 
another. 

D - Delay 

This takes place 
next operation 
storage. 

\} - Storage 

then the job is stationary awaiting the 
to take place, when not actually in 

This takes place when a job has to be signed for from an 
official area. It cannot just be picked up and moved. 

These symbols are also known as ASME code (The American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers) for the description of processes. 
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6.2.1 THE OPERATION PROCESS CHART 

The first process chart to be constructed was an 'Operational 
Process Chart' (Appendix 6.2.1.). This shows an overview of the 
front end of the factory floor. Drawn onto a factory floor layout 
for a clear reference and orientation. It immediately shows the 
number and complexity of movements that the jobs undergo. 

At the bottom of this chart is the vertical movement that the 
'standard job', that undergoes Cut\Punch\Fold operations is 
itemised and is tabula ted below in Table 6.2.1. The vertical 
movement has been itemised to see what is currently occurring and 
to help highlight areas of improvement to smooth the flow of work 
through the factory. Moving work through the vertical plane 
achieves nothing other than wasting time. To minimise this, work 
should enter the process at one height, and remain at this height 
throughout. It was found that on the factory floor the total 
distance being 11.4 metres (up and down), assuming that the fork 
lift carries the job at a height of O.6M above the ground, 16 
different lifts being undertaken during this time. 

6.2.2. THE FLOW PROCESS CHART 

This chart examined the movement of the Behrens tapes, tools, 
(punch and die sets) and the special tooling for the Hammerle 
Brake Presses and Overhead Pow~r Presses (O.P. presses) to see if 
the positioning of tools or tapes could be repositioned to obtain 
a faster change-over, reducing the distance travelled. The chart 
was again laid out on a factory floor plan for clarity and to 
give an idea of the distances involved in each movement, see 
appendix 6.2.2. 

It can be seen that whilst the Behrens tooling has a relatively 
straightforward route, the special tooling for the Hammerle and 
O.P. Presses is long and tourcherous, travelling through the most 
congested part of the factory floor. The Salvagnini effectively 
blocking off the old and most direct route. 
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VERTICAL MOVEMENTS VERTICAL MOVEMENTS 
+VE METRES -VE METRES ACTION 

0.6 Forklift from store 
0.3 lift onto Salvagnini 

0.9 Output from Salvagnini 
0.6 Forklift from Salvagnini 

0.6 Forklift to Store 
0.6 Forklift from Store 

0.6 Forklift to Store 
0.6 Forklift from Store 
0.3 Forklift onto Behrens 

0.3 Forklift off Behrens 
1.8 Forklift onto Rack 

1.8 Forklift off Rack 
0.3 Forklift onto Hammerle 

0.9 Manual off Hammerle 
0.6 Forklift moving job. 

0.6 Forklift to 
Welding\Paint Line etc. 

TOTALS 5.7 5.7 16 Different Lifts 

Total vertical distance moved 11.4 metres. 

Allowing forklift to carry jobs at 0.6 metres off the ground. 

Date of investigation - 06/02/90 

JOB VERTICAL MOVEMENTS IN UNDERGOING CUT\PUNCH\FOLD OPERATIONS 

TABLE 6.2.1 
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6.2.3. THE STRING DIAGRAM 

Using the International Labour Offices definition (14). 

"A string diagram is a scale diagram on which is plotted, usually 
by means of a continuous thread, movement within a given area and 
over a given period of time for the purpose of showing the 
frequency of movement between var ious points and of determining 
the distance covered". 

The string diagram was .constructed using different coloured 
thread to show the different jobs. 

Black 
Green 
White 

Cut\Punch\Fold\weld etc. 
Cut or Direct to O.P. press 
On Line Shortage 

The time for the investigation was 1 week. The percentages of 
work that flowed through each machine are shown below in Table 
6.2.3. The diagram was laid out on a copy of the factory floor 
plan (Appendix 6.2.3). It can be seen immediately that 2 gangways 
are not used. The first between the Shear and the Rack is not 
wide enough for a forklift truck. The second next to the Punches 
at the other end of the drawing is not used as this leads into 
the welding area and when in welding is not wide enough for a 
forklift truck. 

To the left of the 'Shear' looking down the factory, the gangway 
has a high utilisation with all three varieties of work moving 
through this area, 2 out of 3 in both directions. The high 
utilisation continues across the factory towards the Brake 
Presses and OP Press. Through this section and into the Welding 
Section. The punch section gangway is progressively less utilised 
the further down the factory the routings are examined (For 
Cut\Pun6h\Fold-l/5 mile). The diagram shows the large distances 
moved by jobs and the intermingling of the routes through the 
factory. Showing propor tionally, by the number of str ings used, 
just how many jobs pass one point in a week. 
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Behrens Loading 

No. 7 (Laser) 30% 
No. 6 (Laser) 30% 
No. 5 (Non-Laser) 40% of work 

No. of jobs per shift per machine - 10 off 

Hammerle Loading 

No. 1 (100 TonN.C.) 25% 
No. 2 (100 Ton) 15% 
No. 3 (200 Ton) 15% 
No. 4 (175 Ton) 10% 
No. 5 (100 Ton N. C • ) 25% 
No. 6 (100 Ton Plug Board) 5% 
No. 7 (50 Ton) 2% 
No. 9 (175 Ton cushioned) 3% of work 

No. of jobs per shift per machine - 30 off for N.C. 

Overhead Power Press (O.P.) 

200 Ton 
200 Ton 

75 Ton 
75 Ton 
10 Ton 

30% 
30% 
15% 
15% 
15% of work 

No. of jobs per shift per machine - 1 off. 

Date of investigation - 03/01/90. 

When implemented onto the string diagram, 1 string = 5% of work. 

DATA USED TO CONSTRUCT STRING DIAGRAM Table 6.2.3. 
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6.3. CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

This stage of the examination was carried out to justify why each 
of the operations was undertaken. It has been split into three 
sections. 

- Cut\Punch\Fold 
- O.P. Press 

On line shortages 

The questions asked at each section were: 
(Included in Appendix 6.3.2. for reference) 

-Purpose 

-Place 

-Sequence 

-Person 

-Means 

What is actually done? 
Why is the activity necessary at all? 

Where is it being done? 
Why is it done at that particular place? 

When is it done? 
Why is it done at that particular time? 

Who is doing it? 
Could it be done better by someone else? 

How is it being done? 
Is there any possibility of doing it more 
economically in some other way? 

In answering the question"what is actually done?" for each 
section, the ASME code symbols were drawn in for each operation 
(machining, movement, storage, etc.). The number and type of 
these operations were then compared with the minimum number of 
operations required to complete the job, highlighting what 
improvements could be made. It was found that in the case of: 

- Cut\Punch\Fold 

- O.P. Press 

- 8 operations out of 24 needed to be 
deleted. 

- 2 operations out of 13 needed to be 
deleted. 

- On Line Shortage - 8 operations out of 22 needed to be 
deleted. 
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The examination shows what is being done and why it is being 
done, compared wi th the ideal. As can be seen from the 
append ices, there are a lot of unnecessary operat ions tak ing 
place. So that combining new methods with the movement of 
machinery (if justified) an optimum method of production can be 
reached, with the minimum distance moved by the work. 
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6.3.1 INTER-RELATIONSHIPS OF MACHINERY 

Through careful consultation with the Section Leaders of the 
various machines, the following relationships became apparent 
(Appendix 6.3.4), when discussing the idea of ~production lines". 

Of the 2 laser Behrens one would have to go onto the specialised 
low gauge line, the other would go onto the high gauge line, so 
minimising the cross over of work, not to mention the excessive 
change over times on machines due to the gauge change. The non
laser Behrens would punch all the rest of the low gauge material 
as there is more of this material used. Thus trying to balance 
the routings. 

The Hammerle machines lining up with the respective Behrens being 
used for one gauge of material. There are two machines that it is 
possible to dispose of. 

-Hammerle No. 7 
-Hammerle No. 4 

50 ton capacity 
175 ton capacity 

As the work done by these machines can be done on other machines. 
The links with the other sections are also noted; namely 

-The O.P. Press Section 
-The Paint Section 
-The Welding Section 
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6.4 INVESTIGATION INTO JOB MOVEMENT THROUGH THE FIRST 4 
SECTIONS OF THE PRODUCTION FACILITY 

with the Work Study showing the overall picture, the actual times 
for jobs to pass through the Production facility were required to 
help quantify the amount of delay time, the accuracy of the time 
allowed for production, and validate the computer simulation. 

A card was added (Appendix 6.4.0.) to each job pack to be 
manufactured in week 11 (16th March 1990, start date). 305 jobs 
were to be manufactured in this week, of the cards 70% (214) were 
returned. The product breakdown to be produced that week is shown 
in Table 6.4.1. This is also compared with the product breakdown 
of the "Typical Week". The comparison is close, the typical week 
requlrlng 40 more units to be produced at a total of 195 units. 
Examining the data obtained from the cards: 

The last job passed through the Salvagnini Shear on 5th 
April 1990, some 3 weeks from the start. The graph of the 
waiting times in front of the Shear shows the amount and 
distribution of waiting that takes place (Graph 6.4.1.). 
The graph of the waiting time between loading and cutting 
operations shows clearly the effect of "On line 
shor tages" (urgent jobs) quanti ties of jobs vary ing 
between 0 and 23 in adjacent days. The on line shortage 
jobs taking precedent. 

The last job passed through the Behrens Punch\Lasers on 
11th April, 1990, some 4 weeks from the start. The graph 
of the waiting times in front of the Punches shows the 
amount and distribution of waiting that takes place 
(Graph 6.4.2). The graph of the waiting time between cut 
and punch operations shows the section leaders aim at 
punching the work as soon as it is cut, normally within 2 
days. The majority done in this time, the vast majority 
of the rest was completed within the week. 

The last job did not pass through either Hammerle\OP 
presses or the Welding Section before the end of the 
investigation on 1st May 1990, some 6 weeks from the 
start. The graphs of waiting times in front of these 
sections shows the amount and distribution of waiting 
that takes place (Graph 6.4.3. and 6.4.4). 
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The graph of the waiting time between punch and fold operations 
shows the change in Section Leaders aim. 

He only folds what can be welded or painted. The times, 
although tailing off show an excessive waiting period. 
The graph of the waiting time between fold and weld 
operations, continues the section leaders reasoning, as 
the vast majority of weld\painting is done the same day. 

The following graphs were also constructed: 

Total times for Cut\Punch\Fold Operations (Graph 
6.4.5.). This graph shown how many jobs were completed 
in a set time. No jobs took less than four days. The 
peak number of jobs being placed around 12 day 
duration. The graph dropping off. 

Return of cards for Cut\Punch\Fold Operations 
(Graph 6.4.6.). This graph closely mirrors Graph 
6.4.5. and the cumulative comparison is shown in Graph 
6.4.7. Again a significant number of jobs (22) were 
completed in over 30 days from the beginning of the 
project. 

Return of cards for Cut\Punch\Fold Operations 
cumulative (Graph 6.4.7). The return of cards and time 
of jobs closely match each other. They both tail off 
at 26 days into the project. 

50 Jobs completed in 10 days Difference 
100 Jobs completed in 13 days 3 days 
150 Jobs completed in 21 days 8 days 
200 Jobs completed in 37 days 16 days 

To complete each extra 50 jobs it effectively takes 
double the time. 

Job completion rate, actual and simulation (Graph 
6.4.8.). This graph shows how dramatically quicker the 
computer simulation finishes the jobs. Al though as 
might be expected the production rate from the 
simulation is not constant as the jobs have different 
processing times. 
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It has to be remembered that the simulation does 'ramp-up' and 
then 'ramp-down', even excluding the end reading productivity is 
significantly up on the actual work being produced. 

Examining the 50 and 90 percentile values for completion, 

Actual jobs 50% completed after 17 days. 
Simulation jobs 50% completed after 9 days. 

Actual jobs 90% completed after 38 days. 
Simulation jobs 90% completed after 15 days. 

For the same week these figures show that the claimed\allowed 
production cycle time of 4 weeks was greatly exceeded. This is 
due in part to the way in which jobs are processed through the 
sections and "on line shortages" (urgent jobs) take priority as 
and when they occur. 

The following results were obtained from a computer simulation 
run using the work programmed on the production facility for week 
11, 19th March 1990. The setting times used were as agreed with 
the Work Study Department and the Relevant Section Leaders. The 
results were as follows: 

SALVAGNINI finished 
BEHRENS 
HAMMERLE 

finished 
finished 

working 
working 
working 

after 
after 
after 

69 
78 

106 

hours. 
hours. 
hours. 

Now applying these computer run times to the times worked by the 
sections. 

The SALVAGNINI section works for 63 hrs/wk, implying 
work completion of approx. 1 week. 

The BEHRENS section works for 73 hrs/wk, implying work 
completion of approx. 1 week, shortly after the 
SALVAGNINI. 

The HAMMERLE section works for 40 hrs/wk, implying 
work completion of approx. 2.5 weeks. 

Leaving 1.5 weeks of the production cycle for the job 
to be welded\painted\placed into stores for usage. 
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Please note: that these times have been taken to the nearest 
hour. The method of loading being alternately high gauge\low 
gauge\high gauge and the jobs followed defined work routes unlike 
current shop floor practices, where the jobs are loaded at the 
Section Leaders discretion. When comparing these actual results 
with those generated by the computer simulation for the same 
week. The following points need to be remembered. 

The computer simulation, starts and ends with an empty 
process, this is not true in practice. 

The computer simulation does not take into account the 
"on line shortages". 

The computer simulation, used times obtained from the 
Production Control computer which were on occasion 
questionable. 

These points may account for the experimental error between the 
actual and simulation times. The difference at 59% found when 
comparing times to completion of actual work (6 weeks) and 
simulation (2.5 weeks) cannot be explained away in this manner. 
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TABLE 6. 4. 1. 

PRODUCT BREAKDOWN FOR WEEK 11 

For week 11 the production of the following units was required: 

UNITS NO. OFF TOTAL PER RANGE TYPICAL WEEK VALUE 

ADT 0 0 6 

DX7 3 3 2 

DLM 1\4\10 1 
DLM 2\4\10 1 4 7 
DLM 3\3\10 2 

DU 202 F6 2 
DU 304 FI0 6 8 10 

SU 243 1 
SU 323 1 
SU 484 4 13 14 
SU 80 7 

UMA 40 5 
UMA 70 1 
UMA 100 10 
UMA 150 33 76 99 
UMA 250 17 
UMA 450 10 

DLMV 4 2 
DLMV 6 11 
DLMV 7 2 
DLMV 8 1 
DLMV 9 1 
DLMV 10 2 
DLMV 12 13 51 57 
DLMV 14 2 
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UNITS NO. OFF TOTAL PER RANGE TYPICAL WEEK VALUE 

DLMV 15 3 
DLMV 20 4 
DLMV 30 3 
DLMV 45 6 
DLMV 60 1 

The total number of units produced this week was 155. 
The total number of units produced in a typical week was 195. 
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6.5 RESULTS 

6.5.1 OPERATIONS TO BE REMOVED 

From the section "Critical Analysis of Production Routes", 
(Appendix 6.3.2) a number of superfluous operations were found to 
exist, which needed to be eliminated. In doing so the time to 
completion for the production process would reduce wi th less 
operations to the job. 

On the major Cut\Punch\Fold route it is possible to delete 8 
operations (Delay\Movement\Storage). 

On the o. P. Presses route, it is possible to delete 2 operation 
(Storage\Movement). 

On the on line shortages route, it is possible to delete 8 
operations (Delay\Movement\Storage). 

6.5.2 PROPOSED RE-ORGANISATION OF MACHINERY AND ROUTES 

Before machinery can be moved and routes etc. changed the cost 
has to be considered and the effects to the machine mechanisms. 
The costs of machinery movement are included in Appendix 6.5.2. 
The cost of moving all the machinery would be in the reg ion of 
£50K. With a new transport system (£20K) the total cost rises to 
£70K. 

Between 55% to 77% of work passes through 2 Hammerle Brake 
presses. To move these adjacent to the relevant Behrens would 
only cost £5K. Minimum expenditure for maximum improvement. The 
other changes required would be a small re-arrangement of a 
storage area. The rack adjacent to the Salvagnini can be moved to 
the Hammerle No.5 Brake Press position and the Section Leaders 
"office" can be moved to the Hammerle No. 1 Brake Press position. 
This enables forklift trucks to once again use the gangway, 
whilst minimizing the distances moved by people\tools\jobs. The 
positioning of new machinery as and when it is purchased is also 
then not restricted as the cost of positioning the new machinery 
will far out-weigh the cost of moving the machinery using this 
plan. 
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To move more machinery other constraints have to be considered: 

The investment in new machinery at a later date, to 
obtain maximum advantage this will have to be linked 
with an automatic job transfer mechanism to and from 
the machine with a minimum distance between machines. 
This may cut across current machinery and production 
routes. 

In moving the machinery, would any irreparable damage 
occur to it. This is possible with the 2 Laser 
Behrens. These are old machines and have settled in 
the one position. Thus to move them, whilst taking 
time to reset the lasers may also upset the mechanism 
within them. 

With the aid of expanding foam being cut into the shape of the 
machinery to be moved, var ious al ternati ve layouts were tr ied. 
The one proving to be the best (Appendix 6.2.3.\4\5) involved 
the following machine movements. 

The guillotine moved to the temporary storage position 
alongside the Salvagnini shear. 

The Hammer le 1 moved to face the Behrens machines, 
placed between No. 5 and 6. 

The Hammerle 2 moved to face the Behrens machines, 
adjacent to Hammerle 1. 

The Hammerle 3 moved to behind Hammerle 2. 

The Hammerle 7 moved adjacent to Hammerle 3. 

The four OP Presses are to be moved to a new section. 

The proposed new machinery, another Behrens\Hammer le 
and OP Press have been positioned to show how it is 
expected that the factory will develop. 
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The racking adjacent 
holds the tooling for 
to be moved adjacent 
No. 3. 

to the Salvagnini shear that 
the Hammerles and OP Presses is 

to the new pos i tion of Hammer le 

The achievements will be to open up the gangway through the 
factory next to the Hammerles. Open up the gangway past the 
Behrens into Welding. Leave room adjacent to the Salvagnini shear 
so that new machinery, as and when purchased can be placed to 
obtain direct links with the Salvagnini. Minimise the distance 
moved by work through the manufacturing process by the jobs ( 
Appendix 6.2.4\5 for a comparison of current and proposed job 
routes) • 

Re-positioning of machinery require capital expenditure. From the 
section investigation into job movement through the first four 
sections of the production facility a number of improvements to 
work plan became apparent. These are included in Appendix 6.5.3. 
The 15 improvements itemised will require the minimum of 
expenditure whilst reaping considerable rewards if instigated 
with the current system. But will be a necessity as and when the 
MRPII system comes on line as the batches will be smaller and the 
production times will be more critical. It is concluded that by 
ordering the job flow through the production process time and 
financial savings can be made. 
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C H APT E R 7 

o I S C U S S ION o F RESULTS 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

DCE's product is good, their market share of 32% in the U. K. 
(perceived) reflects this. But they have problems within their 
production facility with a large WIP and inventory. Work has to 
start on orders before they are placed, in order to meet delivery 
deadlines. If the market ever goes into recession, this situation 
will leave DCE at risk financially, with customers also not being 
satisfied with the delivery times, they will tend to look at 
other dust control equipment leading to a reduction in DCE' s 
market share. 

Examining the market criteria of "what does the customer want, 
when does he want it, and how much does he want to pay for it", 
DCE has what the customer wants, but not when he wants it, or the 
price that he wants to pay for it, because of the inadequacies of 
the production process. This is highlighted by the fact that 
currently 15% of DCE (U. K.) annual turnover is held as stock. 
When viewed from above, the factory floor resembles a warehouse 
with operatives assembling and working on jobs in odd corners and 
the space not taken up by stock. Even though all the machinery on 
the factory is not new it is serviceable and efficient at what it 
does. Having perceived that change was required to the 
manufacturing process to remain competitive what change was 
required and how could it be ratified before it was implemented, 
to prove that the change would show an improvement, and by how 
much. It should be noted that there was also a continued 
investment in new technology but, the financial justification 
(Section 1.8) was becoming more difficult due to the short 
payback per iod allowed. The application and advantages of the 
machine in use was required to be demonstrated. By using computer 
modelling this could be achieved very dramatically before the 
machinery was purchased. 

One ot the tasks set to a standing committee at DCE (the M.O.R. 
Committee) was to construct a data base, linking all data 
available about a part produced into a single file. This was a 
great undertaking with over 2500 different parts being 
manufactured. It was hoped that with this information more 
precise figures could be quoted when different parts were 
compared. It also helped to demonstrate that different parts 
could be grouped together and so reduce the setting times on the 
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machines speeding up the rate of production. The Lotus 123 
spreadsheet computer software was chosen and the computers memory 
had to be extended to hold all the information. Throughout the 
course of the project the data base was being up-dated and 
checked, so that the information held on it would be correct. 

With a data~ailable, the possibilities of accurate 
modelling /o'f any' propqsed changes to the manufacturing system 
were poss'ible, j}:;:l what modell ing should be done and how. The 
most rel~vant:7:Seemed to be computer simulation modelling, giving 
a quick! result, being inter-active and possible to change. The 
resultsl were to be accurate as the actual times and inter
relaticinships of/the machines were programmed into the model. 
The re~ul ts be.i:ng displayed graphically and the process being 
shown oir--an~nimated screen. The computer model chosen was PC 
MODEL by Simcon Ltd., as it appeared to meet the requirement and 
have the best back-up available. 

By referring to the data base, DCE Management saw a method of 
improving the speed of manufacturing, as natural gauge brakes and 
certain groups of components linked together (Families). They 
proposed that a weeks worth of work should be constantly in 
storage behind the first machine, the shear, and all work should 
be issued from there. This immediately meant that an extra 40 
tonnes of steel at a cost of £15K was being introduced into a new 
storage area on the shop floor. This was the first process to be 
modelled. 

The simulation started as a simple model of the Cut\Punch\Fold 
process. Wi th eight out of the eighteen machines shown on it. 
The model started out with a sequential reading of the data input 
from the data base held on LOTUS 123. The DCE series of 
programmes. Then as scheduling was not wanted it changed to 
simultaneous data input to keep all the machines busy. The JEF 
ser ies of programmes. Trying to improve on the performance at 
this stage it was perceived that the simplification of the 
factory floor was not giving true results so a more complex model 
was constructed showing all the machines and routes possible. 
The JON series of programs. A comparison of the results is shown 
below. 
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Lotus Data Base - Total Machine 135 hrs 3.5 weeks 

DCE\FINAL.MDL 
(J3DCE. DAT) 
Sequential 

JEF\DCE54.MDL 
(SCHED3.DAT) 
Simultaneous 

JON\JON. MOL 
(FILE3.0AT) 
Simultaneous 

- Total Machine 260 hrs 

Total run time 159 hrs 

Total run time 198 hrs 

6.5 weeks 

4 weeks 

5 weeks 

Quoted production cycle time (historical) - 4 weeks. 

These figures are based on one file, the 'Typical Weeks' on 
historical value generated from past production when the maximum 
production requirement for each product was achieved. Examining 
these figures: 

Lotus data 
components 
times, and 
achievable. 

base shows nrQrelationshiPs between 
being machines.?lNo travel or queueing 

therefore must~e/assumed as the best time 

OCE\FINAL.MOL shows the simplified models results 
running through the Cut\Punch\Fold operations. As all 
the possible routes are not shown there is an 
excessive amount of queueing taking place giving an 
inaccurate result. 

JEF\OCE54.MDL shows the same machine but with a 
simultaneous reading of the data file so that all the 
machines are kept constantly supplied with work, but 
there is no time allowed for the cutting of work, 
implying that the necessary work is being called out 
of a store at the start of the simulation. 

JON\JON. MOL shows all the routes\machine operations 
possible and the cutting operation is included. 
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When compared to the actual production time allowed, 4 weeks, all 
these times fail as there are 2 additional operations not taken 
into account, welding\painting. The settings for the simulation 
can be changed to increase the work in progress, decrease the 
travel times, changing the setting times on the machines. These 
will reduce the completion time for the weeks work, but when 
compared to the factory as is, are artificial improvements. It 
has to be remembered that these results are for 1 week only, so 
that the process star ts empty and ends empty. This does not 
happen in real life, 1 week leading on from the next, which would 
give a longer completion time. It was shown in the DCE\FINAL.MDL 
file that by scheduling the work throughput the total run time 
could be improved (Graph 4.3.1.). 

These results show that the planned store and "family part" 
method would be a retrograde step if implemented in the 
production facility, so that the computer modelling, whilst not 
showing an improvement, prevented a worse method of production 
being implemented on the shop floor. 

At this time, partly due to Management changeovers, the 
philosophy to production changed to that relating to MRP 11, and 
making demand, not to stock. The changes meant that the data used 
was no longer historical, but current ie. what was actually being 
processed on the shop floor now. To this end five weeks of 
production work were modelled. The data preparation in Lotus 
proving to be long and tedious, but results were achieved and 
even though all the data required was not available, the results 
showed that considerable time saving could be made, but these had 
to be ratified. 

To ratify the results of the computer model one weeks jobs were 
traced through the production process, the relevant data being 
extracted. This same weeks worth of work was then passed through 
the computer model. The results showed that on improvement on the 
historical four week production cycle could be made with the 
actual production on the shop floor currently taking more than 
four weeks. Three methods of loading the model were tried, 
simultaneous, sequential, and Kanban. The simultaneous proved to 
be the worst one, a large amount of WIP was required to keep all 
the machines busy. The sequential in the current circumstances 
proved to be the best as work could be scheduled through the 
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process giving a minimC?J~w WIP levels. The 
Kanban method would prov'e,to be \the/6est~me·thod if the individual ---------machines set up times could be reduced. The time was worse than 
the sequential method, but with a minimum of WIP. Whilst the 
weeks jobs were being traced through the manufacturing process, a 
method study of the process was carried out, to help highlight 
areas of improvement, these are itemised in Appendix 6.5.3. This 
also looked into the more long term developments of the factory 
layout and implementation of new machinery. 

The computer modelling demonstrating the 
the work onto the shop floor could be 
speeding up of production. 

best method of placing 
improved to help this 

The project developed from a proving exercise of a proposed 
manufacturing method using a computer simulation model, to review 
the whole process and all aspects, showing what improvements are 
possible to DeE's manufacturing process to maintain its position 
in BTR' s companies per formance league and in red iness for 1992 
and the single European Market, but meeting customer 
requirements. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In section 1. 9 the project objectives were itemised: Have they 
been achieved? and with what result? 

Construct a component data base, using the Lotus 123 
spreadsheet computer software package, for the sheet 
metal work processed by the factory. 

This was achieved, all the necessary data was input 
and the file reached an accuracy of 85%. 

Construct a computer 
process car r ied out on 
PC MODEL by Simcon Ltd. 

model 
the 

of the Cut\Punch\Fold 
sheet metal work, using 

This was achieved several model were constructed 
the initial simple model with 8 machines to 
complex with all 18 machines represented. 

from 
the 

Create a link between the Lotus 123 and PC MODEL 
software, so that the data base can be used to provide 
the data by the computer model. This was achieved, two 
different methods of data loading into the model, by 
sequential and simultaneous reading of the data file. 

Verify the computer model, by comparing predicted 
results with results obtained from the factory. 

This was achieved, initially be comparing the models 
results to the historical production cycle time and 
then finally to actually compare the time taken to 
process the same work on the factory floor, to the 
time taken to process that work though the computer 
model. 

Demonstrate what and where improvements could be made 
to the sheet metal manufacturing process, using method 
study techniques. 
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This was achieved. It was found that work travelled through 
excessive horizontal and vertical distances whilst being 
processed. The routes that the work flowed through were congested 
and random, leading to specific improvements being outlined. 

Reviewing the project more generally, the computer modelling, it 
was shown that although the Family method of processing the parts 
was efficient it was not the most effective. The most effective 
being by alternating gauge (High\Low\High) with the parts where 
possible in their Family, but producing what is required 
production, not based on historic values. 

The project moved on to review the other aspects of production, 
the machine layout, a more efficient layout with allowances for 
new investments in machinery have been proposed. Whilst the 
results from the simulation were confirmed, by data obtained from 
the shop floor. Other immediate improvements to the method of 
processing the work through the shop floor were recommended. To 
obtain\maintain improvements on the shop floor three items are 
required: 

People to use the system 
Software to run the system. 
Hardware to optimise the system. 

The work force is not currently achieving their maximum output of 
what is required when it is required. Due in part to the 
software, but more importantly to their method of payment, a 
piece part bonus scheme. Britain being one of the few developed 
countries to persist in this method of payment. 

The software controls the whole of the production system. This is 
currently inaccurate and unreliable. When the move to MRPII is 
made a drastic improvement in stock levels and amount of work 
being processed should be seen. 

The hardware is the production system, all the machines that are 
on the shop floor are operations, there is investment in new 
machinery planned for the shop floor, to improve setting and 
transport times. 
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To obtain the most from the Company all three items have to be 
considered, when one is not considered the other two fail. 

DCE is in the position to make vast improvements to its 
manufacturing facility in the next 2\3 years, but the leadership 
of Senior Management will be required, as the drive and power to 
implement changes does not well up from the shop ~loor! 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Implementation of recommendations in Appendix 6.5.3. 
to help order and improve productivity in readiness 
for the introduction of MRPII and B.S.5750. 

Company wide education re: the changes about to take 
place, why they are to take place, and the perceived 
results. 

Implementation of MRPII - taking place - This has to 
be successful to bring W.I.P. down and achieve 
successful manufacturing planning. 

Implementation of B.S.5750 - taking place - This has 
to be successful as more customers require this 
standard to be met. It also brings a responsibility to 
deliver what the customer requires. 

Capacity Planning 
installed. 

to take place after MRPII is 

Shop Floor data collection 
MRP 11 is installed. 

to take place after 

Standardisation of parts\gauge where possible, to help 
ease production. 

Redesign products to achieve variety through reduction 
part count, pushing for a reduction in end products. 

Payment scheme (company wide), a standard wage with 
monthly bonus related to the numbers of units supplied 
to customers and who are satisfied with them. 

Purchasing of materials - a balance 
that enough raw material is on site 
requirement component. 

is required so 
to produce the 

Movement\Optimising of the machines on the shop floor 
to minimise the time wasted, and maximise the usage of 
the shop floor area available. Speeding up production. 
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Review of the processes to find new ways to 
the productivity of the factory. 

Investment in new machines - Behrens\Hammerle 
on going. Moving with technology will enable 
productivity as advances are made in 
speed\setting\transfer between machines. 

- 9.3 -
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APPENDIX 1 

LAYOUT DRAWING OF FACTORY FLOOR 
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APPENDIX 2 

COMPARISON BETWEEN VS6 AND PC MODEL COMPUTER SIMULATION PACKAGES 

SYSTEM: 

UNIVERSITY: 

COST: 

COMPUTER: 

FACILITIES 
AVAILABLE: 

LIMITS ON 
CAPABILITY: 

ADVANTAGES: 

VS6 

L.U.T. 

£900 + VAT CONSULTATION 
£700 + VAT SOFTWARE 

IBM COMPATABLES 
MIN, 512K RAM 

GRAPHICS 
NO ROUTE BETWEEN M/C'S 
PARTS MOVE FROM ONE 
POSITION TO THE NEXT. 

NUMERICAL O/P AVAILABLE 
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 
OF QUEUES, UTILISATION 
ETC. AVAILABLE. 

INITIAL MODELING OF 
SHEAR, BEHRENS, PRESSES 
THEN INTRODUCTION OF 
WELDING AND PAINT LINE/ 
ASSEMBLY WILL NOT BE 
ABLE TO BE MODIFIED. 

CHEAP (£). 

TIME REQUIRED 43 DAYS 
TO MODEL PLANT: + DATA I/P 

USER COMPATIBLE: GRAPH/DIAGRAM OF ROUTE 
HAS TO BE DRAWN FIRST. 
THEN I/P TO VS6. 
ALL DATA I/P IS 
MANNUAL. 
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PC MODEL 

COVENTRY POLY. 

? 
£10,000 

IBM COMPUTER 

GRAPHICS 
ROUTE IS MODELED, FLOW 
OF MOVEMENT OF PARTS 
IS SHOWN BETWEEN M/C'S 

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 
SUPRIOR TO VS 6. 
NUMERICAL O/P AVAILABLE 
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 
OF QUEUES, UTILISAITON 
ETC. AVAILABLE. 

PUT FORWARD AS BEING ABLE 
TO MODEL THE WHOLE 
FACTORY. 

CAN COMMUNICATE WITH 
LOTUS 123. 
V.FAST DATA I/P FROM 
CURRENT DATA ON LOTUS. 
MORE USER FRIENDLY THAN 
VS6?? 

? 

SHOWN TO BE DIRECT I/P 
OF ROUTE / M/C'S ETC. 
THEN DIRECT LINK TO 
DATA. 



APPENDIX 3.1.1. 

DIAGRAM SHOWING ROUTE OF DATA COLLECTING AND THE PEOPLE INVOLVED 

sign Drawing 
Office 

Family Master 

S. Richards 
A. Hanford 

le sign Drawing 
Office 

Update &: 
Maintenance 

Works 
Supervision 

Sequence &: 
Verification 

Mr. J. Upton 
Mr. D. Pugh 
Mr. J. Bevan 
Mr. T. Wells 

Process 
Planning 

Tapes &: Tooling 

Mr. T. Wells 
Mr. J. Bevan 

Mr. S. Richards 
Mr. J. Clark 

----

LOTUS 123 

Spread Sheet 

Mr. T. Wells 
Mrs. A. Greaves 
Mr. J. Bevan 

Computer Simulation 

Mr. J. Clark 
Mr. J. Bevan 

Mr. G. Singh (Consultant) 

FUTURE D OPMENT 

IMPLEMENTATION 
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Work Study Production 
Planning 

Operations Typical 
&: Times Weeks Work 

Mr. A. Pearce Mr. J. Clark 
Mr. P. Tipler 
Mr. J. Bevan 



APPENDIX 3 •. 1..2. 

ONE PAGE FROM THE "FAMILY PART FOLDER" 

DLM-V WEATHER COWL 

~ 
i 

, 
'" '- ~ , '- '" '- '" ; '- '_ ...... 1 I 

I I 
I ; 
I 

:( I I 

I 
r I 
I 

! I 

r 
I 

I 
I 

r \ 
1- _______ J 

. 1 

t-,---- - -,-
I 

I 
I I I , 
I 

I I 

I I I I I J I 

I · / . c./ 
TYP WORKS NO. DRG. NO. DESCRIPTION 18~M DIM DIM DIM 

IWK OT -.H2 '-W' '-1' 

N/A 1. HW.l 345-2438 V4/6 IMM THK 001 320 256 110 280 

1 1. HW. 2 345-2439 IMM THK 002 365 266 172 340 
FOl D 2 1. HW. 3 345-2441 V301l5 IMM THK 003 390 278 196 380 

1. HW. 4 345-2442 V21130/45 1. 2MM THK 548 395 265 590 

2 7.40MF.l 640-2913 UMA 40 DISCHARGE COWL 
1.2 005 215 170 80 335 

.5 
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-u 
;0 
H 
Z ..... 
0 PROGRAM WORK· DCE GROUP 'TMS' REPORTS 14.03.89 TIME: 11. 38.36 c ..... 
-" 
;0 OPERATION BATCH SIZES 
0 ********************* 
3: 

rn 
c 
;0 
;0 
0 
c ... 
Cl 
I 
(J) 

):> 

n -U **UMA DOOR PANEL ***PART NOT FOUND*** -u 0 rn UMA FAN CHAMBER DOOR ASSY 10.00 A 10 0.2500 0.1330 CUT TO SIZE:441.5 X 546 X 1.5 3: 
-u z FROM 1250 X 2500. MAKES 8 0 >-' C H 

0 ..... x rn B2 20 0.0000 0.1210 PUNCH COMPLETE TAPE NO.202(2) 0\ ;0 

"- '" BROWN n .... 
):> 

z 
'" J 30 0.0700 0.2020 FOLD X 4 - 4 STROKES 0 

rn 
(J) I 40 0.1500 0.2500 WELD 4 CORNERS OF DOOR PANEL 
0 
-" ..... 
:;: 

4 100 2 UMA 1001150 FAN CHAMBER ):> 
;0 DOOR ASSY 10.00 A 10 0.2500 0.1330 CUT TO SIZE: 523 X 736 X 1.5 rn 
~ .... J 30 0.700 0.2170 FOLD X 4 - 4 STROKES P.P. 
-u 
):> L 40 0.1500 0.2570 WELD 4 CORNERS 
Cl 
rn 

0 
z 
r 
-< 
~ 



BEHREtl'S HAMMERLE 

WEEKL Y LOAD HlG (THE LOTUS 123 SPREAOSHEET) 
7 

===========================================================================================================================================================================================: 
PUNCHES BEHRHIS HAMMERLE 

======================== LOWI =================== ================= 
PART NO. OESCRIPTlOtI ORG.tlD. DIMS OF BLAtl TAPE NO. H.M. HIGHTOOL QTY ALLOWEO TOTAL 'J' FAMILY ALLOWEOTOTAL 'J' ROUTINGS MODEL 

RtlO. SOU. SLOT OB.RtlDGAU6E DIE m. IWK HRS EA.HRSIWK. TIME tiAHE HRS.EA.HRS/W TIME IREMARKS RAtWE 
====================================================================================================================================================================================== 

I HU I DLH V WEATHER COWL 345 243B 405t552tl LBLK-1915B(4) I2XB 1.00 L I 0 0.026 0.30 FOI 0010 001 0.064 0.30 SIB71HI DLM-V 
I HW 2 DLM V WEATHER COUL 345 2439 493.5t736 t ILBLK-1914BI21 20110 1.00 L I 0.029 0.03 0.10 FOI 0010 002 0.064 0.06 0.10 SIB71HI OLH-V 
I HW 3 OLM V WEATHER COWL 345 2441 533tB29tl LBLK-1913B121 20XlO 1.00 L I 2 0.037 0.07 0.10 FOI DOlO 003 0.064 0.13 0.10 SIB7IHIIH3DLM-V 
I HW 4 DLH V WEATHER COWL 345 2442 LBLK-1912C(3) 20110 1.20 L 2 0 FOI 0010 004 5IB7IHIIH30LM-V l> 
I HU 4 OLM V WEATHER COWL 345 2442 743tI20Itl.2LBLK-1912CI31 20X12 1.20 L 2 0 0.033 0.10 FOI DOlO 004 0.079 0.10 51 B7IHIIH30LN-V 1J 

1J 
7 40MF I UHA 40 DISCHARGE COYL 640 2913 27Bt52Btl.2LBLK-24BO(11 6 1.20 L I 2 0.023 0.05 0.10 FOI 0010 005 0.045 0.09 0.10 SIB71HI UHA J'T1 

I B 3B UNA 70 ItILET SPIGOT TOP 640 300312 BRIl-2577 30 6.t0 1.20 L 2 2 0.001 0.00 0.20 FOI 0020 001 0.016 0.03 0.20 SIB71HI UMA z .... 0 
0 9 B 3B UMA 1001150 INLET SPIG.TOP 640 300412 BRIl-2579 30 6,10 1.20 L 2 24 0.002 0.05 0.10 FOI 0020 002 0.016 0.3B 0.10 SIB71HI UMA ...... 

x 
-..J 19 B 3B UHA 250 ltlLET SPIGOT TOP 640 300512 BRIl-25BI 30 6,10 1.20 L 2 40 0.002 0.08 0.10 FOI 0020 003 0.016 0.64 0.10 51B71HI UMA 

32 40 18 UM. 40 ltlLET SPIBOT TOP 640 331912 GRII-30BOI21 30 mo 1.20 L 2 4 0.002 0.01 0.10 FOI 0020 004 0.0160.060.10 51B71HI UMA \,N 
• 

2 B 2 UHA 51GEAR RETAItHtlG RING 1250t1250t1BLK-2050E131 mo 1.00 L I 70 0.002 0.140.10 FOI 0020 005 0.0292.030.10 S/B71HI UMA ...... 
• 

I B 3A UMA 70 ltlLET SPIGOT BOOY 640 300311 LBLK-2575 40 5150 1.20 L 4 0 0.000 0.00 FOI 0030 001 0.000 0.00 SIB71HI UMA .j:> 

I B 3A UMA 70 INLET SPIGOT BOOY 640 300311 LBLK-2575 6 mo 1.20 L 4 I 0.015 0.02 0.30 FOI 0030 001 0.042 0.04 0.30 51B71HI UHA · 
I B 3AI UM 70 BIll BALIN.5PI6.BOOY LBLK-2575(31 6 6X10 1.20 L 4 I 0.013 0.01 0.10 FOI 0030 002 0.0420.040.10 S/871HI UHA 
I B 3AX UNA 70 BIll BAL.Itl.5PIG.BODY LBLK-2575131 40 5150 1.20 L 4 0 0.000 0.00 FOI 0030 002 0.000 0.00 SIB7/HI UNA 
9 B 3A UHA 1001150 ltl.5PI6.BODY 640 300411 LBLK-257B 6 mo 1.20 L 3 21 0.015 0.320.10 FOI 0030 003 0.042 O.BB 0.10 SIB71HI UNA 
9 B 3A UMA 1001150 IN.SPI6.BOOY 640 300411 LBLK-257B 40 1.20 L 3 0 0.000 0.00 FOI 0030 003 0.000 0.00 5IB7IHI UMA 
9 B 3AI UNA 1001150 Bltl BAL.ItI.SPIG. LBLK-257B 40 1.20 L 3 0 0.000 0.00 FOI 0030 004 0.000 0.00 SIB7/HI UNA 
9 B 3AX UNA 1001150 BIll BAL.IIl.SPI6. LBLK-257B 6 6110 1.20 L 3 3 0.015 0.05 0.10 FOI 0030 004 0.042 0.13 0.10 SIB71HI UHA 
19 B 3A UMA 250 INLET SPIG. BOOY 640 3005111240tI400tl.LBLK-25BOI21 40 6110 1.20 L 3 0 0.000 0.00 FOI 0030 005 0.000 0.00 SIB71HI UHA 
19 B 3A UHA 250 ItlLET SPIG. BODY· 640 3005111240tI400tl.LBLK-2590(21 6 1.20 L 3 37 0.0(9 0.70 0.10 FOI 0030 005 0.042 1.55 0.10 SIB71HI UNA 
19 B 3AI UHA 250 BIN BAL.HI.SPIG.BOOY 1240tI400tl.LBLK-25BOI21 40 t.20 L 3 0 0.000 0.00 FOI 0030 006 0.000 0.00 51B71HI UHA 
19 B 3AX UHA 250 BIll BAL.IN.5PIG.BOOY 1240tI400tl.LBLK-25BO(21 6 6XI0 1.20 L 3 3 0.019 0.06 0.10 FOI 0030 006 0.042 0.13 0.10 SIB71HI UHA 
32 40 lA UMA ltlLET SPIGOT BODY 640 331911 LBLK-3079(21 40 1.20 L 3 0 0.000 0.00 FOI 0030 007 0.000 0.00 SIB71HI UHA 
32 40 lA UNA ItILET SPIGOT BODY &40 331911 LBLK-3079(2) 6 mo 1.20 L 3 4 0.014 0.060.10 FOI 00300070.0420.170.10 51B71HI UHA 
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APPENDIX 3.2 

WORK ROUTES AVAILABLE IN OCE AND JEF PRO GRAMS 

SALVAGNINI 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

BEHRENS 

1 

2 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

APPENDIX 3.2.l. 

(PLATE 15) 
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jDCEIDCElb.MDL 

0=IDCEIDCEI6.0LYI 

i::UTTER=(OI 
lTHISFAM=(OI 
3THISBAT=IO} 
~THISSTR=(OI 

~BESTBAT=(OI 

~BESTPTY=!o1 

~RlfROD=(OI 

?LASTCUT=(OI 
.LASTPUNl=(OI 
iLASTPmI2= I 0 I 
,LASTPUN3=(OI 
'LASTBNDl=(o1 
'LASTBND2=(O} 
'LASTBI1D3= (0 I 

#EOFJLAS=(9991 
IHI6H=19991 

lMOVE=(O:OO:10.001 
XCUTTER=IO:Ot:IO.OOI 
lPUlICH=(O:OI: 10.01 
XBEND=IO:OI:IO.OI 

lCUT_SAME=iO:OO:05.001 
XCUT_DIFF=iO:OO:15.001 

XSETCUT_SAME=10:06:00.001 
l.SETCUT _ D IFF = (0: 18: 00.00 I 

XCLOCK=IOO:OO:OO.OOI 
~WOR"=IOO:OO:OO.OOI 

~~FAMILY=13, 10'11 
lFFLG=IOI 
iFPRT=111 
iFSTR=(21 
fFBAT=131 

llSCHED= 1 5,100 I 
tSFL6=i'll 
iSFAM=( 11 
,SQTY=12i 
~SnTE=i31 

iSPTY=14) 
iSASC=IS) 

mCHED=13,IOO) 
,SCUT=II) 
iSPUN=121 
iSBND=(3) 

'CUTTERO=(XYIIO,4)) 
'CUTTER=IXYIO,OII 
'START2= I XY 1",6) I 

J=II,I,I,O,O,O,I) 
J=12,A,2,O,O,O,1001 

BRII,lY!O,Il,OI 
SV(aTHISFAH,l ) 
svmHISSTR, I) 

jDESIGNATES OVERLAY 

j5ET COUNTERS TO ZERO 

; SET END COUNTERS 

JSH COl/STAIn TIMES 

JSH UP ARRY SIZE 
jSET UP ARRY CONTENTS 

jSET START PDsmorls 

JSET JOB QUANTITIES 

;BEBIN INITIALISING 
; BESHI ROUTE 

APPENDIX 3.2.2 

;SH START OF TEST PDHITERS 
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OF(DCEIJDCE.DATl 
:R1IIO 

SD(iRIPROD) 
IF(aRIPROD,EQ,IEOF_FLAS,:RI/SO) 
SV("SCHED(ISFLS,aRIPRDD),I) 
GD(a'SCHED(ISFAK,'RIPRDD)) 
BD( .iSCHEDIiSQTY ,'RIPROD)) 
BD(a'SCHED(ISRTE,iRIPROD)) 
BD(.aSCHED(ISPTY,~RIPROD)) 

BD(XXSCHED(#SCUT,'RIPROD)) 
BDmSCHED(ispurl,mPROD) ) 
BD(XXSCHED(ISBND,iRIPROD)) 
BD(i'SCHED(iSASC,~RIPROD)) 

JP( :R1IIO) 
:R1ISO 
ER 

Bl( !CUTTER) 
:CT/IO 

SVI.CUTTER,O) 
SV(tCUiTER,tCUTTERO) 

:eT/20 
AO('CUTTER,+,320) 
JC(fCUTTER,:CT/30) 
IV(.CUTTER) 
IF(.CUTTER,LT,6,:CT/20) 

WE 
JP( :CT/IO) 

:CT/30 
KA('CUTTER,O) 
IF(OBJ'2,EQ,ilLASTCUT,:CTi40) 
WT(lCUT_DIFF) 
JP(:CT/SO) 

:CT/40 
WTilCUT_SAME) 

JOPEtl FILE 
jLOAD IN DATA FROM FILE 
jBET FIRST ENTRY IN LINE 
jQUIT IF END OF FILE FLAG 
JSET FLAG TO I=LINE USED 
JLOAD REST OF LINE .. 

jtlEXT LINE (EOF JLAB STOPS LOOP) 

jE~~ ~F ROUTE 

jFIND FREE CUir~R 

jSET LODP courlT TO ZERO 
jSET ZERO POSITION 

JADD TWO L1tIES (2LItIES'BOCOLS'2BYTES) 
jJUHP IF POSITION CLEAR 
jELSE INCREMENT LOOP COUNT 
jTRY NEXT IF NOT TRIED ALL 
jELSE WAIT EVENT •. 
j .. AND RESTART 

jHOVE TO VARIABLE POSITIOII 
jTEST IF THIS EO LAST 
j IF tlO, WAIT DIFF SET TIME 
jCONTINUE 

jELSE WAIT SAME SET TIME 
:CT/SO 

SVI1CUTTER,11SCHED(ISCUT,OBJ'I)) 
AO(%CUTTER,+,.aSCHED(#SQTY,OBJ.I)) 
WTmUTTER) 

jGET UNIT CUT TIME 
jCALC TOTAL mE 
JWAIT CUT mE 

SV('LASTCUT,OBJ.2) jSAVE LAST FAMILY TYPE 
EL 

BR(2,lY(O,2) ,0) 
:R2/10 

jRELEASE LOBIC 

SVmESTPTY ,tHIGH) 
SV(tlBESTBAT,O) 
SV(~THISBAT,'THISSTR) 

DV(aTHISBATl 
:R2I20 

jSET BEST PRIORITY TO HIGH 
jASSUME tlO BEST LINE 
JBH START BATCH OF CURREtH FAMILY 
jDECREMENT TO HAKE NICE TEST LOOP 

!VmHISBATl j I NCREMElH TO NEXT BATCH 
IF("SCHED(jSFAM,iTHISBAT),NE,'THISFAM,:R2/S0) jOUIT LOOP IF 

jTHIS BAT tlOT THIS FAMILY 
IF(~.SCHED(.SFLS,'THISBATl,)IE,I,:R2I20) jNEXT IF THIS BAT HAS 

JBEEIl TAKEN 
IF(il'5CHEDtiSOTY,iHHISBATl,EQ,O,:R2I20) jNEXT IF THIS OTY IS ZERO 
IF("SCHED(ISPTY,iTHISBAT),SE,'BESTPTY,:R2/20) jNEXT IF THIS 

SV(iBESTPTY,.,SCHEDliSPTY,.THISBAT)) 
SV(ilBESTBAT,ilTHISBAT) 
JPi :R2I20) 

:R2ISO 

jPRIORITY HIBHER THAN BEST 
jELSE SET tlEU BEST PRIORITY 
jAND lIEU BEST BATCH 

IF('BESTBAT,GT,O,:R2/100) jJUMP IF VALID BEST BATCH 
SVmHISFAH,iliSCHED(ISFAM,'THISBATII jELSE SET IIEXT FAMILY 

j (THIS BAT EtiDS POHHItlB TO NEXT FAMILY START) 
ImTHISFAM,EQ,O,WAITI jSTOP FLOW IF NO tlEXT FAMILY 
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SVlaTHISSTR,.THISBATI 
JPI :R2/101 

:R2/100 
SVIOBJ~I,iBESTBATI 

SVliiSCHEOIISFLG,OBJil',21 
SVIOBJi2,4.SCHEDltSFAM,OBJ.111 
SVIOBJ'3,~iSCHEDltS9TY,OBJllll 
SVIOBJ'4,i~SCHEOIISRTE,OBJ'111 

SVIOBJ.ID, •• SCHEDliSASC,OBJ.111 

,MOVE LOSIC 
; ========== 

:ROUTEI 

:COIlT! 

MAI'START2,~MDVEI 

SVIOSm,CLOCKI 
LW CUTTER I 
MRIS,XMOVE) 
HAIIYI15,(1),XHOVE) 
HR 14, r.MOVE) 

IFIOBJ.4,ED,I,:ROUTE1) 
IFIOBJa4,EQ,2,:ROUTE2) 
IFiOBJ'4,EQ,3,:ROUTE3) 
IFIOBJ'4,EQ,4,:ROUTE3) 

HOIS,XMOVE) 
MRI5,~HO\,E) 

JCIlYI 25, Ib), :CONIlI 

HAml 26,(6), l~OVE) 
IF I oan2, EQ, .LASTPUNI , : SET! ) 

;SAVE START BATCH FOR FAMILY 

;SET BATCH 
;SET FLAG TO BATCH STARTED 
;SET FMILY 
JSET QTY 
;6ET ROUTE 
,SET ASCII VALUE OF ID 

,HOVE ABSOLUTE 
iSET VALUE 
i LJtlK 
,MOVE RISHT 

,DESIGNATE JOB ROUTES 

:JUMP CONDITIONAL 

WTI~SETCUT_DIFF) ;WAIT 

:SETI 

:CONTII 

:cmlT12 

:COtH13 

:SEW 

JP( :CatHl1} jJUMP 

TPiXYi28,(6)) ;TEST POSITION 
Mm IEB, 16), ,MOVE) 
SV mUliCH, mCHEO I ISPUi(, OBm ) i 
AomUNCH,' "ISCHEOliSQTY ,OBmli ,ARlTHMETRIC OPERATION 
WTIXPUNCH) 
SVI.LASTPUNI,09J.2) 
JPI:CONT12i 

TPnYI30, lb) i 
.rtR(2,~rtO\'E) 

WTIOO:30:00.0i 
SV I XWORK, CLOCK i 
AOlr.WORK,-,OBJ~ST) 

SVIOBm,XWORK) 
TPIIY142,lb)) 
JPI :COHT13) 

TPIH(44, lb)) 
MA(XYI42,16),IMOVE) 
IF(OBJ~2,EQ,.LASTBNDI,:SET11) 

WTIXSETCUT_DIFFi 
JPI:CONT14) 
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:COHT14 

:ROUTE2 

:cmm 

:SET2 

:COHT21 

:ROUTE3 

:COIIT3 

:SE13 

:CONT31 

MAIXYI44,161,IHOVEl 
SVIXBEHO,IISCHEOIISBHD,OBJ~111 

AOI1BEHD,t,i'SCHEDIISQTY,OBJ'111 
UHXBElIDI 
SVI.LASTBND1,DBJ.21 
HR I 2, XftOVEl 
HR (1 ,~"OVEi 
HRIS,XMOVEI 
HUIS,XMOVEl 
MAI,YI72,111,XMOYEI 
WHOl :00:00.01 
JPI :ENDI 

HRIS,X~OVEl 

JCIXYI25,111,:COHT21 

HA IXY 126,111, XHOVEI 
IFIOBJa2,EQ,'LASTPUH2,:SET21 
WTIXSETCUT_DIFFI 
JPI :CONT211 

TP1lY128,1111 
HAIXYI2B, 111 ,IMOYEI 

iHOYE UP 

SV IIPUNCH, mCHEDIISPUIJ, GBm 11 
AO I XPUNCH,', mCHED I is~n, OBm 1I 
NT I XPutiCH I 
SVI.LASTPUN2,OBJ.21 
JPI : ElID I 

HUIS,IMOVEI 
MR IS, lHOYE I 
JCIXY125,61, :COHT31 

HAIXYI2b,bl,IHOVEI 
IFIOBJ.2,EQ,iLASTPUN3,:SET31 
wmSETCUTJIFFI 
JPI :C01lT31 I 

TPIXY12S,bll 
MA IXY I 28,6 I , I~OVEI 

. SVIXPUNCH,XXSCHEDliSPUN,OBJil I I 
AGIIPUNCH,t,.aSCHEDliS9TY,OBJ~II) 

WHIPUHCHI 
SV I'LASTPUlJ3, GBm) 
JP I: EIID 1 

;ENO LOGIC 
:END 

SVI"SCHEDI'SFLS,OBJ'I),3) 
ER 

;SET FLAG TO BATCH ElIDED 
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jAPPENDII 3.c.3 
jDCEIDCEI6.DAT 
jPROO FAMILY QTY ROUTE PRTY CUT PUNCH BEND ASCII 

I 98 3 0:00:30.00 0:01:35.00 0:02:20.00 65 
2 196 2 0:00:04.00 0:00:15.00 0:00:10.00 65 
3 1 64 0:00:05.00 0:01:25.00 0:03:00.00 65 
4 I 64 I 4 0:00:08.00 0:00:04.00 0:01:22.00 65 
5 2 0 2 1 0:00:05.00 0:00:30.00 0:00:20.00 66 
6 2 20 2 2 0:00:05.00 0:00:30.00 0:00:20.00 66 
7 2 20 2 3 0:00:05.00 0:00:30.00 0:00:20.00 66 
8 2 20 2 4 0:00:05.00 0:00:30.00 0:00:20.00 66 
9 2 20 2 5 0:00:05.00 0:00:30.00 0:00:20.00 66 
10 3 10 3 1 0:00:00.00 0:00:45.00 0:00:30.00 67 
11 3 10 3 2 0:00:00.00 0:00:45.00 0:00:30.00 67 
12 3 10 3 3 0:00:00.00 0:00:45.00 0:00:30.00 67 
13 3 10 3 4 0:00:00.00 0:00:45.00 0:00:30.00 67 
14 3 10 3 5 1):00:00.00 0:00:45.00 0:00:30.00 67 
IS 0 10 3 6 0:00:00.00 0:00:45.00 0:00:30.00 67 w 

16 4 30 4 2 0:00:05.00 0:00:30.00 0:00: 10.00 6B 
17 4 30 4 1 :):00:05.00 0:00:30.00 0:00: 10.00 6B 
1B 5 15 1 0:00:05.00 0:00:35.00 0:00:25.00 69 
999 

PCHodel Statistics File Te.plate APPEND IX 3.2.4 
IC) 1995, Si.ulation Sof:.are Systeos 

•••• t'PRESS ALT-I TO READ IN STATISTICS FILE 

Total Hours: 

THRUPUT 
MEAN 0.90 
STD-D 1. 76 
~AX 6.00 
MIN 0.00 

Hour THRUPUT 
I 6.00 
2 6.00 
3 I. 00 
4 0.00 
5 0.00 
6 0.00 
7 0.00 
9 1.00 
9 1.00 

10 1.00 
Ii 0.00 
12 0.00 
13 0.00 
14 ').00 
15 1.00 
16 1.00 
17 0.00 
19 0.00 
19 0.00 
20 '),00 

20 Total Tools: 

Statistics iro. PCModel session converted by PCHLOTUS 
Copyright IC) 1985 Simulation Software Systeos 
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PCModel Statistics File Template 
(C) 19B5, Siaulation Software 5ystees 

APPEtJDIX 3.3.4 

ttttftPRESS ALl-I TO READ IN STATISTICS FILE 

Total Hours: 10 Total Tools: 16 
BEHRl BEHR2 OEHR3 HAMEI HAME3 HAHE4 THRUPUT 

BBUFl BBUF2 BBUF3 HBUFI HBUF2 HBUF3 HBUF4 STORE 
MEAN 30.B4 38.10 24.22 IB.BS 15.14 7.64 55.72 47.26 47.17 50.35 13.14 4.B6 6.06 2.28 0.47 1.80 
SID-D 37.54 43.32 38.89 32.73 31.07 15.37 41.58 40.2B 45.16 42.90 27.BO 8.B7 14.95 6.83 0.66 2.32 
MAl 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 91.25 42.0B 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 91.38 28.61 49.B6 22.77 1.94 7.00 
HIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

BEHRl BEHR2 BEHR3 HAm HAm HAHE3 HAHE4 THRUPUT 
Hour BOUFl BBUF2 BBUF3 HBUFl HBUF2 HOUF3 HBUF4 STORE 

1 42.63 41.97 92.0B 30.97 91.25 34.30 0.00 0.00 44.5B B.61 32.36 I1.3B 10.69 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2 39.97 100.00 100.00 100.00 60.13 42.0B 59.75 29.47 25.55 11.3B 91.3B 2B.61 49.B6 22.77 1.94 7.00 
3 96.66 100.00 50.13 S7.S2 0.00 0.00 55.52 42.47 100.00 35.97 7.63 B.61 0.00 0.00 1.38 5.00 
4 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.B6 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
< 29.13 39.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oe 100.00 70.58 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 " ,... 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 1.52 100.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 1.00 
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.CO 100.00 100.00 0.00 47.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 1.00 ,... 
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 41.08 30.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.B3 3.00 .,. 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Statistics froE PCModel session converted by PCr-LOTUS 
Copyright (C) 19B5 Simulation Software Systems 



APPENDIX 3.3.5. 

UTILISATION OF BUFFER 1. 
120 I 

Zl00r-----~~~------------------~ 

~ SO~----~;'----'~\------------------~I 
<, / \ [I 

~:I~/ \ I 
~ 2o~1 -------------\~\~------------~I 

o I . \\. • • • g I 
1 :2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 

HOURS . 
...... BBUFl 
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jBL!!STOREI 
jHRI5,XMOVEI 
jHRI14,XHOVEl 
jWTl301 
jEL 

jLKI'STOREI 

TPI'STOREI 
HAI'STORE,~MOVEI 

HAI.END,XMOVEI 

JPI:EtlDl 

jAPPENDIX 3.4.1 

jHAS BEEN CHANBEO TO 

iON EACH OCCAS5IOI( THAT 
i IT IS REQUIRED 

~BWI Ft(=OCEIOCE 18. MDL S2=10625 L=035B C=033 Help=FI 

I ;~~~:=:~~!~ 
MAI'START2,OI 
LK (!cUTTER I 
SV I OBm, CLOCK! 

SVI~XPROD_TIHESliPFLB,OBJil),CLOCKi 

SVIXXPROD_TIHE51IPFLB,OBJ'II,OBJ~11 IF WANT TO START 
IMMEDIATELY AT SHEAR 

BDTH HAVE BEEN OHHITTEO 

LKI'MOVE) 

BWI Ft(=OCElDCEIB .HDL 52=10b25 L=0254 C=033 Help=FI 

:CDNT12 
TPI.BI41 
HAI'BI4,XMDVEI 

jSVIXWORKI,CLOCKI 
jAOIXWORKI,-,OBJili 
j SV I OBm, ~WORK I I 
jSVIXXPROD_TIHE51IPBEH,OBJ.II,XWORK11 

JCI'HI2,:CONTI31 

iHAVE BEEN OHHITTED 
jTHROUBHOUT THE PROBRAH 
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.iSCHED= 1 6 ,(00) 
iSFL6=(0) 
ISFAH=(1) 
ISQTV=(2) 
ISRTE=(3) 
ISPTV=(4) 
ISI1SC=(5) 
ISAID=(6) 

BCIN Hj=DCEIDCE19.HDL 

:ROUTEl 

t 
I 

j:CONTl 

MDIS,AHOVE) 
HR 1 5, 7.MOVE) 

JCI.BI2, :CONT1) 

TPlfSI2,'BI3) 

HAlfBI2,~MOVEl 

IFIOBJ~2,EQ,.LASTPUN1,:5ET1} 

WmSET_DIFFl 
JPI:CONT11} 

BCIN FN=DCEIDCEI9.MDL 

jAPPENDIX 3.5.1 

jEXTRA COLUMN 5-6 

jLINE IDENTIFICATION 

5Z=10618 L=0071 C=OOI Help=Fl 

;CONDITIONAL JUMP 

jREPLACED BY TEST POSITION 

;LABEL ALSO REMOVED 

52=1061B L=02B6 C=OOI Help=F! 
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JSETTINS TIMES 

XSET_SAMEB=(O:06:00.001 
XSET_SAMEH=(O:Ob:OO.OOI 
XCUT_SAHE=(0:OO:05.001 
XSET_DIFFB=(O:IB:OO.OOI 
XSET_DIFFH=(O:IB:OO.OOI 
XCUT_DIFF=(O:OO:05.COI 

BWI FtI=DCEIDCEE2.MDL 

I :UTILlSATJOU OF BUFFERS AND MACHINES 
, 
U=(I,BUFEO,fBI21 
U=(2,B-EOH,fBI31 

U= (3, BUF 15, fB221 
U=(4,B-15H,fB231 

U=(5,BBUFL,fB3E) 
U=(6,B-LAS,fB331 

U=(7,HBUF1,fHI21 
U=(S,HAME1,fHI31 

U=(9,HBUF5,'H22) 
U=(10,HAME5,fH231 

U= ( 11 ,HBU2I3, fH3EI 
U=(12,HAM2/3,'H331 

U=(13,HBUF4,fH421 
U=(14,HAME4,fH431 

U=(15,STORE,fSTOREI 
BCW FN=DCEIDCEEE.MDL 

jAPPENDIX 3.7.1 

jSET SAME BEHRENS 
jSET SAME HAMMERLE 
j5ET SAME 5ALVASNINI 
j5ET DIFFERENT BEHRENS 
jSET DIFFERENT HAHHERLE 
j5ET DIFFERENT SALVASNHU 

S2=12034 L=0060 C=075 HeIp=Fl 

j THE NAME LABELS HAVE BWl CHANGED 

52=12034 L=0151 C=07S HeIp=Fl 
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BLI !MOVE) 

EL 

HR 12, XHOVE) 
MAIXY(4, 11) ,XMOVE) 
MR(I,XMOVE) 

BLI! STORE) 
MR(b,XMOVE) 
MR ( 14 , XHOVEl 
WT(30) 

EL 

BCIN HI=DCElDCE22. HDL 

jTHIS DISTANCE HAS CHANSED 
jDUE TO THE CHANSES MADE TO 
jTHE OVERLAY 

52=12034 L=0227 C=075 Help=Fl 

I :ROUTEl 
i MD(5,~MOVE) jCHAN6ES IN DISTANCES DUE 

JTO CHAN6ES MADE TO THE 
jO'lERLAY 

I 

:emm 

: SET! 

:CDNTll 

I1R{l,~MOVE) 

HD(4,XMOVE) 
MRIl ,XHOVE) 
MU (4, IMOVE) 
HR(lb,IHDVE) 
JC(tBI2,:CONT1) 

MA(tBI2,XMOVE) 
IF IOBJ.2, EQ, 'LASTPUlH, : 5ETI) 
wmSET_DIFFB) 
JP ( : CONTlll 

'TP(tBI3) 
MA(tBI3,XMOVE} 
5V(XPUNCH1,X~SCHED{#5PUN,OBJ~I}} 

AO(XPUNCH1, t ,'~SCHED{15QTY ,OBm}) 
FN=DCE\DCE22.MDL 52=12034 L=030B C=075 HeIp=Fl 
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:CT/50 
IFliCOurHER,EU, I, :A) 
IFliCOUNTER,EQ,2,:Bi 
IFliCOurHER,EQ,3, :C) 
IFI'COUNTER,EU,4,:0) 
:A 
SCI7,0) 
JPI :N) 
:B 
SCI?,1) 
JPI :~l) 
:C 
SCI7,2) 
JPI :N) 
:0 
SCI7,4) 
S'J I 'COUtHER, 0) 
JPI :N) 
:N 

j APPEttDIX 3.8.1 

jCOUNTER THAT SETS THE 
jCOLOURS OF THE JOBS 
j MOV HIS AROUHD THE 
jOVERLAY 

5VI~CUTTER,~15CHEDI'SCUT,OBJal)) 

AOIXCUTTER,.,i'5CHEDI~SQTY,OBJ'I)) 
WTIXCUTTER) 
SVi.LASTCUT,OBJi2) 

EL 
BCIN FN=DCEIDCE23.MDL 

JEND LOSIC 
:END 

SVI~'SCHEDI15FLS,OBJ'I),3) 

SVIWIO,CLDCK) 
AOlmm,i,IO:OO:OO.OO) 
AO I XEtm,., 10 :00: 00.00) 
AOIIEND,+,lO:OO:OO.OO) 
WCliENO) 
PMI>MESSASE,'MODEL ENDED') 
Q! 
IFI'THISFAM,EQ,O,WAIT) 
ER 

KBCIN FlI=DCEIOCE23.MDL 

: ROUTE! 

:CONT! 

MDI5,%MDVE) 
MRI5,XMOVEi 
JC I t812, tS 13, : CD/HI ) 

TPltBI2,fB13l 
MAltBI2,XMOVE) 
IFIDBJ'2,EQ,'LA5TPUN1,:SET1) 
WmSEUIFF) 

52=12417 L=0213 C=OOI Help=FI 

j5ET FLAS TO BATCH ENDED 
jNEW END LOSIC ADDED 

52=12417 L=0582 C=OOI Help=Fl 

jAPPENDIX 3.9.1 

jP051TIDN CHECK ADDED TO 
jEt/SURE THAT CDRRECT SETTIttS 
JTIMES ARE INCURED 
jPDSITION CHECK ADDED 
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iDCEIFlNAL.MDL 

L:IIOOO) 
C:IO) 

O:IDCEIDCE22.0LY) 

'COUNTER:IO) 
iCUTTER:IO) 
~THISFAM:IO) 

fTHISBAT:IO) 
.THISSTR:IO) 
tlBESTBAT:IO) 
iBESTPTY:IO) 
'RIPROD:IO) 
iLASTCUT:IOI 
~LASTPUNI:IO) 

.LASTPUI12:IOI 

.LASTPUN3:101 

.LASTBNDI:IOI 
'LASTSlm2:1 0 I 
'LASTBND3: 1 0 I 
'LASTBI1D4:( 0) 

tEOF_FLAG:19999) 
iHIGH:19999) 

~MDVE:(O:OO:IO.OO) 

XCUTTER:I:): 00: 00.00) 
XPUNCHI:IO:OO:OO.OOI 
~PUNCH2:10:OO:OO.00J 

lPUHCH3:10:OO:00.00) 
IBEIIDI: 1 0: 00: 00.00 I 
~BEHD2: 1 0 :00: 00.001 
lBEND3:IO:00:OO.001 
~BEND4:(0:OO:00.001 

lSET_SAMEB:!0:06:00.001 
XSET_SAHEH:10:06:00.00) 
'CUT_SAME:IO:OO:OS.OO) 
lSET_DIFFB:10:18:00.001 
XSET_DIFFH:IO:18:00.001 
lCUT_DIFF:IO:OO:OS.OOI 

)'UDRKO:IOO:OO:OO.OOI 
XWORKI:IOO:OO:OO.OOI 
~WORK2:100:00:00.OO) 

lWDRK3:100:OO:OO.001 
:,wOIiK4:( 00:00 :00.00 I 
XWDRKS:(OO:OO:OO.CO) 
XWORK6:IOO:OO:OO.OOI 
~WDRK7:(00:00:OO.OO) 

~WORK8:(OO:OO:OO.OOI 

mCHED:(S,30001 
#SFLS:(OI 
iSFM:(!) 

mTY:(2) 
iSRTE:(3) 
iSPTY:(41 
ISASC:(S) 

~XSCHED:13,3000) 

iSCUT:II) 
'~PII~:IPI 

iWORK IN PROGRESS 
i CLOCK ACCURACY 

iOVERLAY TO BE USED 

iAPPENDIX 3.10.1 

iSET COUNTERS TO ZERO 

iSET END COUNTERS 

iSET CONSTANT TIMES 

iCOUlHERS FOR REPORT ARRAY 
jllE~ TIHE COUNTER iSALV 

iBI 
iB2 
i B3 
;HI 

iNEW TIME COUNTER ;H2 
illEW TIME COUNTER iH3 
jNEW TIME COUNTER iH4 

iSTORE 

iSET UP ARRAY SIZE 
iSET UP ARRAY CONTENTS 
iDATA ARRAY 
iFISURES 

iDATA ARRAY 
; ACTUAL TIMES 



ISBND=(3) 

XXPROD_TIMES=(3,3000) 
IPFL6=(O) 
IPBEH=(!) 
IPHAM=(2) 
IPPROD=(3) 

fCUTTERO=(lY(2,4) ) 
fCUTTER=(XY(O,O)) 
fSTART2=(XY(2,6)) 

fB32=(xy(2b,6i1 
fB33=(lY(2B,b)) 
fB34=!XY(30,6) ) 

fB22= IXY (26,11) ) 
fB23=1xy(2B,II)1 
fB24=(IY(30,111) 

fBI2=IXY(26,16)) 
tB13= (XV (28,16) ) 
fBI4=IXY(30, 161) 

tH42=IXY(42,4)1 
fH43=(xy(44,4)) 
tH44=IXY(4b,4) ) 

fH32=(xy(42,6)) 
tH33= (XV (44, bll 
fH34= (!Y( 46,6 Ii 

tH2O= IXY (42, 11 ) ) 
fH23=:XYI44,11)) 
fH24=IXYI46,11)1 

fHI2=!XY142, 16)) 
tH13=IIYI44,16)1 
fHI4=IXYI46,16) ) 

fSTORE=!XYI58,11)1 
fEND=mI72,111) 

U=ll,BUF20,fBI2) 
U=12,B-2MM,fBI3) 

U=13,BUFI5,fB22) 
U=14,B-15M,tB23) 

U=15,BBUFL,*B32i 
U=16,B-LAS,tB33) 

U=17,HBUFl,fHI2) 
U=( B ,HAM[! , 'HI3) 

U=(9,HBUF5,tH22) 
U=II0,HAME5,tH231 

U=lll,HBU213,fH321 
U=112,HAM213,tH33) 

U=113,HBUF4,tH42) 
U=(14,HAME4,fH43) 

U=115,STORE,*STORE) 

jREPORT ARRAY 
jACTUAL PRODUCTION TIMES 

jSET START POSITIONS 

jBUFFER,MACHINE LOCATIONS 
jBEHRENS 

jHAMMERLE 

jWELDING STORE 

jUTlLlSATlOH 
jBUFFERS,MACHIHES 
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J=II,I,I,O,O,O,II 
J=12,A,2,0,0,0,30001 

BR!! ,XYlO, 1I ,01 
SVliTHISFAYo,ll 
SVmHISSTR,11 

OFIDCEISALTYPWE.DATI 
:RI/IO 

SDliRIPRODI 
IFliRIPROD,EQ,iEOF_FLAS,:Ri/501 
SVliiSCHEDliSFLS,.RIPRODI,11 
SD(i.SCHEDliSFAM,aRIPRODiJ 
GDliiSCHEDliSQTY,.RIPRODJ) 
SDI,.SCHEDliSRTE,lRIPROD)J 
SDI iiSCHED I ISPTY ,.R IPROD i i 
GDI~XSCHEDIISCUT,'RIPRODJJ 

GDI mCHEDIISPUJ:,.R1PRODJ) 
SO mSCHEDI ISBIID, ,JRIPROD J I 
GDI •• SCHEDliSASC,JRIPRODJI 
JPI :RlIIOJ 

:RI/50 
ER 

BL\ ! CUTTER I 
:CT/IO 

SVmUTTER,OJ 
SVI'CUTTER,'CUTTEROI 

:CT /20 
AOI.CUTTER,+,320) 
JCI'CUTTER,:CT/30) 
I I' I iCUTTER) 
If( ,CUTTER, LT ,6, : CT 120 I 
WE 
JPI :CT/IOI 

:eT/30 
r.A I 'CUTTER, 0 J 

SI' I DBm ,CLOCK) 

IFIOBJJ2,EQ,'LASTCUT,:CT/40) 
wmCUTJIFFJ 
I V I .COUlITER) 
JPI:CT/50J 

:CT/40 
wmCUT_SAMEJ 

jSET JOB QUANTITIES 

JBE61N INlTIALlSJIlS 
jBE6Hl ROUTE 
jSET START TEST POINTERS 

JOPEN FILE 
jLOAO DATA FROM FILE 
j6ET FIRST ENTRY IN LHlE 
jQUIT IF END OF FLAG 
jSET FLA6 TO=ILHlE USED 
jLOAO REST OF LINE .• 

jNEIT LINE IEOF_FLAG STOPS LOOPI 

JEND OF ROUTE 

j FIlID FREE CUTTER 

jSET LOOP COUNT TO ZERO 
jGET ZERO POSITION 

jADD 2 LINESI2LINESfBOCOLSf2BYTESI 
jJUMP IF POlTlml CLEAR 
jELSE INCREMENT LOOP COUNT 
jTRY NEXT IF NOT TRIED ALL 
jELSE WAIT EVENT .• 
j .. AND RESTART 

JMOVE TO VARIABLE POSlTIDtI 

jllEW LINE MOVED FROM MOVE LOGIC 
jSET OBJII TO CLOCK VALUE 
jFOR REPORT ARRAY 
jTEST IF THIS EQUAL TO LAST 
j IF IID,WAIT DIFF SET Tm 
j INCREMENT COUNTER 
jCOllTlNUE 

jELSE WAIT CUT SAME 

:CT/50 
SVIICUTTER,XISCHEDIISCUT,OBJ.IJJ 
AOIXCUTTER,', mCHEDIISm ,OBm I i 
WmCUTTERJ 

JGET UNIT CUT TI"E 
jCALC TOTAL TIME 
jWAIT CUT mE 

SVI.LASTCUT,OBmJ 
EL 

BLI I MOVEI 
MRI2,XMOVEI 

EL 

MA I XYl4, III ,XMOVE) 
HRII,XMOI'EI 

all !STOREI 
MRlb,XMOVEI 
MR!!4 , Y.MOI'E i 

jSAVE LAST FA"ILY TYPE 

jRELEASE LOGIC 

jBE61N LINK 
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WTI301 
EL jENO LINK 

BRI2,lVIC,21,Ol 
:R2/10 

jBE6IN JOB 
jRELEASE LOGIC 

SV(fBESTPTY, .HISH I 
SVmESTBAT ,01 
SVliTHISBAT,.THISSTRI 
DVWHISBATl 

:R2/20 

jSET BEST PRIORITY TO HISH 
jASSUHE NO BEST LINE 
JSET START BATCH OF CURRENT FAMILY 
jOECREMENT TO HAKE tHCE TEST LOOP 

IVI.THISBATI jINCREMENT TO NEIT BATCH 
IFlffSCHEOI ISFAM,HHISBATI ,tIE,'THISFAH, :R2/S01 jQUIT LOOP IF 

JTHIS BAT NOT THIS FAMILY 
IFmSCHEOliSFLG,mISBATl,NE,I,:R21201 jNEXf IF THIS BAT 

jHAS BEEN TAKEN 
IFI"SCHEOIISQTY,'THISBATI,EQ,O,:R2/201 jNEXT IF THIS QTY ZERO 
IFI •• SCHEOI,SPTY,.THISBATI,6E,.BESTPTY,:R2/201 jNEXT IF THIS PRIORITY 

SV IfBESTPT'I, iiSCHED i ISPTY ,.THISBATl I 
5VI.BESTBAT,STHISBATl 

jHISHER THAN BEST 
jELSE GET NEW BEST 
jBATCH 

JPI :R2I201 

:R2/S0 
IFliBESTBAT,GT,O,:R2/IOOI jJUMP IF VALID BEST BATCH 
SVI.THISFAM, •• SCHEDIISFAM"THISBATII jELSE SET NEXT FAMILY 

j ITHIS BAT ENDS POHHW6 TO NEXT STARTl 
IFIfTHISFAM,EQ,O,WAlTl JSTOP FLOW IF NO tlEXT FAMILY 
SVIfTHISSTR,'THISBATJ jSAVE START BATCH FOR FAMILY 
JPI :R21101 

:R2/100 
SVIOBJ.I,.BESTBATI 
SVli.SCHEDliSFL6,OBJ.ll,21 
SVIOBJ.2, •• SCHEOliSFAM,OBJ.lli 
SVIOBJ.3, •• SCHEDliSQTY,OBJflil 
SVIOBJ~4,"SCHEOIISRTE,OBJ'III 

SVIOBJ.IO, •• SCHEOIISASC,OBJ.lil 

jMOVE LOGIC 
j========== 

HAltSTART2,Ol 
LK 1 ! CUTTER I 

SVIXWORKO,CLOCKI 
AOI~WORKO,-,OBJ1II 

SVIOBJX2,IWORKOl 

jSEr BATCH 
jSET FLAS TO BATCH STARTED 
JSET FAMILY 
j6Er 9TY 
j6Er ROUTE 
JGEr ASCII VALUE OF ID 

jMOVE ABSOLUTE 
jLlNK 
j IMHEDIATEL Y AFTER CUTTW6 

jNEW LINE 
jNEW LHIE 
jNEW LINE 

. SVI1XPROD_TIHESIIPFL6,OBJ~li,XWORKOI jWRITE iPFL6 TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 

SVI%XPRDD_TIMESI,PFL6,OBJ,II,OBJXII IF WANT TIME TO START 
IMMEDIATELY AT SHEAR 

LKI!MOVEl 

IFIOBJ'4,EQ,I,:ROUTEII 
IFIOBJi4,EQ,2,:RDUTE21 
IFIOBJ.4,EQ,3,:ROUTE31 
IF(OBJi4,EQ,4,:ROUTE31 
IFIOBJ.4,EQ,S,:ROUTE21 
IFIOBJ34,EQ,6,:ROUTE31 
IFIOBJ~4,EQ,7,:ROUTE71 

IFIOBJ34,EQ,B,:ROUTEBI 
IFIOBJ'4,EQ,9,:ROUTE31 

jLINK TO INITIAL MOVEMENT 

jDESI6NATE JOB ROUTES 
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:ROUTEl 

:CONTl 

: SET! 

: CONTlI 

:CONT12 

:cmlT13 

:SET11 

:CONTl4 

KDIS,XKOVEl 
KRll,XHOVEI 
KDI4,XKOVEI 
KRll,XHOVEI 
KUI4,XKOVEi 
MRI16,XKOVEI 
JCltBI2,'BI3,:CONT11 

TPltB12,tBi3i 
HAltBI2,XHOVEI 
IF I om" EU, .lASTPUiH , : SET 11 
~mSET_DIFFEI 

JPI:CONT111 

jKOVE OOWN 
jMOVE RIGHT 

jMOVE UP 

jJUKP COND IT! OIlAL 

j TEST POS IT! ONS 

j IF THEN 
;~AIT SETTING TIME 
jJUHP 

HAltBI3,XMOVEI 
SVIXPUNCH1,XXSCHEDI4SPUH,OBJ.lI1 
AOIXPUtICH1, t ,.iSCHEOI,SQTY ,OBm 1 1 jARlTHHETRIC OPERATlOtI 
wmpmlCH11 
SV I ~LASTPUIH, OBJW 
JPI :COHT12) 

TPltS141 
KAltBI4,t.MOVEJ 
SVI%WORK1,CLOCK) JSET XWORKl TO CLOCK VALUE 
AOI~WORK1,-,Om1) jXWORKl MINUS START TIME AFTER 
SVIOBJ,2,XWORK11 jSHEAR 
SVIXXPROD_TIHESliPBEH,OBJ~I),%WORK1J 

I1RI?,~"OVE} 

JCltHI2,'HI3,:CONTI31 

TPltHI2,tHI31 
HA (tH12, ~/'\O\JE} 
IFiOBJ'2,EQ,~LASTBND1,:SETll1 

wmSET_DIFFHI 
JPI :CONTI41 

jWRlTE iPBEH TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 

. KAltHI3,XMVEI 

:ROUTE2 

SVIXBEtID1, mCHEDliSBIID,DBJ<! 11 
AOIXBENDl ,t, •• SCHEDliSQTY,OBJ.l 1 1 
umBEND11 
SVI.LASTBND1,DBJm 
MAlfH14,XMDVEI 
SVIX~ORK4,CLOCKI 

AOIXWDRK4,-,OBJX11 
SVIOBJ,2,XUORK41 
SVIXXPROD_TIMESIIPHAH,DBJ.II,XWORK41 
HRI6,XHOVEI 
KUI5,~MOVEI 

LKI !STOREI 
JPI :EIIDI 

HRll,XHOVEI 
HOI4,XHOVEI 

jWRlTE IPHAM TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 
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:CONI2 

:SET2 

:CONT21 

:CONT22 

:cmH23 

:SE121 

:CONT24 

:ROUTE3 

HRII,lHOVE) 
HUI4,lHOVEl 
HRI16,XHOVE) 
JCIIB22,IB23,:CONI2) 

TPltB22,IS23) 
HA 1 1 B22, XHOVEl 
IFIOBJ.2,EU,.lASTPUN2,:SET2) 
WTllSET_DIFFB) 
JPI :COIH21l 

HA(fB23,lHOYE) 
SY(XPUNCH2,11SCHED(tSPUN,OBJ~1)) 

AO(XPUNCH2,1,"SCHEDltS9TY,OBJ~1)) 
WmpUNCH2) 
SV(.lASTPUN2,OBJi2) 

TP(tB24) 
HA(IB24,XMOYE} 
SY(XWORK2,ClOCK) 
AO(XWORK2,-,OBJ%11 
SY(OBJ~2,XWORK2) 

SV(X'PROD_TIHES(tPBEH,OBJ~11,XWORK21 

HR(7,XHOVEI 
JCltH22,tH23,:CONT23i 

TP(IH22,'H231 
MA(IH22,%MOYEI 
IFiOBJi2,EQ,.lASTBND2,:SET21) 
WmSET_DIFFHI 
JP 1 : CONT241 

HA(IH23"MOYE) 
SYI1BEND2,XXSCHED(tSBND,OBJ.l)) 
AO(lBEND2,1, •• SCHED(ISQTY,OBJ.li} 
WTtXBEND2) 
SV mASTBND2, OBlf2) 
M(tH24,XHOYEl 

IF(OBJ'4,EO,5,:ROUTE5) 
IFIOBJJ4,EU,9,:ROUTE9) 

SY(,WORK5,ClOCK) 
AO(XWORK5,-,OBJX1) 
SY(OBJX2"WORK5) 
SYIXXPROD_TIMES(IPHAH,OBJ.II,%UORK51 
HR(5,XHOYE) 
lKI !STORE) 
JP( :END) 

jWRITE iPBEH TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 

;WRITE iPHAH TO 
; REPORT ARRAY 

;HOYEMENT TO BEHRENS 
HU(S,XHOVEI 
HR(l,XHOYEI 
HD(4,XHOVEI 
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:cmlT3 

:SET3 

:CONT31 

: [ONT32 

:CONT33 

:SET31 

:cm1T34 

MRI1,XMOVE) 
MUI4,XHOVE) 
HRI16,XMOVEI 
JCltB32,tB33,:COHT3) 

jBEHRENS OPERATION 

TPltB32,tB33) 
MAltB32,XHOVE) 
IF fOBJi/2, EQ ,ILASTPUtI3, : SET3) 
umSET_DIFFB) 
JPI :CONT3!) 

MA I tB33, XMOVEl 
SVI XPUNCH3, nSCHEDI ISPUN, OBm)) 
AOIXPUNCH3,t, •• SCHEDIISQTY,OBJ.I)) 
UT( XPUNCH3) 
SV I ILASTPutI3,OBm) 

TPltB34) 
MA I 'B34, XMOVEl 
SV I XWORK3, CLOCK) 
AOIXUORK3, - ,omll 
SV(OBJ~2,~WORK31 

SVIXXPROD_TIMES(tPPEH,OBJ<1),XWORY.31 

IFIOBJ,4,EQ,4,:ROUTE41 

MRI7,XMOVE) 
JCltH32,tH33,:CONT331 

jWRITE vPBEH TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 

jHAMHERLE OPERATION 
TPI tH32,fH331 
MAltH32,XMOVEI 
IFIOBJ.2,EQ,.LASTBND3,:SET31) 
WT(XSET_DIFFHI 
JPI :CONf34) 

HAltH33,XHOVEI 
SVmEtlD3,mCHEDltSB~ID,OBm 11 
AOIXBEND3,t,I'SCHEDIISQTY,DBJi/1ii 
umBEtlD3) 
SVIILASTBND3,OBJi/21 
l1A(fH34,~:-10VE) 

IFIOBJi4,EQ,6,:ROUTEb) 
IFIOBJ.4,EQ,9,:RDUTEbl 

SVIXWDRK6,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORK6,-,OBJX11 
SVIOBJY.2,XUORK6) 
SVIUPROD _ TIMES I tPHAH, OBm 1 , XWORK6 i 
HRI6,XHOVE) 
HO I 5, XMOVEl 
LK(I STORE) 
JPI :END) 

jWRITE IPHAM TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 
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:ROUTE4 

:CONT43 

:SET4I 

:CONT44 

:ROUTES 

:ROUTEb 

:ROUTE7 

HRIB,lHOVE) 
HUl2, XHOVE) 
HRII,XHOVE) 
JClfH42,fH43, :COtH43) 

TPlfH42,fH43) 
HAltH42,XMVE) 
IFIOBJ.2,EQ,iLASTBND4,:SET41) 
WTIlSET_DIFFH) 
JPI :CONT44) 

HAltH43,XHOVE) 
SVIXBEND4,XXSCHEDltSBND,OBJ'I)) 
AOIXBEHD4,t, •• SCHEDIISQTY,OBJ.1)I 
WTIXBEND4) 
SVliLASTBND4,OBJ.2) 
HAltH44,XHOVE) 
SVIXWORK7,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORK7,-,OPJX1) 
SVIOBJX2,XWORK71 
SVIXXPROD_TIMESI~PHAM,OBJ'1),~~ORK7) 

MRlb,XHOVE) 
HO I 7, XMOVEl 
LKI!STOREi 
JPI :EIID) 

HUI3,XHOVE) 
MU b, XMOVE) 
MUI2,XMDVEl 
JP I : CONT33) 

HR I 2, IMOVE) 
HDI3,IMOVEi 
HUB,XMOVE) 
HDI2,XHOVE) 
JPI :CONT23) 

MDIIO,XHOVE) 
MRI33,Xr.OVEl 

. MUIS,XMOVE) 
JPI :CONT!3) 

jWRITE IPHAH TIME TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 

:ROUTEB JNO MACHININS 
HOll0,XMOVE) 
HRI47,XHOVE) 
MUIlO,XHOVE) 
SVIXUORKB,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORKB,-,OBJ%li 

jDELETED THE FOLLOWINS LINES 
JAS NOT REQUIRED 

SVIOBm,XWORKB) 
SVIX1PROD_TIHESIIPHAM,OBJ.1),IWORKB) 
LK( !STORE) 

jWRITE iPHAH TIHE TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 

JP( :ElID) 

:ROUTE9 
HU(3,XHOVE) 
MUb,XHOVE) 
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MU le, XHOVEI 
TPltH3c,tH331 

:SETSl 

:CONTS4 

HAltH3c,%MOVEI 
IFIOBJ~c,EQ,~LASTBND3,:SETS11 

wmSET _OIFFHI 
JPI:COIITS41 

wmSET_smHI 

MA I tH33, IHOVEI 
SVIXBElID3, X1SCHEDI#SBUD,DBm 11 
AomEIID3,f,fiSCHEDliSQTY ,OBm) 1 
WTlXBEND31 
SVI'LASTBND3,OBJ~cl 

HAlfH34,~HOVEI 

SVI~UORKb,CLOCKI 

AOIXWORK6,-,OBJX11 
SVIOBJX2,XWOnKbl 
SVIXIPROD_TIHESliPHAM,OBJ.I',r.WORKbl 
H~ I 6, ~HOVEI 
HDIS,Y.HOVEI 
LKI !STOREI 
JPI:HlDI 

jEND LDSIC 
:END 

SVIY.UORK8,CLOCKI 
AOI%UOF.KB,-,OBJX11 
SV I OBm, ~WORKB 1 
sv mPROD _ mES I JPPRDD, OBm 1 , ~WDRK81 

svmSCHED(~SFLG,OBm 1 ,31 
ER 

j WTlTE ~PHAH TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 

jNEW LOSIC 
JFOR OPERATION TIMES 

.jWRITE iPPROD TO 
jREPORT ARRAY 
JSET FLAS TO BATCH ENDED 
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APPENDIX 4 . 0.1. 

OVERLAY USED IN JEF\ DCE52 . MDL 
AND JEr\DCE54.MDLPROGRAMS 
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:ROUTEI 

:CONTI 

MD 11 0, ~HOVE I 
HRI20,XHOVEI 
JCltBI2,:CmnlJ 

MAltBI2,XHOVEI 

IFIOBJ'3,EQ,iLASTPUNl,:SETII 
IF 109J<l2, EQ,~LASTPUIH, :SEll I 

j APPElIDlX 4. I. 1 

jHAS BEEN CHANBED 

lBCItl Fll=JEF\OCE52.MDL S2=09921 L=0222 C=075 Help=FI 

• 
LCDtHII 
t TPltB131 

HAltBI3,XMDVEI 
S'W.PUNCH1, mCHEDI ISPUILOBJ~1 I i 
HOi XPUNCH1, t,"SCHEOIISQTY ,OBm) i 
WTI~PUliCHl) 

SV IfLASTPUlH, O&mi 
SV {fL?;STFUN 1, OBn2} ;HAS BEEN CHANSED 

BCIN FlI=JEF\DCE52.MDL 
:CONT24 

S2=09921 L=0274 C=075 Help=Fl 

I 
! 
I 
b 
I 
~ 

MA(tH23,XHOVE) 
SVIXBEND2, mCHED( ,SBIiD, DBm)) 
AO(XBEND2,t,'.SCHED(ISQTY,OBJil)) 
WT i XBEliD21 
SV(.LASTBND2,DBJ.3) 
HAltH24,XMOVE) 

IF(OBJ.S,EQ,5,:ROUTE5! 
IF(OBJ<4,EQ,4, :ROUTE4) jHAS BEEN CHANSED 
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jJEFlDCES4.MDL 

L=IIO) jWORK IN PROSRESS 
C=IO) jCLOCK ACCURACY 

O=IJEFIDCES2.0LY) 

iCOUNT=IO) 
iTHISFAM=IO) 
iTHISBAT=!O) 
iTHISSTR=IO) 
iBESTBAT=IO) 
~BESTPTY= (0) 

;RIPROD=IO) 
iLASTPUIH=IO) 
.LASTPUN2= I 0) 
iLASTPUtI3= (0) 
'LASTBNDI=IO) 
'LASTBND2=(0) 
iLASTBND3= I 0) 
iLASTBND4=IO) 
'RTE=IO) 
'DRD=IO) 
:,START = I 0) 

IEOFJLAB=(9999) 
IHIBH=(9999) 

XPUNCHI=(O:OO:OO.O) 
IPUNCH2= I 0: 00: 00.0) 
XPUNCH3=IO:OO:OO.O) 
IBENDI=IO:OO:OO.O) 
XBHiD2=1 0: 00: 00.0) 
XBEND3=IO:OO:OO.O) 
IBEND4=IO:OO:OO.O) 

ISET_SAME=IO:06:00.00) 
ISET_DIFF=IO:IB:OO.OO) 

IWORKO=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 
XWORKI=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 
IWDRK2=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 
IWORK3=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 
IWORK4=IOO:00:OO.OO) 
~WORK5=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 

IWORK6=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 
IWORK7=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 
IWORKB=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 

"SCHED=16,3000) 
ISFL6=10) 
IPART=II) 
tSFAM=(2) 
iSQTY=(3) 
ISRTE=(4) 
ISPTY=15) 
ISASC=16) 

mCHED=13,3000) 
iSCUT=11I 
tSPUN=12) 

jAPPENDIX 4.2.1 

jPROGRAM USES NEW DVERLAY 
jRUtIS ROUTES TOGETHER 
jSTARTING AT THE BEHRENS 

jOVERLAY TO BE USED 
jSET COUNTERS TO ZERO 
jNEW, COUNTERIVARIABLE VALUES) 

jSET END COUNTERS 
jlCONSTANT VALUES) 

jSET CONSTANT TIMES 
j I CLOCK VALUES) 

jCOUNTERS FDR REPORT ARRAY 
jXWORKO NOT REQUIRED AS 
jTHERE IS NO CUTTING TIME ALLOWED 

jSET UP ARRAY SIZE 
JSET UP ARRAY CmHEIHS 
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tSBND=(3) 

IlPROO_TIMES=(3,3000) 
tPFLS=(O) 
IPBEH=( 1) 

IPHAM=le) 
,PPROD=(3) 

tSTARTe=(XVI4,b)) 

tB3e= (XV! eo, 0) ) 

tB33=(IV(2B,b)) 
+B34= m (30,6)) 

'Bee=!!Y(26,!I)) 
+B23=(lVle8,11)) 
tB24=IIVI30,11)) 

tBI2=IIYI26,16)) 
tBI3=(IVI28,16)) 
tBI4=(IY(30,16)) 

tH42=IlVI42,4)) 
tH43=iXY(44,4)) 
tH44=IlY(46,4)i 

tH32=((v(42,6l1 
tH33=1XY(44,b) ) 
tH34=(xv(46,6) ) 

tH22=I!YI42,11)) 
'H23=llVI44,11)) 
tH24=IXVI46,11)) 

'HI2=IIVI42,lbl) 
tHI3=mI44, 16)) 
'H!4=IIY(46,16ii 

tSTORE=OV(SB, 111 i 
tErlD= OY (72,111) 

'BATCH=(IV(26,20)) 
tTIME=IIYI22,21)) 

U=ll,BBUF1,tBJ2) 
U=(E,BEHR1,f813) 

U= (,3 , f8UF2, '822) 
U=(4,BEHR2,tS23) 

U=IS,B8UF3,tS32i 
U=(6,BEHR3,'B33) 

U=(7,HBUF1,tHI2) 
U=(S,HAME1,'HI3i 

U=19,HBUF2,.H22) 
U=I!O,HAME2,'H23) 

U=! 11, HBUF3, tH32) 
U=(12,HAHE3,tH33) 

U=113,HBUF4,tH42) 
U=114,HAHE',tH43) 

U= ( 15, STORE, 'STORE) 

jREPORT ARRAV 
JJOB COHPLETIotl TIMES 

jSTART POSITION SET 

j BUFFERS, MACHINES 
j8EHREHS LOCATIONS 

j HAHHERLE LOCATIONS 

imms STORE LOCATIONS 

i~EW, PRINT MESSA6ES,BATCH rlUMBERS 
jIIEW, TIME TAWI 

jUTILISATlDtI 
j BUFFERS, NACHHlES 
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J=ll,I,I,O,O,O,l) 
J=12,A,2,0,0,1,3000) 

BR(1,XYlO,ll,O) 
SVI.THISFAM,I) 
SVI'THISSTR,I) 
SVliRTE,B) 

OFIJEF\SCHED3.DAT) 
I=IA.MIF) 
I=IB.MIF) 

:Rl/10 
SDI.R1PROD) 
IFliR1PROD,EQ,IEOF_FLAS,:Rl/S0) 
SVli.SCHEDliSFL6,.R1PROD),1) 
SDli.SCHEDltPART,.R1PROD)) 
6DI"SCHEDltSFAM,~R1PROD)i 

6DI.aSCHEDliSQTY ,dR1PROD)) 
SDla'SCHEDIISRTE,'R1PROD)) 
6DI mCHEDIISPTY ,iR1PROD)) 
6DIXXSCHEDltSCUT,iR1PROD)) 
6DIXXSCHEDI'SPUN,'R1PROD)) 
SDIXXSCHEDliSBND,.R1PROD)) 
6DI"SCHEDIISASC,'R1PROD)) 
JPI :RU10) 

:RUSO 
CFiDAT) 
OFI=.RPT) 
PMIF,XXPROD_TIMES) 

ER 

BLI !MOVE) 

EL 

MR IS, XMOVEI 
MAOY!1S,ll1 ,AMOVE) 
MRI4,XMOVE) 

BLI! STORE) 
MRlb,~MOVE) 

MRI14,XMOVE) 
EL 

BRI2,XYlO,2) ,0) 

smSTART,'RTE) 
:LABS 

IVloRTEI 
IFI.RTE,LE,S, :LAD10) 
SVliRTE,lI 

:LAB10 
SmORD,O) 

:LAB20 

JSET JOB QUANTITIES 

jBESIII INITlALlSlt16 
JBESIN ROUTE 
JSET START TEST POINTERS 

jOPE~1 ARRAY FILE ~IA"E 

iTO BE READ INTO THE PROGRAM 
jNEW, INCLUDE FILE A.MIF 
jNEW, INCLUDE FILE B.MIF 

jLOAD DATA FROM FILE 
JSH FIRST ENTRY III LINE 
jQUIT IF END OF FLAS 
JSET FLAS TO=ILINE USEO 
jLOAO REST OF LINE •• 

jNEXT LHIE IEOF JLAG STOPS LOOP) 

jNEW, CLOSE FILE 
jIIEW, OPEN FILE 
jNEW, PRINT MESSA6E IN FILE 
iEND OF ROUTE 

jDELETED LINK MOVE 

jBE6l11 UNK STORE 

jEND UNK 

JBESIII JOB 

jRELEASE LOSIC 
iSET VALUE iSTART TO .RTE 
jJUMP LABEL . 
; IIICREMENT COUNT 
iIF .. THEN 
JSET VALUE 

JSET VALUE 

IVI~ORD) 

IFI.iSCHEDliSFL6,.ORD),E9,O,:LABSO) 
IFmSCHEDIISFL6,~ORD) ,~IE, 1, :LAB20) 
IFI"SCHEDltSRTE,.ORD),NE,'RTE,:LAB20) 
JPI:LAB100) 

j INCREMENT COUNT 
iIF .. THEN 
jIF .. THEN 
jIF .. THHI 
jJUMP TO :LADIOO 

:LABSO 
IFI.RTE,NE,.START, :LABS) 
IFICLOCK,ST,O,WAIT) 
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SVI'iSCHEDIISFLS,'ORD),2) 
SVfOSJt1,'ORD) 
SVIOSJ'2,"SCHEDIIPART,'ORD)) 
SVIOBJ'3,"SCHEDIISFAM,iORD)I 
SVIOBJ.4, •• SCHEDIISQTY,.ORD)) 
SVIOBJ.5,"SCHEDI'SRTE,aORDI) 
SVIOBJ.ID,a'SCHED(;SASC,'ORD)) 

jSET FLAS 
jSET ORDER 
j6ET PART 
jSET FAMILY 
j5ET QUAtHITY 
j6ET ROUTE 
j6ET ASCII VALUE OF ID 

j========== 

:ROUTEl 

:CONTt 

:SETt 

: CON Tt 1 

:CONT12 

:COtH13 

MltSTART2,O) 
IVIJCOUNTl 
SV fOam, CLOCK) 

j MOVE ABSOLUTE 
j~(EU, INCREMENT COUNT 

SVIXWORKO,CLOCK) jDELETED AS TIME IS 
AOIlWORKO,-,OBJ~li jALWAYS ZERO 
SVIOBJX2,XWORKO) jDELETED AS NOT REOUIRED 
SVI~IPROD_TI~ESIIPFLS,OBJ.l),CLOCK) jTIKE SET TO JOB START 
svmPROO_TIMESIIPFL6,OBJ4ll),OBJ:(1l jDELETED, IF WANT TO START 

IFIOBJ'5,EQ,1,:ROUTEli 
IFIOBJ~5,EQ,2,:ROUTE21 

IFIOBJ~5,EQ,2,:ROUTE3) 

IFIOBJ35,EQ,4,:RDUTE3) 
IFIOBJ'5,EQ,5,:ROUT(2) 
IFIOBJ'5,EQ,6, :ROUTE3i 
IFIOBJ'S,EQ,?,:ROUTE?) 
IFIOBJ'S,EQ,a,:ROUTES) 

HDI10,%HOVE) 
HRI20,XHOVE) 
JCI'812, :Cotlll) 

MAltS12,IMOVEi 
IF I oan3, EO, iLASTPUN 1, : SETt ) 
wmSET_DIFF) 
JPI:CONTlll 

TPltB(3) 
MAltB13,IMOVE) 

jlHKEDIATELY AT SHEAR 
jDESI6NATE JDB ROUTES 
jONLY B JOB ROUTES 

jHOVE DOWN 
jHOVE RIGHT 
jJUMP CotHTIONAL 

j IF .. THEtI 
j WA IT SET mE 

SVIXPUNCH1, nsCHEDI,SPUN,Oam)) 
AOIIPUtlCHI,', •• SCHEDIiSQTY , OBllI ) i j ARITHHETRIC OPERATION 
WmpUtlCHl1 
SVI'LASTPUtll,OBJ.3) 
JPI :CONTle) 

TPltS14i 
MAltB14,XMOVEl 
SVmORK1,CLOCK) 
AOIIWORK1,-,OBJI1) 
SVIOBJ.2,IWORK1) jDELETED AS NOT REQUIRED 
SVIY.XPROD_TIMESI~PBEH,OBJ.l),~WORKI) 

PM(F,BEHRENS-l) jNEW, PRINT MESSAGE TO FILE 
PVIF,~WORK1) jNEW, PRINT VALUE TO FILE 

Je ItH12, : CONTi3) 
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: SET1 I 

:CotH14 

: ROUTE2 

:CONTc 

:SET2 

:CONT21 

:CONT22 

:CONT23 

HAI tHlc, XHOVEl 
IFIOBJa3,EQ,iLASTBHDI,:SETII) 
WmSET _ D I FFI 
JP I : CONm) 

MltHI3,XHOVE) 
SVIXBENDI,XlSCHEDIISBND,OBJal)) 
AOIXBElIDI ,t,mCHEDIISQTY ,oam)) 
wmBENDII 
svmASTB1IDI,OBm) 
HAltHI4,XMOVE) 
SVIXWORK4,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORK4,-,OBJY.I) 
SVWBJlc,XWORK4) jDELETED AS tlOT REQUIRED 
SVIIXPROD_TIMESI4PHAH,OBJ.I),XijORK4) 
PMIF,HAHHERLE-II jNEW, PRINT MESSAGE TO FILE 
PVIF,XWORK4) jNEW, PRINT VALUE TO FILE 
HRlb,XHOVE) 
HUIS,XHOVE) 
LKI!STORE) 
JPI :ENDi 

HDIS,XHOVE) 
HRICO, XHOVE) 
JCltBC2, :CONTci 

MA I tBc<, XHOVE) 
IF I OBJ.3, EQ, .LASTPUNc, : SEW 
WTlXSET_DIFF) 
JP I : CONTc 11 

TPltB(3) 
HAltB23,XHOVE) 
SVIXPUNCH2,XXSCHED(#SPUN,DBJil)) 
AOIXPUNCHc,t,.aSCHEDIISQTY,OBJall) 
WTlXPUtiCHCI 
SVlaLASTPUNc,OBm) 
JPI:CONT(2) 

TPltB24i 
HAltB24,XHOVE) 
SVIXWORKc,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORK2,-,OBJY.ll 
SVIOBJX2,Y.WORK2) jDELETED AS NOT REQUIRED 
SVIXXPROD_TIHESIIPBEH,OBJ.I),XWORK2) 
PHIF,BEHRENS-2) jNEW, PRINT MESSAGE TO FILE 
PVIF ,XWDRK2) j1iEW, PRINT VALUE TO FILE 
JCltH22,:CONT(3) 

HAI tHee, ~HOVE) 
!FIOBJi3,EQ,.LASTBNDc,:SETcl) 
wmSETJIFF) - 10.37 -
JPI :CONTW 
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:SET21 

:COI(T24 

:ROUTE3 

:CotH3 

:5ET3 

:CDlH31 

:CONT32 

:CONT33 

:5ET31 

MAlfH23,XMOVE) 
SV!XBEND2, mCHEDI tSBtlD, OB1.I ) ) 
AOIXBEND2,f,"SCHEDIISQTY,OB1~1)) 

WT(XBEND2) 
SI' I iLASTBlW2, OB1.3) 
MlfH24,XMDVE) 

IF!DBli5,EO,5, :ROUTES) 

SVIXWORKS,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORKS,-,DB1XI) 
SVIOBm,~WORKS) jDELETED AS NOT REQUIRED 
SVIXXPROD_TIMESliPHAM,OB1'I),~WORKS) 

FMIF,HAH~ERLE-2) jNE~, PRINT MESSAGE TO FILE 
PVIF"WORKS) jNEW, PRINT VALUE TO FILE 
MRIS,XMVE) 
Lt:( !STORE) 
lPI : EliD) 

MRI20,XMOVEl 
lC(fB32, :CONT3) 

iMOVEMENT TO BEHRENS 

HA I tB32, XMOVE) j BEHRENS OPERATlO)1 
IF(QBm,EQ,~LASTPUN3, :SETS) 
WTiXS:T_DIFF) 
lPI :CONT3!) 

WmSET)AME) 

MI'B33,%MOVE) 
SVi!PUNCH3, mCHEDliSPUN,Oem I) 
AOiIPUNCH3,·,'~SCHEDI#SQTY,OBl':)1 

WTiXPUNCH3 I 
SI' I iLASTPUlI3, Dam) 

TPltB34) 
MAltB34,X~0I'EI 

5VIXWORK3,CLOCK) 
AOIIWORK3,-,OBlY.11 
SI' I OBH2, XWORK3) j DELETED AS llOT REQUIRED 
SVIXIPROD_TIMESltPBEH,OBJ.11,XUORK31 
PMIF,BEHREN5-S) jNEW, PRun MESSAGE TO FILE 
PVIF,IWORK3) jIlEW, PRINT VALUE TO FILE 

IFIOBJiS,EO,4,:ROUTE4) 

JC I tH32, : COtlT33 I 

HAI.H32,IMOVE) jHAMMERLE OPERATION 
IFIOBll3,EQ,.LASTBND3,:SET31) 
wmSET_DIFF) 
lPI:CONT34) - 10.38 -



:CONT34 

:ROUTE4 

:CONT43 

:SET41 

:COtH44 

MAlfH33,IMOVEI 
SVIIBEND3,IISCHEDIISBND,OBJ'III 
AOIIBEND3,f,aaSCHEDltSQTY,OBJ~111 

WTIIBEND31 
SVI~LASTBND3,OBJa31 

MlfH34,~MOVEI 

IFIOBJiS,EQ,b,:ROUTEbl 

SVIXWORKb,CLOCKI 
AOIXWORKb,-,OBJlll 
SVIOBn2,~WORKbl jDELETED AS NOT REQUIRED 
SVIXXPROD_TIHESIIPHAH,OBJilI ,XWORKbl 
PMIF,HAMMERLE-31 jNE~, PRINT MESSAGE TO FILE 
PVIF ,XWORK61 jtlEU, PRINT VALUE TO FILE 
MRlb,XMOVEI 
MDIS,XHOVEI 
LKI!STORE I 
JPI :ENDI 

HRI4,XHOVEI 
MUI2,XHOVEi 
HRlb,XHOVEI 
JCI fH42, :CmH431 

HAlfH42,XMOVEI 
IFIOBJ.3,EO,.LASTBND4,:SET411 
WmSET_DIFFi 
JPI :CONT44i 

MAlfH43,XMOVEI 

jHOVE RIGHT 

SVIXBEND4, mCHEDliSB~lD,OBm II 
AOI~BEND4,t,mCHEDIISQTY ,OBm II 
WTlXBEND41 
SV I'LASTB~1D4, OBm I 
MAltH44,%MOVEI 
SVIIWORK7,CLOCKI 
AOIXWORK7,-,OBJXII 

. SVIOBm,XWORK71 jDELETED AS NOT REQUIRED 

:ROUTES 

:ROUTEb 

SVI~XPROD TIMESltPHAH,OBJ.II,XWORK71 
PHIF,HAHHERLE-41 jNEW, PRINT HESSAGE TO FILE 
PVIF,XUORK71 j~IEU, PRUIT VALUE TO FILE 
MRlb,XHOVEI 
HDI7,XMOVEI 
LKI !STORE! 
JPI :ENDI 

HUI3,XHOVEl 
HLlb,XHOVEI 
MUI2,XHOVEI 
JPI :CONT331 

HRI2,XHOVEI 
HDI3,Y.HOVEI 
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:ROUTE? 

:ROUTES 

HUB,XHOVE) 
HOI2,XMOVE) 
JPI :COtIT23) 

HDI12,XHDVE) 
r.RI34,~MOVE) 

HUI2,XMOVE) 
JPI:COlIT13) 

MOllc,XMOVE) 
MRI4S,XMOVE) 
MU I?, Xr.OVEl 
PM IF, tlD-MACHININ6) 
PVIF,XWORKS) 
LKI!STORE) 
JPI :ENO) 

JNO MACHINING 

jtlEiI, PRWT MESSA6E TO FILE 
jNEW, PRWT VALUE TO FILE 

jEtlD L06IC 
:EHD 

SVIXWORKB,CLOCK) 
AO I XWORKB, -, om 1) 
SVIOBJX2, XWDRKBI jDELETED AS tlD LOtl6ER REQUIRED 
SVIXXPROD_TIMESliPPROD,OBJ,II,XWORKBI 
svmSCHEDliS,L6,OBJ31I ,31 jSET FLAG TO BATCH EHDED 
PVltBATCH,.COUtHl jPRINT VALUE BATCH QUANTITY 
PI'I tTlhE,CLOCKI jPRlUT VALUE TIME 
EI\ j END OF ROUTE 
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PCModel St.tistics File Te.pl.te 
(Cl 19B5, Si.ul,tion Soft •• re Syste.s 

APPElIO IX 4.2.2 

...... PRESS ALT-I TO READ III STATISTICS FILE 

Tot.1 Hours: 10 Total Tools: 16 
&EHRI BEHR2 BEHR3 HANEI HAHE2 HAME3 HAHE4 THRUPUT 

B&UFI BBUF2 6BUF3 HBUFI H&UF2 HBUF3 HBUF4 STORE 
MEAN 39.64 67.08 21.22 50.22 IB.17 7.67 46.55 47.26 56.B6 ~O.35 14.16 4.B9 4.05 2.28 0.50 1.90 
STD-O 47.66 43.42 3B.05 45.01 36.36 I7.lB 41.51 44.64 44.B5 46.2B 15.79 6.63 B.73 6.B3 0.59 2.21 
MAl 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.16 55.B3 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 40.55 20.00 27.50 22.77 1.94 7.00 
HIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

BEHRl &EHR2 BEHR3 HAHEI HAHE2 HAHE3 HAHE4 THRUPUT 
Hour BBUFI B&UF2 BBUF3 HBUFI HBUF2 HBUF3 HBUF4 STORE 

I 91.66 61.3B 92.77 62.50 94.16 20.55 30.27 8.61 0.00 0.00 30.27 0.27 13.05 0.00 0.83 4.00 
2 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 87.50 55.B3 10.27 1.66 41.11 9.61 40.55 20.00 27.50 22.77 0.B3 3.00 

.... 3 100.00 100.00 19.44 100.00 0.00 0.27 2.22 6.94 100.00 B0.55 30.27 B.61 0.00 0.00 0.B3 3.00 
0 4 100.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 4B.33 71.94 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00· 0.00 0.00 0.00 

5 4.72 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
l>- 6 0.00 100.00 0.00 39.72 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 30.27 11.3B 0.00 0.00 0.27 1.00 .... 

7 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 1.00 
6 0.00 9.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 74.44 B3.47 27.44 14.3B 10.27 8.61 0.00 0.00 1. 94 7.00 
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
St.tistics fro. PCHodel session converted by PCHLOTUS 
Copyright (Cl 19B5 Si.ul.tion Soft •• re Syste.s 

.> 



mROD)IHES 
NO-MACH ltHt:s 
0000:00:00.00 
BEHRENS-3 
0000:21:50.00 
HAftMERLE-l 
0000:31:30.00 
nAMMERLE-3 
0000:40:20.00 
BEHRENS-3 
0000:50:00.00 
BEHRENS-3 
0001:05:30.00 
HAftMERLH 
0001:17:10.00 
BEHRENS-3 
0001:11:20.00 
HAMMERLE-3 
0001 :24:30.00 
BEHREtIS-3 
0001:07:30.00 
BEHREtIS-2 
0001 :53:30.00 
HAMMERLE-2 
0001:55:00.00 
HAMHERLE-4 
0001 :22:40.00 
BEHRENS-j 
0000:37:30.00 
BEHRENS-2 
0002:03:20.00 
HAHMERLE-l 
0000: 19: 30.00 
NO-MACHINING 
0000: 24: 40.00 
BEHRENS-2 
0002:11:00.00 
PEHRHIS-l 
0002:59:40.00 
BEHRENS-l 
0003:47:10.00 
BEHREUS-l 
0001:57:40.00 
HAMMERLE-2 
0005:24:00.00 
BEHRErIS-2 
0004:38:20.00 
HAHHERLE-3 
OOO~: 57: 30.00 
HAftMERLE-2 
0006:57:38.00 
HAr.HERLE-2 
0005:40:48.00 
HAMMERLE-l 
0007:05:50.00 
BEHRENS-l 
0004:56:20.00 
HAHHERLE-J 
0006:49:28.00 
HAMMERLE-l 
0007:38:00.00 
HAMERLE-l 
0005:38:30.00 
HAMMERLE-l 
0005:41:45.00 

APPENDIX 4.2.3. 
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APPENDIX 5.1 

ROUTING OF JOBS IN THE JON DIRECTORY 
DCE LTD, LEICESTER.(JON\JON.OLy) __________________ ~ 

-~--l H3 200TON 

HI 100TON Ne 

H2 10<)TON 

H9 175TON CUSH 

H7 50TON 

OF' ,ETC 

H6 10<)TON F'r. ~. 

H5 100TON NC 

BATCH rm: H4 175TON 

TIME : OF', ETC 

3i4L \lAGN I N I BEHF;ENS HAMMERLE CURSOR X= <) y= 
10DE=CHAR CHAR=YES COLOR=YES DRA~J= r-l--1 EducatiDnal Use Only 

SIBLI 10 
H3 11 
HI (NC) 12 
H2 13 
H9 14 
H7 15 
OP 1.5mm 1 
H6 16 
H5 (NC) 17 
H4 18 
OP 2mm 2 
H3/HI/H3 3 
H2IHl 4 
HlIH3 5 
H9/Hl 6 

S/Bl.51 . 
HI (Ne) 20 
H2 21 
H9 22 
H7 23 
OP 1.5 24 
NO FOLD 25 
MITRE/HI 26 

MITRE 
IHl 30 
IH2 31 

OP 1.5mm 40 
OP 2.0mm 41 
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S/B2mml 

H6 
H5 (Ne) 
H4 
OP2M 
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53 
54 



jJON\JON.HDL 

L=!lO) 
C=(O) 

O=(JONIJON.OlVl 

iCOUNT=(O) 
.CUTTER=(O) 
iTHISFAH=(O) 
iTHISBAT=(O) 
.THISSTR=(O) 
iBESTBAT=(O) 
.BESTPTY=(O) 
iR 1 PROD= (0) 

~LASTCUT=(O) 

iLASTPUNI=(O) 
iLASTPUlI2= (0) 
iLASTPUlI3= (0) 
'LASTMlTR=(O) 
iLASTBND1=(O) 
iLASTBND2=(0) 
'LASTBtID3= (0) 

iLASTBND4=(O) 
iLASTBND5=(O) 
'LASTBtID6= (0) 

aLASTBHD7= (0) 

iLASTBNDB=(O) 
~LASTPRS1=(O) 

iLASTPRS2=(0) 
'RTE=(O) 
'RTF=(o) 
iPTY=(O) 
aORD=(O) 
iSTART=(O) 

iCU=(OI 
.BL=(O) 
'BI=(O) 
'B2=(0) 
iHI=(OI 
.H2=(0) 
iU=(O) 
iL2=(0) 
.L3=(01 
.L4=(OI 
iL6=(0) 
iHI=(O) 
iH2=(O) 
iH3=(0) 
.H4=(0) 
iH5=(O) 
.H6=(0) 
iH7=(O) 
'H8=(o) 
.01=(0) 
.02=(0) 

IEOF_FLAG=(9999i 
IHIGH=(9999) 

jAPPENDIX 5.2.1 

jWORK OPERATED ON CONSECUTIVELY 
jAS PER MOR COMMITTEE REQUEST 
jDATE 14111189 

jWORK IH PROGRESS 
jCLOCK ACCURACY 

jNAHE OF OVERLAY 

jSET COUNTERS TO ZERO 
j (VARIABLE VALUES) 

jCOUNTERS FOR JOBS 
JJOBS PASSING THROUGH HACHHIES 

j SET END COUNTERS 
j(CONSTANT VALUES) 
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~"OVE=IO:OO:IO.OO} 

~CUTTER=IO:OO:OO.OO} 

XPUllCHI=IO:OO:OO.OO} 
XFUNCH2=10:OO:OO.OO} 
IPUNCH3=IO:OO:OO.OO} 
IHITRE=IO:OO:OO.OO} 
IBEN91=IO:OO:OO.OO} 
XBEND2=IO:OO:OO.00} 
IBEND3=IO:OO:00.00} 
XBHlD4=IO:OO:OO.OO} 
IBEND5=IO:OO:OO.OO} 
IBEN06=10:OO:OO.OO} 
IBEtlD7= I 0 :00: OO.OO} 
XBEN08=10:OO:OO.OO} 
XPRESSI=IO:OO:OO.OO) 
XPRESS2=IO:OO:OO.OO} 

~eUT_SAHE=IO:OO:OO.OO} 

ICUT_DIFF=IO:OO:OO.OO} 

XSET_DIFB=iO:21:00.00} 
ISET_SA"B=10:12:00.00} 

XSET_DIFH=10:18:00.00} 
XSET_SHM"=10:12:00.00} 

~SET_DIFH=!0:c8:00.00} 

XSET_SAMH=IO:12:00.00) 

XSET_OIFP=IO:IB:OO.OO} 
ISEi_SAMP=10:12:00.00} 

~WORKO=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 

XWDRKI=;OO:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORK2=IOO:OO:OO.00} 
XWORK3=IOO:00:OO.OO} 
XWORK4=IOO:CO:OO.OO} 
XWORK5=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORK6=IOO:OO:OO.OO) 
XWORK7=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
~WORK8=IOO:OO:OO.OOi 

XWORK9=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORKIO=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORKII=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORKI2=100:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORKI3=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORKI4=IOO:OO:00.OO} 
~WORKI5=IOO:OO:OO.00} 

%WORKI6=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
IWORKI7=(OO:OO:OO.OOl 
%WORK1B=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 
XWORKI9=IOO:OO:OO.OO} 

mCHED=(7,2000} 
iSFLG=IO} 
~PART=11l 

ISFA"=121 
iSQTY=13) 
ISRTE=14} 
ISRTF=15} 
ISPTY=16} 
iSASC=(7} 

JSET CONSTANT TI"ES 
j I CLOCK VALUES} 

jSETTIil6 TIMES 
jSHEAR 

jBEHRENS 

;mRE 

jHAMMERLE 

jD? PRESS 

j eOUtHERS FOR REPORT ARRAY 
jSAL 
jBL 
j B15 
jMITRE 
jLlNE 
;&2 
jLlNE 
jH3 
jHI 
jH2 
jH9 
jH7 
jOPI5 
jLl~E 

jH6 
jH5 
jH4 
JOP2 
jLlNE 
j5TORE 

JSET UP ARRAY·SIZE 
JSH UP ARRAY CmHENTS 
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nSCHED=(3,2000) 
ISCUT=(ll 
ISPutl=(2) 
ISBND=(3) 

XXPROD_TIMES=(S,2000) 
IPS~L=(o) 

IPIST=(ll 
IP2ND=(2) 
IP3RD=(J) 
IP4TH=(4) 
iPPROD=(S) 

'CUTTERO=(XV(I,4» 
.CUTTER=(XV(O,O» 
'START2= «(V(O, 11 » 

'Bll=(lVm, 1» 
'B12=(lVnS,1)1 
'B13=<XV(2~,1l1 

'B14=OY!2C,1l1 

tB21=(XV( 15,4» 
.B22= <XV ( IB,4) I 
tB23=(lY(20,411 
tB24=(lV(22,411 

tB31=(IV(15,1311 
tB32=(XV(18,1311 
+B33=!XV(20,13)1 
tB34=(l¥(22, 131) 

tHli=<XVi 15,9» 
tM12=!XY(2S,BI) 
+MI3=!XIm,BI I 
tM14=!XY(29,SI) 

tHll=!xy(39,1l1 
tHI2=!XV(42,1l) 
'H13=(XV(44, 1) I 
tHI4=!XV(46,lll 

'H21=!XV(39,411 
'H22= (X\'( 42,4 I I 
+H23=!XV(44,4» 
tH24=!XV(46,4)I 

tH31=!XV(39,6) I 
tH32=/xYI42,61 I 
'H33=!XY(44,61 I 
'H34=OV(46,611 

tH41=!XY139,811 
'H42=(lY(42,SII 
tH43= (XV (44, B 11 
tH44=!XV(46,SII 

+H51=(IV(39,1011 
+H52=(XV(42,1011 
+H53=(XY(44,1011 
'H54=(lY(46, lOll 

tH61=(XY(39,1411 

iREPORT ARRAV 
ilOa CO"PLETION TIMES 

iM/C LOCATION 
j5ET START POSITIONS 

jSTART 
iBEHREHS LOCATION 

iLASER 

j2}1'It1 

jHlTRE LOCATION 

iPRESS LuCATIONS 

jH3 

iHl 

jH2 

i H9 

iH7 
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tH62=<XY 1 42,14)) 
tHb3=!XY 1 44,14)) 
tHb4=IIYI4b,1411 

'H71=!XV139, 161 I 
tH72=!XY(l2, 1bl I 
tH73=iXYi44,lbll 
tH74=!XV146, 161 I 

tHB1 = !XV 139,181 I 
tHB2=IXYi42, 18: I 
tHB3=!XV 1 44,18 I I 
fH84=IXYI4b, 1BI I 

tP11=IXYI39,1211 
tP12=IXYI42,1211 
fP13=IXYI44,1211 
fF14=1lY14b,12)) 

'P21=!XY139,2CI I 
fP22=OYI42,201 I 
tP23= m 144,20) I 
fP24= m 146,20 I) 

fSTORE=llYI6S,1111 
tENO=IXYI79,11il 
fBATCH=1XY11S, 18 i I 
fTIME=iXY! 15,201 I 

U=11,BBUF,'S121 
U=(2~lASER,.B131 

U=i3,BBUF,tB221 
U=14,B1_S,'B231 
U=15,BBUr,.B321 
U= I b, B2_'1, *S33 I 
U=17,MBUF,.M12i 
U=IB,MITRE, 'Mi31 
U=19,H3BUF, tHlel 
U=110,H3,tH131 
U=111,H1BUF,tH221 
U=112,H1NC,tH231 
U=113,HeBUF,tH321 
U=114,H2,fH33) 
U=115,H9BUF,fH421 
U=l1b,H9,tH431 
U=117,H7BUF,tH5EI 
U=11B,H7,'HS31 
U= 119 ,HbBUF , tHo2) 
U=120,Hb,fH631 
U=121,HSBUF,'H721 
U=(22,H5NC,tH73) 
U=123,H4BUF,.H821 
U=124,H4,'HB31 
U=12S,OPBUf,.P121 
U=12b,OP1_S,.PI31 
U=127,OPBUF,tP221 
U= 12B, OP20, .P23I 

J=(1,I,i,6,O,O,!} 
J=12,A,2,O,O,1,20001 

BRI1,lYI1,1I,OI 
S'mTHISFAH, 1 I 
S'IIfTHIS5TR, 1 I 

jHb 

jH5 

;H4 

jOr LOCATlotlS 

j2MM 

jSTORE LOCAT1m~s 

jPRINTIN6 BATCH f:D. DU SCREE~ 
jPWlTIllS BATCH TIME ON SeRW! 
jUTILISATION 
jBEHREllS 

jA NUMBER Of UTlLISATlONS 
JNOT USED AS PRINT OUT TOO 
jLAR6E FOR ?APER! 

; 1'1 lTRE 

jHAMHERLE 

JOP PRES3 

jSET JOB QUANTITIES 

jBE6IN WlIlALISHl6 
jBE6H1 ROUTE 
; SET START TEST PO INTERS 
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SVI~RTE,bO) 

SVI~RTF,b) 

OFIJONI TEST.DAT) 
:RI/IO 

GDI~RIPRODI 

IFI.RIPROD,EU,IEOF_FLAG,:RI/SOI 
SVI •• SCHEDIISFLS,.RIPRODI,II 
GDla'SCHEDI~PART,.RIPRODII 

GDI.aSCHEDliSFAM,.RIPRODII 
SDliiSCHEDllSUTY,iRIPROOl1 
GOI •• SCHEDIISRTE,.RIPRODII 
SDla,SCHEDI3SRTF,iRIPRODII 
SDI.iSCHEDIISPTY,.RIPRODII 
SDIXXSCHEDIISCUT,.RIPRODI) 
GDIlXSCHEDliSPUN,.RIPRODII 
SDIXXSCHEOIISBND,~RIPROD)) 

GOI •• SCHEOIISASC,.RIPROD)) 
JPI :RI/IO) 

:R1/50 
OF!=.RPT) 
PMIF,XlPROD_TIMES) 
ER 

BRI2,XY!O,2),O) 

SV If START ,'RTf) 
:LABS 

IVIiRTF) 
IFI'RTF,LE,6,:LABIO) 
SVI.RTF,1l 

:LABIO 
SVlfORO,O) 

:LAB20 

jREAO ARRAY 10PEN FILE) 
jLOAD DATA FROM FILE 
JGET FIRST ENTRY IN LINE 
jUUIT IF END OF FLAG 
JSET FLAG TO=I LHIE USED 
JLOAO REST OF LINE .. 

JNEH LINE IEOFJLA6 STOPS LOOP) 

jOPEN FILE REPORT 
jPRINT MESSAGE PRODUCTION TIMES 
jEtlO ROUTE 

jBESIN JOB 
jBESIN ROUTE 
jRELEASE LOGIC 
JSET VALUE 
jJUMP LABEL 
j ItICREMENT COUNT 
jIF 
JSET VALUE 

JSET VALUE 

IVI.ORD) 
IFI~'SCHEDliSFLS,'ORD),EU,O,:LAB50) 

IFI"SCHEDIISFLS,'ORD),NE,I,:LAB20) 
IFli'SCHEDIISRTF,'ORD),NE,iRTF,:LAB20) 
JPI :LABIOO) 

j INCREME/IT COUNT 
jIF .. THEN 
jIF .. THEtI 
jJUMP 

:LAB50 
IF I 'RTF, tiE, 'START, :LAB5) 
IFICLOCK,ST,O,WAIT) 

:LABIOO 
SVI •• SCHEDIISFLG,.ORD),2) 
SVIOBJil,.ORD) 
SVIOBJ.2,.iSCHEDIIPART,.ORD)) 
SVIOBJ.3, •• SCHEDltSFAM,.ORD)) 
SVIOBj.4, •• SCHEDIISUTY,.ORD)) 
SVIOBJ.5, •• SCHEDIISRTE,.ORD)) 
SVIOBJ1b,iiSCHEDIISRTF,.ORD)) 
SVIOBJ'ID,'~SCHEDIISASC,'ORO)) 

jCLOCK_SYSTEM CLOCK 
jWAIT TIL NEXT EVENT 
JOR CLOCK UPDATE 
JSET FLAG 
jSET OROER 
;GET PART 
;GET FAMILY 
;GET UUANTITY 
JGET FIRST ROUTE 
;SET SEemlO ROUTE 
JGET ASCII VALUE OF ID 
;MOVE LOSIC 

MAlfSTART2,O) ;MOVE ABSOLUTE 
SVIOBJ%I,CLOCK) ;SET TO SYSTEM CLOCK 
S'lmPROD_ TlMESllPSAL,OBJiIl ,CLOCK) ;CLOCK SET AS tlO CUTTING 
IVI.CU) ;INCREMENT .eu 
PVIXYIO,IOI,.CUI ;PRINT VALUE 

;--------NEW ROUTE---------------------

;DESISNATE JOB ROUTES IFIOBJib,EQ,I,:ROUTEIII 
IFIOBJ'b,EU,2,:ROUTE20) 
IFIOBJ'b,EU,3,:ROUTE301 
IFIOBJ'b,EU,4,:ROUTE40) - 10.49 -



IFtOBJ~b,EQ,S,:ROUTES1) 

IFIOBJ~b,Eg,b,:ROUTEbO) 

:ROUTE10 
HRI11,XMOVEJ 
MU 11 , XMOVE J 
MRI19,XMOVE) 
IVliL2) 
PV!lYtbB,O) ,.12l 

jBLASER NO H 
jMOVE RI6HT 
jMOVE UP 

jltlCREMENT COUNTER 

MDI11,XMOVEi jMOVE DOWN 
SVI~UORKb,CLOCKJ 

AO(XWDRKb, -, oam) jARITHMETRIC OPERATION 
SVtXXPROD_TIMESI~F2~D,OBJ~11,~WORK6) 
PMIF ,ND-r'tACHININill 
PVIF,Y.WORKbi 
Jpt :END) 

:ROUTE11 
MRtS,XMOVEJ 
MUI10,XMOVE) 
MRt10,%MOVEJ 
TPt2,'B12,tB13) 
MAt'B12,O) 
TPt1,tB13) 
IFtOBJ.3,ED,.LASTPUN1,:SETIJ 
umSET_OIFBi 
JP! : CONTi 1) 

:SET1 
wmSET_SMB) 

:cmiTt1 
SVt~LASTPUia ,0Bm) 
TP(tB13) 
MA(.B13,O) 
svmmlCH1 ,mCHEO(#SPUN,OBm)) 

jPRINT VALUE TO FILE 
jJUMP TO nm 

jBLASER H3 

JSET VALUE SETTIN6 TIME 

AO(XPUNCH1 ,t,mCHEomm ,oem) i jARITHMETRIC OPERATION 
wmpmlCHll 
JP(:CONTlC) 

:cmiTt, 
TFI1,'B14) 
MA(.B14,O) 
SV(XWORK2,CLOCKJ 
AOIXWORK2,-,OBJXl) 
SV mPROO _lIMES (#P 1 5T , oam ! , Y.WORI:2) 
PM(F,BEHRENS-LASER) jPRI~n MESSAGE TO FILE 
PV(F,XWORK2) jPRINT VALUE TO FILE 
ImBLl j INCREMENT COUNTER 
PV(XY(!O,21,_ELl ;PRHH COUNTER VALUE ON SCREEN 
SC(4,B) jCHANGE JOB IDEIITITY COLOUR 
!F(OBJaS,EQ,lO,:RDUTEIOI jDESI6NATE ROUTES AFTER 
IF(CBm,EG,12,:ROUTE12) jTHE BEHRENS OPERATlOlI 
IF(OBJ.S,EQ,13,:ROUTEI31 
IF(OBJ'S,EQ,14,:ROUTE141 
IF(OBJ~S,EQ,15,:ROUTE15J 

IF(OBJ'S,EQ,lb,:ROUTE16) 
IFiOBJ'S,EQ,17,:ROUTE17) 
IF(OBJ.5,EQ,lB,:RDUTEIB) 
IF(OBJ'5,ED,1,:ROUTEPli 
IF(OBJ'S,EQ,2,:ROUTEP2) 
IF(OBJ'S,EQ,4,:ROUTE13) 
IF(OBJ.S,E9,S,:ROUTES) 
IF(OBJ'5,EQ,6,:ROUTEI4J 
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:CONTl3 
ftRI17,XftOVE) 
TPI2,tHI2,tHI3) 
ftAltHI2,O) 
TP<I,tHI3) 
IFIOBJ.3,ED,iLASTBNOI,:SETII) 
WTlXSEUIFH) 
JPI :CDlHl4) 

:SETII 
WmSET_SAMH) 

:CONTI4 
SVliLASTBtJ01,OBJ23) 
ftAl thI3,O) 
SVI XBENDl , XXSCHEOI 'SBtlD, OBJf2l ) 
AOI XBEtlDI, t ,.'SCHED I#SQTY, oem 11 
WTlXBEtlD1l 
HAltH!4,%MOVEI 
SVIIWORK7 ,CLOCK) 
AOI~WORK7,-,OBJII) 

SVIUPROO_ T1MESltP2tlO,oeJ<!), XWORK71 
PM(F,HAHMERLE-3) 
PVIF,~WORK7) 

IVI.Hll 
PVIXYI6B,II,'HII 
IFI08J.S,ED,3,:ROUTE3) 
MRI6,~MOVE) 

HOIIO,X:lOVEI 
JPI :ENO) 

,ROUTEl2 
JCltH21,:CONT23) 

:CONT23 
HRI 11 ,XMOVE) 
HDI3,~MOVE) 

MRI6,XHOVE) 
TPi2,tH22,tH23) 
MAi tH22 ,I)) 

TPtI,tH231 
IF i OBJ'3, EQ, iLASTBtI02, : SET21) 
wmSET_DIFHI 
JPi ,CONT24) 

:SET21 
UTlXSET_SMH) 

:COtHe4 
SY mASTBND2, 08J<3I 
KAi tH23,O) 
SV mE/1D2, mCHED I 'SEND, OBJW ) 
ADIXBEtI02, t,i~SCHEDitSm ,oam)) 
WTlXBEN02) 
MAltH24,IHDVE) 
SVIXUORK8,CLOCK) 

jBLASER HI 

AOIXWORKB,-,OBJII) 
SViX~PROD_TI"ESltP2NO,OBJ'I),IUORKB) 

PMIF,HAHHERLE-l) 
PVIF,XWORKB) 
IVI.H2) 
PV!XY16S,4) ,ilH21 
IFIOSJa5,EO,S,:ROUTES) _ 10.51 _ 
MRI6,XMOVE) 
HOi7,IMOVE) 
JPi :ENDI 



:ROUTEI3 
JCltH31,:CONT331 

:CONT33 
MRIII,XMOVEI 
MDIS,XMOVEl 
MRI6,XMOVEl 
TPI2,tH32,tH331 
MAltH32,OI 
TPII,fH331 
IF (oBJ~3, EU, .LASTB/ID3, : SET31 I 
WTnsET _DIFHl 
JPI :CONT34) 

:SET3I 
WmSEUAMH) 

:cm1T34 
SVlfLASTBND3,OBJ'31 
HAltH33,O) 
SV{lBEt:D3, nSCHEDI tSB~JD,OBn2)) 
AOI~BEND3,f,'~SCHEDI#S9TV,OBJ'I)) 

WTI XBEND31 
MAlfH34,t"OVE) 
SV I xuOR,:9, CLOCK) 

jBLASER H2 

AOIXWORK9,-,OBJXI) 
SVI~%PROD_TIMESI#P2ND,OBJ~I),XWORK91 

PHIF,HAHHERLE-21 
PVIF,~WORK9) 

IVI~H31 

PVnYI6B,61,'H3) 
IFIOBJ'S,EQ,4,:ROUTE41 
MRlb,XHOVE) 
HDIS,XMOVEl 
JPI :END) 

:ROUTEI4 
JClfH41,:CDNT431 

:CONT43 
HRIII,%HOVE) 
MDI7,~HOVE) 

MR(6,~110VE) 

TPI2,fH42,fH431 
MI'H42,~HOVE) 

TPII,fH43) 
IFIGBJ<3,EQ,aLASTBtlD4, :SET41 I 
wmSET _DIFHi 
JPI:CONT44) 

:sml 
WTlXSET_SMH) 

:CDlIT44 
SVIJLASTBN04,OBJ.3) 
MAltH43,OI 
SVI~BEND4,XXSCHEDliSBNO,OBJ.21) 

AOIXBEND4,.,~'SCHEDltSQTY,OBJ'l)! 

WTlXBEND4) 
M{fH44,~MOVE) 

SVIIWORKIO,CLOCU 
AOI1WORKIO,-,OBJXII 

jBLASER H9 

SVIUPROD_ TlHESIIP2ND,OBm), lWORK10) 
PHIF,HAHMERLE-9) 
PVIF,.WORK10) - 10.52 -
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PV(XY16B,BI,aH41 
IFIOBJaS,EO,6,:ROUTE61 
KRI6,XKOVEI 
KDI3,XMOVEI 
JPI :ENDI 

:ROUTEIS 
JClfHSI,:CONTS31 

:CONTS3 
KRI 11, XMOYEI 
KDI9,XMOVE) 
KR I 6, XMOVEl 
TPI2,fHS2,fHS31 
KAlfH52,'ll 
TP!! ,fHS31 
IFIOBJi3,HE,aLASTBH05,:SET511 
Wl( XSET JAMH I 
JPI:CONTS41 

:SETSI 
WmSET_OIFHI 

:CONTS' 
SVI3LASTBNDS,OBJ'31 
KAlfHS3,01 
SVIXBENDS,XXSCHEDliSBND,OBJa211 
AGIXBENDS,f,a.SCHEDIISQTY,OBJ.I)1 
Wl(XBEtIDSI 
TPII,tHS41 
MAlfHS4,XMOVEI 
SVIXWORKII,CLOCKI 

jBLASER H7 

AOIXUORKII,-,OBJXli 
SVIXXPROD_TIMESliP2ND,OBJ.II,XWORKIII 
PMIF,HAKHERLE-71 
PV IF, XWORK III 
Iv(o)HSI 
PVlXYlbB, 101 ,iHSI 
HRI6,XKOYEI 
HDII,XMOYEI 
JPI :EtIDI 

:ROUTEI6 
JCltH61, :CONT631 

:CONT63 
KRIII,XMOVEI 
HDI13,XHOVEI 
MRI6,XHOYEI 
TPI2,tH62,fH631 

. KAltH62,OI 
TPII,tH631 
IFIOBm,EO,'LASTBND6, :SEW 1 
WmSET_DIFHI 
JPI:CONTb41 

:SEW 
WmSET_SAHHI 

:COtITb4 
SVI'LASTBND6,OBJ~31 

KAlfH63,01 
SVIXBEND6,XXSCHEDIISBND,OBJ'211 
AOIXBEND6,f,iaSCHEDIISQTY,OBJilll 
WTlXBEtID61 

j BLASER H6 

MAltH64,XHOVEI - 10.53 -
SVIXWORKI4,CLOCKI 



AOI~WORKI4,-,OBJXI) 

SVIUPROO_ TIHESltP2ND,OBm I, ~WORKI4) 
PHIF,HAHHERLE-b) 
PVIF,XWORKI4) 
IVliHb) 
PVIXVlbB,14),iHb) 
HR I b, XHOVEl 
MUI3,XHOVEl 
JPI :END) 

:ROUTEl7 
JC I tH71 , : Cma73) 

:CONT73 
HR I 11 ,1.HOVEl 
HDII5,XHDVE) 
HRlb,XMOVE) 
TPI2,tH72,tH731 
HAI<H72,O) 
T?II,tH73) 
IFIOBJ'3,EQ,'LASTBND7,:SET71) 
WTUSET_D!FHI 
JPI : CmIT74 I 

:SET7! 
wmSET _ SAMH I 

:COHT74 
SV I ,LASTBlI07, Dem) 
HAltH73,O) 
SV (XBEND7 ,mCHED I ~SBllO, OBm) ) 
AD I XBEND7 ,., .. SCHED IISQTY , DBm ) ) 
WT!XBEND7) 
HA I tH74, %HOVE i 
SVIXWORKI5,CLOCK) 
AOIXUORKI5,-,DBJ~I) 

jBLASER H5 

svmPROD_ T1MEsm2I1D,DBHl i, %WORKI51 
PHIF,HHHHERLE-S) 
PVIF,!WDRKIS) 
IVlfH71 
PVI XV I b8, lb) , ;lH7) 
HR I b, XHOVEl 
~U(5,XI10VEJ 

JPI :EIID) 

:ROUTEI8 
JCI tHB!, :emIT83) 

:CONTS3 
HRIII,lHOVE) 
H,D Il7 , %HOVE) 
HRlb,~HDVEi 
TPl2, tH82, tHe3) 
HAltHB2,O) 
TPI I ,tHB3) 
IFIOBJ.3,EQ,iLASTBNDB,:SETBII 
wmSET_OIFHI 
JPI:CONTB41 

:SETBI 
wmSET _SAHH) 

:cmiTB4 
SVI'LASTBNDe,OBJ~31 
HAltHB3,OI 

jBLASER H4 

SVIXBEHD8,mCHEDltSBND,OBJi2)I - 10.54 -
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WTIXBENDB) 
HAI tHB4,XHOYEl 
SVI~WORKI6,ClOCK) 

AOIXWORKI6,-,OBJXI) 
SVIXXPROD_TI~ESliP2ND,OBJ'I),XWORKI6) 

PHIF,HAHHERlE-4) 
PVIF,~WORKI6) 

IVliHB) 
PVIIYI6B, IS) ,'HS) 
HR I 6, XHOVEl 
HUI7,XHO'lEI 
JPI :END) 

:ROUTEPI 
JCI tPll, :CONTP31 

:cmap3 
HRlll,XHOVEJ 
HDIII,XHOVEI 
~RI6,IHOVEI 

TPI2,tPI2,tPI31 
MltPI2,OJ 
TP(J,tPI3) 
[FIOBJ'3,EQ,alASTPRSI,:SETPII 
wmSET_DIFPI 
JP I: CONTP4) 

:SETPI 
wmSET_SMPI 

:CONTP4 
SVI'lASTPRSI,OBJ~31 
HA(tPI3,O) 
SVIY.PRESSI, mCHEDliSB~ID,OBJm I 
AOIXPRESSI,t,.aSCHEDIISQTY,OBJ.I)i 
WTlXPRESSII 
HAltPI4,XHOVE) 
SVIXWDRKI2,ClOCKI 
AOIIWDRKI2,-,OBJXII 
SV I XXPROD _ TIMES I iP2~1D, OBm I ,IUDRKI2 I 
PHIF,OPI51 
PVIF,XWGRKI21 
['11.011 
PVIXYI6B, (2) ,.01 I 
HR 16, IHOVE I 
HUII,lHDVEI 
JPI :ENDI 

: ROUTEP2 
JCltP21, :cmITP23) 

:COiITP23 
HRll1,~HOVEI 

HDI19,IHOVE) 
nRI6,~HOVE) 

TP 12, tP22, tP23 I 
HAltP22,OI 
TPlI,tP231 
[FIOBJa3,EQ,'lASTPRS2,:SETP211 
wmSET_D[FP) 
JPI:CONTP241 

:SETP21 
wmSETJA~PI 

:CDNTP24 
SVlalASTPRS2,DBJ'3) 
MltP23,OI 

jBlASER OP2HH 
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SV(~fRESS2,XXSCHED(ISBND,OBJ'211 

AO(~PRESS2, t ,aaSCHED!lSDTY ,oBm 11 
wmPRESS21 
MA(tP24,XMOVEI 
SV(XWORK17,CLOCKI 
AD(XWDRK17,-,OBJ~11 

SVUXPRDD_TlMESUP2ND,OBJ.II, ~WORKI71 
PM(F,OP201 
PV(F,~WDRKI71 

lV(i021 
PV(XY(ba,201,'D21 
"R(b, ::MDVEI 
MU(9,X"OVEI 
JP( :ENDI 

:ROUTE3 
JC(tH21,:CDNTIOOll 

:CONTlOOI 
HR (3, XMOVEl 
MD(I,i.MDVEI 
MU 9, XMOVE I 
TP(2,tH22,tH231 
MA(tH22,OI 
TP!1,'H231 
IF (J8Jtl3, EU, 'LASTBND2, : SET! 0021 
WTl~SET_DlFHI 

JP( :CDNTl0031 

:SETl002 
wmSET_SAMHI 

:CONTl003 
SV('LASTBND2,DBJ.31 
"A(tH23,OI 
SV (.BENDe, mCHED mBtlD, OBJ<21 i 
AD( lBEHD2, t,"SCHED( Ism ,OBm) I 
WTlXBEND21 
MA(tH24,IMDVEI 
SV(~WDRK8,CLOCK) 

jBLASER H3 HI H3 

AO(XWDnKa,-,DBJXII 
SV(XXPRDD_TlMES(tP3RD,OBJ.I',~~OP.KBI 

PM(F,HAMMERLE-ll 
PV(F,lUDRKEI 
lV(.H2i 
PV(xy(bB,'I,'H21 
JC(tHII, :CDiITl004i 

:CDNTioo. 
MR(3,IMDVEI 
MU(I,~MDVEi 

MUIO,Y-HOVEI 
TP(2,tHI2,tH131 
HA(tH12,01 
TP!1,tH131 
IF(OBJ'3,EU,~LASTBNDI,:SETI005i 

WmSEUlFHI 
JP( :CotHlOObl 

:SETtOOS 
WmSET_SAMHI 

:CCNTl006 
SVmASTBNDl ,DBm I 
MA{fH13,O) 
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SVIXBENDI,XXSCHEDIISBND,OBJ.211 
ADIXBEtlDl, t, mCHEDIISQTY, DBJ.I I I 
WmBEHDII 
MAltHI4,XMDVEI 
SVIXWORK7,CLDCKI 
ADIXWDRK7,-,DBJXII 
SVIXXPRDD_TIMESIIP4TH,DBJ.1I ,XWDRK71 
PMIF,HAMMERLE-31 
PVIF,XWDRK71 
IVI.HII 
PVIIYlbB,1',aHl1 
MRlb,XMDVEI 
MDII0,XMDVEI 
JPI :ENDI 

:RDUTE. 
JCltH21,:CDHTI0101 

:CDtH1010 
MRI3,XMDVEI 
MUll,XMDVEI 
M1I9, XMOVE I 
TPI2,tH22,+H231 
MAltH22,OI 
TPO ,tH231 
IF I OBJ.3, EQ, 'LASTBND2, : SETl 012 I 
WmSET_DIFHI 
JPI :CDHT!0131 

:smOl2 
wmssr _SAMHI 

:CDNTlOI3 
SV talASTBtiD2, 08].3 I 
MAltH23,OI 
SVIXBEND2,XXSCHEDliSBND,DBJ.211 
AD I XBEtID2, +, mCHED I ISQTY ,om 11 I 
WTlXBEND2I 
MAltH2',XMDVEI 
SVIXWORKB,CLOCKI 

jBLASER H2 HI 

AOI~UORKB,-,OBJXlI 

SVIXXPROD_TIMESliP3RD,OBJ.1 I ,XWDRKBI 
PMIF,HAMMERLE-II 
PVIF,XWORKBI 
IVI.H2I 
PVIXYlbB,",.H21 
HRlb,~HDVEI 

MDI7,XMOVEI 
JPI :END) 

:ROUTES 
JC(tH21,:CONTI030) 

:CONTl030 
MRI 11, XHOVE) 
MDI3,XHDVE) 
MRlb,XMOYEI 
TPl2, tHE2, tH23) 
MAltH22,01 
TPII,tH23) 
IFIOBJ.3,EQ,.LASTBND2,:SETI031) 
wmSET_DIFH) 
JP I : CONT! 032) 

:SETI031 
umSET _SAHH) 

jBLASER HI H3 
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:COHTl032 
SVI.LASTBH02,OBJi3) 
nAlfH23,O) 
SVIXBEH02,XXSCHEOliSBHD,DBJ.2)) 
AOIXBEND2,f,.'SCHEDI~SgTY,OBJal)) 

WTlXBEND2) 
MAlfH24,~MOVE) 

SVIXUORKB,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORKB,-,OBJ~I) 

SVIXXPROD_TIHESI.P2ND,OBJal),X~ORKB) 

PMIF ,HAMMERLE-I) 
PVIF,XWORKB) 
IVI~H2) 

PVlXYlbB,4) ,'H2) 
JClfHlI, :COIHl033) 

:COHTI033 
HRI3,XHOVE) 
HUII,XMOVE) 
MLlIO,~HOVE) 

TPI2,fHI2,'HI3) 
MAI'HI2,O) 
TPII,'HI3) 
IFIOBJ.3,EQ,aLASTBIWI, :SET1034) 
WmSEl_DIFH) 
JPI :COIHl035) 

:SEl1034 
UmSET_SAMH) 

:CONTl035 
Sill .LASTBNDI , OBJi3) 
MAI'HI3,O) 
SVIXBENDI,XXSCHEDliSBND,OBJ.2)) 
AOIXBEIWI, ',"SCHEDIISQTY ,oam i) 
UTlXBEND1) 
MAI'HI4,XHDVE) 
SVI~UORK7,CLOCK) 

AOIXWORK7,-,OBJXI) 
SV mPROO _ TIMES I iP3RD, OEm ) ,XUDRK7) 
PHIF,HAMMERLE-3) 
PVIF ,XUDRK7) 
IVlaHIl 
PVIXY IbB, Il ,~HI) 
MRlb,XHOVE) 
HOIIO,XMOVE) 
JPI:EIW) 

: ROU.TEb 
JCI >H21, :COIHl021l 

:CClHl021 
MRI3,XMOVE) 
MUI3,XHOVE) 
HLl9,XHOVE) 
TPI2,'H22,'H(3) 
MAI'H22,O) 
TPII ,'H(3) 
IFIOBJI3,EQ,aLASTBND2, :SElI0(2) 
WmSET}IFH) 
JP I: COIIT I 023) 

:SEl1022 
wmSETJAHH) 

:CONTI023 

jBLASER H9 HI 
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SV (4ILASTBtID2, OBJi3 I 
HA(tH23,OI 
SV(XBEND2,XISCHED(ISBND,OBJ4I211 
AO(IBEND2,t, ""SCHED(ISQTY,OBJil I I 
WT!XBEND21 
HA(tH24,IHOVEI 
SV(XWORKB,CLOCKI 
AO(XWORKB,-,OBJX1I 
SV(X1PROD_TIHES(IP3RD,OBJ'l',XWORKB' 
PK(f,HAHHERLE-1I 
PV(F,lWORKSI 
IVlfH2) 
PV!XY(6B,41,'H21 
KR16,1HOVEI 
HD(7,IHOVEl 
JP(:ENDI 

j--------NEW ROUTE---------------------

:ROUTE20 
HR(5,~HOVEI 

HU(7,lHOVEI 
HR(IO,XHOVEI 
TP(2,tB22,tB231 
HA(tB22,~HOVEI 

TPll,tB231 
IF(OBJi3,EQ,'LASTPUN2,:SET!011 
WmSET_OIFBI 
JP(:COIIT1!11 

:SETlOl 
wmSET_SAHBI 

:CONTlIl 
SV('LASTPUN2,OBJ.31 
TPIl,tB231 
HA(tB23,OI 
SV (IPUNCH2, mCHED (,spmt, OBm I I 
AOIlPUt(CH2,t ,'4ISCHED(mTY ,OBH! I) 
WT(IPUNCH21 
JP(:corm!2) 

:CONTlI2 
TPI!,tB241 
HA(tB24,O) 
svmORK2,CLOCK) 
AO(IWORK2,-,OBJll) 
SV(~IPROD_TIHES(iP!ST,OBJil),XWORK2) 

PH(F,BEHRENS-!.SHH) 
PV(F,XWORK2) 
IVI4IBlI 
PV!XY( 10,S) ,OBI) 
SCIS,B) 
IFtoBJ4IS,EQ,2!, :ROUTE21) . 
IF(OBJ.S,EQ,22,:ROUTE221 
IF(OBJ4IS,EQ,23,:ROUTE23) 
IF(OBJ.S,EQ,24,:ROUTE241 
IF(OBJ.S,EQ,25,:ROUTE2S1 
IF(OBJ.S,EQ,26,:ROUTE261 

JCltH21,:CONTI131 
:CDlm!3 

HRI!7,XHOVEI 
TP!2,'H22,tH23) 
HA(tH22,OI 
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TPH,'H23) 
IFIOBJi3,EQ,iLASTBND2,:SET111) 
WmSET_DIFH) 
JPI :CONTl14) 

:SET111 
WTllSET _ SAKH) 

:CONT114 
SV:'LASTBND2,OBJa3) 
HAI'H23,Oi 
SVIXBEtlD2, mCHEDIISBNO,OBn2)) 
AOIlBEND2,', •• SCHEDI9SQTY,OBJi1)) 
WTIlSEND2) 
~AI'H24,XMO'lE) 
SVIl~ORKB,CLDCK) 

AOIXWORK8,-,OBJ~1) 

SVIllPROO_TIMESliP2ND,OBJ.1),XWORKBI 
PMIF,HAMMERLE-ll 
PVIF,lWORKB) 
PllfH21 
PVIXYlbB,41,'H21 
MRlb,X~OVE) 

MDI7,~MOVEI 

JPI :HIDI 

:ROUTE21 
JClfH31, :CDt1T123I 

:CotITl23 
HRH1, X~OVEl 
MDI2,XMDVEI 
MRlb,XMOVEI 
TP (2, tH32, tH33) 
HAI'H32,OI 
TPI1,tH33) 
IFIOBJ'3,EQ,iLASTBND3,:SEi1211 
WmSET _ D iFH) 
JPI :CONT1241 

:SET121 
WmSET _ SAMH J 

:Cot1T124 
SVI.LASTBND3,OBJ.3J 
MAltH33,O) 
SV I XBEND3, mCHED I 'SBND, OBB211 
AOIXBEND3, ',mCHEDliSm ,oBm 11 
WTIXBEND31 
HAI'H34,~MOVEI 

SVIXWORK9,CLOCK) 
HOI~WORK9,-,OBJl1) 

S'ImPROD)IMESltP2t1D,OBm) ,XWORK9) 
PMIF,HAMMERLE-2) 
PVIF,XUORK91 
IVIOH3) 
PVlXYlb8,b) ,lH31 
MRlb,lMOVE) 
MDIS,XMOVEi 
JPI :£110) 

:ROUTE22 
JC! tH41 , :CotIT133) 

:CONTl33 
MRI11,XMO'lE) 
MDI4,XMOVEI 
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KRlb,XKDVEl 
TPI2,'H42,'H43l 
KAUH42,Ol 
TPII,'H43l 
IFIOBJ'3,Eg,iLASTBND4,:SETI3Il 
WmSET_OIFHl 
JPI :COHTI34l 

:SEml 
WmSET _ SAHH l 

:CONT134 
SVI.LASTBND4,OBJi3l 
KAI'H43,Ol 
SVIXBEND4,XXSCHEDIISBHD,OBJa2ll 
AOIXBEND4,.,a2SCHEDIIS~TY,OBJ~lll 

WTlXBEHD4l 
KAI'H44,XMOVEI 
SVIX~ORKIO,CLOCKl 

AOIXWORKIO,-,OBJXll 
SV mPROD _ TIMES IIP2/1D, oBm l , XWORK I 0 l 
PHIF,HAHHERLE-9l 
PVIF,XWORKIOl 
IVI.H4l 
PV!XV I bB, B l ,iH4l 
HRlb,XHOYEl 
HDI3,IMOYEl 
JPI :ENDl 

:ROUTE23 
JCI'HSI,:CONTI43l 

:CONT143 
HRIII,XHOVEl 
HDlb,XHOVEl 
HRlb,IHOVEI 
TPI2,tHS2,tHS31 
KAI'HS2,OI 
TPlI, tHS31 
IFICBJ'3,EQ,'LASTBND5,:SEiI4Il 
WTlISET_DIFHI 
JPI :CONTI441 

:SET141 
wmSET_SAHHI 

:COHT144 
SVliLASTB/1D5,OBJ.31 
HAltHS3,OI 
SYIXBENDS,IISCHEDI#SBND,OBJa211 
AOIIBENDS,t,aaSCHEDltSQTY,DBJalli 
wmBEHDS) 
TPII,tHS4l 
HAltHS4,IMOYEl 
SVIIWORKII,CLOCKl 
AOIXWORKII,-,OBJXll 
SVII~PROD_TIHES(IP2ND,OBJ'II,IWORKlll 

PHIF,HAHHERLE-1l 
PVtF,IWORKIII 
IVliHSl 
PYIXYlbB,IOl,.HSI 
KRlb,XKOVEl 
KDII,Ir.OVEl - 10.61 -
JPI :E/lDl 
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JCI'Pll,:CONT1S3) 
: CONTl S3 

HRI 11, ~HOVE) 
HDIB,XHOVE) 
HRI6,~HOVE) 

TP12,tPl2,tPI3) 
MAI'PI2,O) 
TPll,'PI3) 
IFIOBJ~3,EQ,alASTPRS1,:SET1SI) 
WTlXSET_DIFP) 
JPI :COtlTlS4) 

:SETtSl 
WHXSET _ SAMP) 

.CONTlS4 
SVI.lASTPRS1,OBJ.3) 
HAI'PI3,O) 
SVIXPRESS1, USCHEDltSBIID,OBJf2l i 
AOIXPRESS1,t, •• SCHEDltSQTY,OBJal)) 
WmPRESSIl 
HAltPI4,XHOVE) 
SVIXWORKI2,ClOCK) 
AOIXWORKI2,-,OBJX1) 
SVI,XPROD_TIHESiiP2ND,DBJ,I),XWORKI2) 
PMIF,OP1S) 
PVIF,XWORKI2) 
lmOIl 
PV!XY16B,12),'OI) 
HRI6,XMOVE) 
MUI1,XHOVE) 
JPI :END) 

:ROUTE25 
MRlll,XHOVE) 
HDI9,XMOVE) 
HRII9,XHOVE) 
IVI.l4) 
PV I XY 168,13) , ill) 
HUI2,lHDVE) 
SVIXWORKI3,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORKI3,-,08JX1) 
SVlUPROD_ TiMESIIP211D,OSJ:l1), XWORKI3) 
PHIF,NO-MACHININ6i 
PVIF,IWORKI3) 
JPI : HID) 

:ROUJE26 
JCltMll,:CONTl71l 

: COtlTl 71 
HRI2,XHOVE) 
HDI3,XHOVE) 
TPI2,tHI2,tHI3) 
HAltMI2,O) 
TPll,'HI3) 
IFIOBJa3,EO,'LASTMITR,:SETI72) 
WHXSET_DIFM) 
JP I : COtlTl73) 

:SETl72 
WmSET_SAMH) 

:CONTI73 
SVI ~lASTHITR,OBJW 
TPI1,+MI3) 
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HAltHI3,O) 
SVI1HITRE,11SCHEDIISPUN,DBJ'I)) 
AOI1HITRE,f,aaSCHEDIISQTY,OBJil)) 
WTUnITREI 
HA< tH14, XHOVE) 
SYUWORK3,ClOCK) 
AOI1WORK3,-,OBJXI) 
SVI1XPROD_TIHESIIP2NO,OBJal),lWORK3) 
PHIF,HITRE) 
PVIF,XWORK31 
IVI,H21 
PV!XV 125,61, .H2 1 
JCI tH21, :COI1TI751 

:CONTI75 
HRI2,lMOVEI 
HU (4, XHOI'E 1 
HRIB,XHOVEI 
TPI2,fH22,fH231 
HAlfH22,OI 
TPII,fH231 
IF IOBJ.3 ,EQ, illASTBIW2, : SETl76 1 
WTlXSET_OIFHI 
JPI:CONTI77I 

:SETl7b 
WmSET_SAHHI 

:CONT177 
S'I mASTBN02, 08J.31 
~AlfH23,O) 

SVIXBEN02,XXSCHEDIISBND,OBJ.211 
AOIXBEIID2, t,.'SCHEDIISQTY ,OBm) 1 
WTlXBEI1D21 
HA 1 tH24, XHOVEI 
SVIXWORK8,ClOCKI 
AOIXWORK8,-,OBJXII 
SVIXXPROD_TIHESliP3RD,OBJ.I),XWORKBI 
PH 1 F , HAr.HERlE-1) 
PVIF,XWORK81 
11'1~H2) 

PVIXYI68,41,ilHCI 
HRI6,XMOVEI 
HDI7,XHOVE) 
JPI :EIID) 

j--------NEW ROUTE---------------------

:ROUTE30 
HRI5,XMOVEI 
HUI3,XHOVEI 
MRIIO,XMOI'EI 
IVllMIl 
PV!XVIIO,91,'HII 
TPI2,tHI2,tHI31 
MAltHI2,OI 
TPlI,tMI3) 
IFIOBJ'3,EQ,'lASTHITR,:SET501) 
wmSET_DIFH) 
JPI :CONT511) 

:SET501 
wmSET_SAHM) 

:COIH511 
SVI.lASTHITR,OBJ(3) 

jHITRE HI 
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TPII,IH!31 
HA(IH!3,OI 
SV(~HITRE,mCHED(~SPUN,OBJil! II 
AOI~HITRE,I,ililSCHEO(ISQTY,OBJil!11 

NTUMlTREI 
HA(IH!4,XHOVEI 
SVIXUORK3,CLOCKI 
AO(XWORK3,-,OBJX!1 
SV(XXPROD_Tl"ES(IP!ST,OBJ~!I,XWORK31 

PHIF,MlTREI 
PV(F,XWORK31 
lVliM21 
PV(lY12S,bl,JK21 
lFIOBJ'5,EU,31,:ROUTE3l) 

JCIIH21,:CONTS!31 
:CONTSI3 

HRI2,XHOVEI 
HUI4,XHOVEI 
HRIS,XHOVEI 
TP 12, IH22, 'H231 
MAIIH22,OI 
TPII,>H231 
IFIOBJ<3,EQ,ilLASTBtID2, :SETSI 1 1 
WTlXSET_DlFHI 
JPI :CONTSI4) 

:SETS!! 
WmSET_SAHHI 

:CONTSI4 
SVliLASTBND2,OBJ.3t 
HAI'H23,OI 
SV I XBEtiD2, mCHED I ISBtlD, OBJ<211 
AOIXBEND2, 1 ,f.SCHEDiISQTY ,OBm)) 
WTlXBEND21 
HAIIH24,XHOVEI 
SV mORKS, CLOCK! 
AOIXWORKS,-,OSJXII 
SVIUPROD_ T1HES{IP2tlD,OBm I, roWORKSI 
PHIF ,HAMERLE-I I 
FVIF,XWDRKSI 
lVlilH21 
PVIXYI6B,41 ,~H21 
HRlb,XHOVEI 
HD(7,~MOVEi 

JP( :HlDI 

:RourE3! 
JC{tH3l,:CONTS231 

:CONTS23 
HR{2,XHOVEI 
HU{4,XHOVEl 
MRI2,XHOVEl 
HD (2, XMOVE 1 
HR{b,IMOVEI 
TP (2, 'H32, tH331 
HA{IH32,OI 
TPIl,tH331 
IF(OBJf3,EQ,3LASTBtID3, :SETS2l1 
WmSET}IFHI 
JP( : COtIT5e4 I 

:SETS2! 

jMITRE H2 
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wmSET_SA"HI 

:CONTS24 
SVliLASTBND3,OBJi31 
"AltH33,OI 
SVIXBEND3,XXSCHEDIISBND,DBJ~211 

AOIXBEND3,t,iaSCHEDIISQTY,OBJilll 
WTlXBEHD31 
"AltH34,X"OVE) 
SVnWDRK9 ,CLOCK I 
ADIX~DRK9,-,OBJ~I) 

SVIXXPROD_TIMESIIP2ND,OBJ.II,XWORK91 
PM IF, HA"HERLE-Cl 
PVIF,XWORK91 
I VIIH3 I 
PVlXYlbB,bl,<H31 
MRlb,XMOVEI 
"DIS,XMOYEI 
JPI :ENDI 

j--------NEW ROUTE---------------------

:ROUTE4Q 
MRI5,XMOVEI 
"DII,XMOVEI 
"RIIO,XMOVEI 
SVIXWORK4,CLOCKI 

JNO B OPI 

AOIXWORK4,-,OBJXII 
SYIXXPROD_TI"ESliPIST,OBJil',XWORK4) 
P"IF,NO-"ACHININ61 
PYIF ,XWORK4I 
IYIfLII 
PYIXYIIO,111,.L11 
IFIOBJ.5,EQ,41,:ROUTE411 

JC I tPII , : CONT4131 
:CONT413 

"RIIB,XHOVEI 
MRlb,XMOVEI 
TPI2,tPI2,tPI31 
MAltPI2,Ol 
TPII,tPI31 
IFIOBJ'3,EQ,'LASTPRSI,:SET411) 
WmSET_DIFP) 
JPI :CONHI41 

:SET411 
WTlXSET_SA"PI 

:CONT414 
SVI.LASTPRSI,OBJ.31 
"AltPI3,Ol 
SVIXPRESSI,XXSCHEDliSBND,DBJ.211 
ADIXPRESSI,t,'.SCHEDIISQTY,OBJ'II) 
WTlXPRESSI) 
"AltPI4,XMOVEI 
SVIXWORKI2,CLOCKI 
ADIXWORKI2,-,OBJXI) 
SVIXXPROD_TIMESIIP2ND,OBJal),~WORKI21 

PMIF,OPI51 
PVIF,XW0RK121 
IVliOl1 
PVlXYlbB,121,.OII - 10.65 -
HRlb,XMOVEI 
"UI1,XMOVEI 



JPI :ENDI 

:ROUTE41 
JClfP21,:CONT4231 

:CONT423 
HR!lB,lHOVEI 
HDIB,lHOVEI 
HRlb,lHOVEI 
TPI2,fP22,fP231 
HAlfP22,OI 
TP!l,fP231 
IFIOBJ.3,EU,iLASTPRS2,:SET4211 
WmSET_DIFPI 
JP I: Co/1T4241 

:SET421 
WmSET_SMPI 

:CONT424 
SVliLASTPRS2,OBJ.31 
MAltP23,OI 
SVIXPRESS2, mCHED(tSB~ID,OBJm I 
AOIXPRESS2,f, •• SCHEOIISUTV,OBJ.II) 
WmPRESS21 
MAltP24,XMOVEI 
SVIXWORKI7,CLOCKI 
AOIIWORKl7,-,OBJIlI 

JNO B OP2 

SVI nPROD_ TlHESIIP2NO, OBm I, X~ORKl71 
PHIF,OP201 
PVIF,>WORKl71 
lVI.021 
PV(xylb8,201,'1021 
HR I b, %HOVE 1 
HUI9,IMOVEI 
JPI :ENOI 

j--------NEW ROUTE---------------------

:ROUTES!) 
HRI30,.HOVEI 
]VlfL41 
PVIXVI6B,l31,~L41 

MU!2,IHOVEI 
SVIX~ORKl3,CLOCKI 

AOIIWDRKl3,-,OBJIII 
SVIIIPROO_TIHESI4P2ND,OBJ.lI,XWORKl3i 
PM IF ,~m-HACHIIHl161 
PVIF,XWORKl31 

. JPI :ENOI 

:ROUTESl jB2_0"H Hb 
"RIS,~"OVEI 
MDI2,IMOVEl 
HRIIO,IMOVEI 
TPI2,tB32,'B331 
MAltB32,OI 
fP( 1 ,f8331 
IFIOBJ.3,EU,.LASTPUN3,:SET30l1 
wmSET_DIF31 
JPI:CONT3111 - 10.66 -

:SET30l 
UT (ISET JAMB 1 

:CO~lT3l1 



SVI~LASTPUN3,OBJa3) 

TPII,tS33) 
~AltB33,O) 

SV UPUNCH3, nsCHEDIISPUtI, OBm ) ) 
AOIXPUHCH3,t,iaSCHEDliSQTY,OFJ.I)) 
WTtXPUNCH3) 
JPI :CONT3IE) 

:CONT3IE 
TPII,tB34) 
HAltB34,O) 

SVIXWORK5,CLOCKI 
AOIXWORKS,-,OBJX1) 
SVIXXPROO_TI"ESltPIST,OSJill,XUORKS) 
PHIF,BEHREHS-2HHI 
PVIF,XWORKSI 
IVliB21 
PV(XYIIO, 141 ,iB21 
SAI7,9) 
IFIOBJiS,EQ,SO,:ROUTESO) 
IFIOBJ'S,EQ,S2,:ROUTES2) 
IFIOBJ.S,EQ,S3,:ROUTE531 
IFIOBJiS,EQ,54,:ROUTE541 

JCltHbl,:CONT313) 
:CONT313 

~RIII,X"OVEI 

~DII,XHOVEI 

HRlb,XHOVEI 
TPI2,tHbE,tHb31 
HAltH6E,O) 
TPII,tH63) 
IFIOBJi3,EQ,'LASTBND6,:SET3111 
wmSET_DIFHI 
JPI :CONT3141 

:SET31l 
UTi X SET _ SA"H I 

:COHT314 
SVliLASTSHD6,OBJi3) 
~AltH63,OI 

SVIXBENDb,XXSCHEDliSBND,OBJ~211 

AOIXBEND6,t,.aSCHEDIISQTY,OBJilil 
WTIXBEHD61 
HAltH64,X~OVEI 

SVIXWORKI4,CLOCKI 
. AOIXWORKI4,-,OBJXI) 

SVIUPROD_ Tl~ESliP2ND,OBm), XWORKl4) 
P~IF,HA"HERLE-6) 

PVIF,XUORKI41 
IVI~H6} 

PVIXYI68,14),lH61 
HRI6,XHOVE) 
HUI3,XHOVE) 
JPI :ElID) 

:ROUTE52 
JCltH71,:CONT323) 

:COI1T323 
HRIII,XHOVE) 
"DI3,X~OVE) 

HRI6,XHOVEI 
TPI2, tH72, IH73) 
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HAlfH72,OI 
TPIl, fH731 
IFIOBJ3S,EQ,'LASTBN07,:SET3211 
WmSET_OIFHl 
JP I: COHT324I 

:SET321 
WTlXSET_SAHHl 

:CONT324 
SVI'LASTBND7,OBJ'31 
HAltH73,OI 
SVIXBEtI07, mCHEDliSBND,OBJW I 
AD I ~BEtI07, t, '~SCHED I tSQTY, om 11 ) 
wmBEND71 
KAltH74,XMOVEl 
SVIXWORKIS,CLOCKI 
AOIIWDRKIS,-,DBJ~11 

SVI~IPROO_TIHESIIP2ND,OBJ~II,IWORKISi 

PHIF,HHHMERLE-Sl 
PVIF"WORK1S) 
ImH71 
PVlXYlbS, 161 ,;lm 
HRI6,XHDVEl 
HUIS,XMOVE) 
JPI :Etml 

:ROUTES3 
JCI 'HBI, :(OHT3331 

:CONT333 
HRIII,XMO'JEI 
HDIS,XMOVEl 
HRI6,XMOVE) 
TPI2,tHB2,tHB3) 
MAlfHB2,O) 
TPII,>HB3) 
IFIOBJJ3,EQ,'LASTBNDB,:SET331) 
iimSET_DIFH) 
JPI :COtiT334) 

:SET331 
wmSET_SMH) 

:CONT334 
SVI'LASTB~DB,OBJ'31 
HA{tH83,OI 
SVIXBENDB,~XSCHED(!SBND,OBm}) 

AOIXBEtmS, t, .<lSCHEDIISQTY, OBm i i 
W.T I ~BENDS) 
HAltHB4,XHOVEi 
SVIXUORUb,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORKI6,-,OBJX1) 
SVIXXPROD_ T1HESm2tm,OBm), 'WORK16) 
FHIF,HAMHERLE-41 
PVIF,XWORK16) 
IVliHBI 
PVIXY16B,IS),lHB) 
HRI6,~HOVE) 

MUI7,~HOVE) 

JPI :END) 

:ROUTES4 
JCltP21,:CONT343) 

:COHT343 
HRI 11, ~MOVE) 
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"DI7,X"OVEI 
"Rlb,XMOVEI 
TPI2,fP22,fP231 
"AlfP22,OI 
TPll,fP231 
IFIOBJ~3,Eg,aLASTPRS2,:SET3411 

WmSET_DIFPI 
JPI :CO~T3441 

:SEml 
WTlXSET_SMPI 

:CO~T344 

SVI.LASTPRS2,OBJ~3) 
MlfP23,O) 
SVIXPRESS2,mCHEDliSBIID,OBJf2) ) 
AOI XPRESS2, f , •• SCHEDUSQTY ,OBm) ) 
WTlXPRESS2) 
M UP24, X"OVEl 
SVIXWORKI7,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORKI7,-,OBJ~I) 

SVlUPROD_ TIHESIIP2IlD,OBm), ~WORKI7) 
PHIF,OP20) 
PVIF,IWORK17) 
IVlf02) 
PVIXYlbS,20),i02) 
HRlb,XnoVEl 
HUI9,XHOVE) 
JPI :END) 

; --------11EW ROUTE ---------------------

:ROUTE60 jllO OPERATIONS 
MRIS,XnoVE) 
"D III , X"OVEl 
IVlfL6i 
PVIXYI10,21),.L6) 
HRI47,X"OVEl 
"UIll,IHGVE) 
SVIXWORK1B,CLOCK) 
AOIXWORK1B,-,OBJX1) 
SVIXXPROD_TIHESIIP1ST,OBJil),IWORK1B) 
P"I F, NO_OPERATlDlIS) 
PViF,XWORK1B) 
JPI :END) 

:END 
I\lHI3,IMOVE) 
UTl301 
HRI14,XMOVE) 
SVIX~ORK19,CLOCK) 

jEND LOGIC 
;END LABEL 
jMOVE RIGHT 13 
; WA IT 30 SECONDS 
jMOVE RIGHT 14 

AOIXWORt:19, - ,OBm I 
SVIXXPROD_TI"ESIIPPROD,OBJ'I),~WORKI9) 
PHIF,STORE) 
PVIF,IWORKI9) 
SVli.SCHEDIISFLS,OBJ.li,3) 
IVliCOUNTl 
PVlfBATCH,~COUNT) 

PVlfTInE,CLOCK) 
ER 

;SET FLAG TO BATCH ElIDED 
; ItICREMEIIT COu/IT 
jPRINT VALUE ~COUNT DN SCRm 
;PRINT VALUE CLOCK ON SCREEN 
jEND ROUTE 
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:ROUTE12 
JC{ tH21, : COtH231 

:CONT23 
KA!XY!34,4I,OI 

HR ( l1,lHOVE i 
r.D{3,lHOVEI 

HR(S,lMOVEI 
TP(2,'H22,tH231 
HA {fH22, 01 
TP{I,tH231 
IF{OBJ'3,EQ,'LASTBND2,:SET2!1 
WTtlSET_DIFHI 
JP{:CONT241 

:SET21 
WTtlSET_SAHHI 

:COHT24 
SV{'LASTBND2,OBJ.31 
MA{tH23,CI 
SV(XBEND2,XlSCHED{ISBND,OBJ.211 

BC!N FtI=JOSISOC. MOL 

I :ROUTE12 
TP(2,tH22,'H231 
HA{tH22,OI 
TP(! ,tH231 
IF(OBJ'3,EQ,JLASTBND2,:SET211 
WmSET_DIFHI 
JP( : COflT24 I 

:sml 
WmSET_SAHHI 

:CONT24 
SV(.LASTEND2,OBJ.31 
HA(tH23,OI 
SV(XBEND2,XXSCHED('SBND,OBJ'211 
AO(XBEND2,t, •• SCHED(iSQTY,OBJ.lil 
WmBEHD21 
HA(tH24,XHDVEI 
SV(%WORKB,CLOCKi 

jAPPEtlDIX 5.3.1 
iBLASER HI 

iNEW, ~OVE ABSOLUTE 

iDELETED, FOR HOVE ABSDLUTE 
iDELETED, FOR HOVE ABSOLUTE 

iDISTANCE CHANGED FROH b 

SZ=35564 L=0445 C=OOl He!p=Fl 

iAPPENDIX S. 4.1 
iBLASER HI 

AO(~WORK8,-,OBJXII 

SV(lXPROD_TIHES(IP2ND,OBJill,lWORKBI 
PH (F, H.4HHERLE-11 
PV(F,XWORKBI 

Bm FtI=JOtIlKANBAN.HDL SZ=33B21 L=0447 C=074 Help=Fl 
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APPENDIX 6.3.2. 

O.P. PRESS 

PURPOSE 

What is actually done? 

I Steel picked up from store by forklift. 
or Steel cut by Salvagnini/Stacked/Picked up by forklift. 

2 Steel moved to O.P. Press. 

3 Steel unloaded. 

4 Steel punched etc. 

5 Steel onto pallett. 

6 Steel picked up by forklift. 

7 Steel moved to Paint/Assembly/Welding. 

8 Steel Unloaded 

O.P. PRESS 

PURPOSE 

Why is it necessary at all? 

I To move the Steel 
To produce the right size steel. 

2 To get to the machine. 

3 To free the foklift truck. 

4 This is the operation. 

5 To enable the steel to be moved. 

6 To move the steel. 

7 Movement to the next process. 

8 To release the forlkift for its next job. 
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O. P. PRESS 

PLACE 

Where is it being done? 
Why is it done at that particular place? 

1 Front end of the shop floor. 
That is where the steel is kept on the Salvagnini. This 
is the prime cutting machine. 

2 Along the shop floor. 
Convenience. 

3 Next to the O.P. Press. 
Next best place to on the machine. 

4 On the O.P. Press. 
Best machine for the job. 

5 Next to the machine. 
Direct unloading of machine by operator. 

6 Where the steel is next to the machine. 
Thats where the steel is. 

7 On the shop floor. 
Convenience. 

8 At Paint Line/Welding/Assembly. 
Next Operation 

O.P. PRESS 

SEQUENCE 

When is it done? 
Why is it done at that particular time? 

1 When required. 
Steel required by machine. 

2 After loading onto forklif.t. 
To keep the forklift occupied. 

3 After it has been moved by forklift. 
To free forklift for other work. 
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4 When the machine is free. 
To obtain maximum utilisation of machine. 

5 After the operation. 
To clear room for more work. 

6 When there is a for lift available. 
To move work to next station. 

7 When the work is on a forklift. 
To free the for lift for more work. 

8 When arrived at next work place. 
To free the forklift for more work. 

O.P. PRESS 

PERSON 

Who is doing it? 
Could it be done better by someone else? 

1 Forklift Driver - No. 
Machine Operator/Forklift Driver - No 

2 Forklift Driver 
No. 

3 Forklift Driver/Operator 
No 

4 Operator 
No 

5 Operator 
No 

6 Forklift Driver 
No 

7 Forklift Driver 
No 

8 Forklift Driver 
No 
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MEANS 

O.P. PRESS 

How is it being done? 
Is there any possibility of doing it more economically in 
some other way. 

1 Forklift 
Trolley/Pallet/Conveyor/AGV/Hand. 

2 Forlkift 
Trolley/Pallet/Conveyor/AGV/Hand. 

3 Forklift 
Trolley/Pallet/Conveyor/AGV/Hand. 

4 O.P. Press 
Bough out 

5 Forklift 
Trolley/Pallet/Conveyor/AGV/Hand. 

6 Forklift 
Trolley/Pallet/Conveyor/AGV/Hand. 

7 Forklift 
Trolley/Pallet/Conveyor/AGV/Hand. 

8 Forklift 
Trolley/Pallet/Conveyor/AGV/Hand. 
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APPENDIX 6.3.4. 

BEHRENS PUNCH / HEMMERLE BRAKE PRESS, PUNCH DATA 

LOW GAUGE 1.Smm 

BEHRENS NO. 6 

Punch/Laser 
18 Tool Turret - Installed in February 1983 

Routing for: 

fins (flat/rolled), Hoppers 
(H3/Hl/H3)/Shaped Parts. 

HAMMERLE NO. 3 

Brake Press 

(H2/Hl), Seal Frames 

200 Ton Capacity 
Manual Setting 

- Installed in 1981 

Tools: 

2 'off. Seal Frame for 1.6mm gauge. 
1 off. Flaring Tool for 1.Smm gauge. 

Links required with: - Hammerle No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 7 
No. 9 

- O.P. Press 

- Flat Work 

Work: 

DLMV Weather Cowls, requires wide jaws. (1 Hw 3, 1 HW 4) 
Seal Frames 

These jobs only. 
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LOW GAUGE 1.6MM 

Behrens No. 5 

Punch/Non-Laser 
24 tool Turret - Installed in July 1977 

Links required with MITRE/NIBBLER HAMMERLE NO. 1 
(15 350V 2, UMA Side outlet, Base Front Panel Doors). 

No. 2 

(5 ADT IB/IC, ADT Motor Base Sides). 

Hammerle No. 1 

Brake Press 
100 Ton Capacity 
N.C. Control (Magnetic 
3 Point Bend 

- Installed in 1983 
Tape) 

Links required with: Hammerle No. 2 - UMA Hoppers 
No. 3 - Seal Frames 
No. 9 - UMA Side Panel 

(270 M 4BX) 

Hammer le No. 2 

Brake Press 
100 Ton Capacity 
Manual Setting 

Tools: 4 off. Old type Dalamatic 600 insert for 1.5mm gauge. 

Work: 

These can also be used on Hammerle No. 4, prefered on 
that machine. 

Hoppers, the tool only fits this machine. 
Sealer Gear, flattens the handles. 
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Hammerle No. 7 (possible to dispose of this M/C) 

Brake Press 
50 Ton Capacity 
Manual Setting 

Work: Small parts. 

Installed in 1980 

Lin required with ROLLING, Inlet Plate G3 60Hz. 

Hammer le No. 9 

Brake Press 
175 Ton Capacity 
Cushioned Beds 
Back Stops Fitted 
Manual Setting 

Installed in 1977 

Tools: 1 off. Joggling Tools, for 1.5mm gauge. 

(13 C6) 

1 off. "A" Stiffener Tool, for 1.5mm gauge. 

Work: Case Side Stiffeners 

Links required with: O.P. Press 
Flat Parts 
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HIGH GAUGE 1.6mm 

Behrens No. 7 

Punch/Laser 
18 Tool Turrett 

Hammerle No. 4 

Brake Press 
175 Ton Capacity 
No Back Stops 
Manual Setting 

Installed in June 1983 

(possible to dispose of this M/C) 

Installed in 1962 

Tools: 4 off. Old Type Dalamatic 600 Insert Tools for 1.5mm , 
gauge. 

These can also be sued on Hammerle No. 2 

Hammerle No. 5 

Brake Press Installation 1983 
100 Ton Capacity 
N.C. Control (Magnetic Tape) 
3 Point Bend 

Hammerle No. 6 

Brake Press 
100 Ton Capacity 
Plug Board 

Installed in 1977 

Work: ·Fold of 8mm Top Door Frames (77 ClO 1) 
Small Edge Fold Pedistals (4 ClO 1) 
1 XH 15 Exit Header Fastener LOW GAUGE 

Links required with: O.P. Press 

N.B. HAMMERLES require 3 x width of gangway for W.I.P. 
HAMMERLES N.C. average 30 jobs per shift - 60 jobs total. 
BEHRENS average 10 jobs per shift - 30 jobs total. 
Cannot put HAMMERLE NO. 6 on the Laser Line. 
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APPENDIX 6.4.0. 

ADDITION TIME CARD 

PART NO./OESCRIPTION: 2 450R RUNNER SUPPORT (52 OFF) 

DATEITIME 
MOVED MOVED TO: PLACE INITIALS 

04.04.90 
0915 HRS SALVAGNINI 

09.04.90 
0700 HRS BEHRENS 

01.05.90 FOLD 

PAINTING 

08.05.90 RETRIEVED FROM STORES 

I , 

I 
PLEASE RETURN FROM WELDING TO 
J. BEVAN (D. TAYLOR'S DEPT.) 
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APPENDIX 6.5.2. 

MACHINERY MOVEMENT COSTS 

BEHRENS £ BK EACH 

HAMMERLE £ 1. 5K EACH 

GUILLOTINE £ lK EACH 

O.P. PRESS £ 1. 5K EACH 

SERVICES £ 5K 

TOTAL £49.5K 

Ref: Ivor Reynolds - Production Engineering 
Steff Sulyma - Production Engineering 

Date: 04/02/90 
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APPENDIX 6.5.3 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SHOP FLOOR IMPROVEMENTS 

As a result of following a weeks worth of jobs through the first 4 
sections of the production facility, the following points became 
apparent: 

PAYMENT 

Different jobs have different payments allocated to them and as 
such the better paid easy jobs always get done first. with 
difficult low paid jobs only being done as and when they are being 
progressed (urgently required). It is proposed, that an order be 
given to the jobs, so that all the jobs get done in a regular 
manner. This will eliminate a lot of confusion and help get the 
jobs done on time. 

SHIFT PATTERNS 

In the 4 sections examined there are 3 different shift times 
leading to a large fluctuation of W.LP. between the sections. 
Giving an erratic job flow through the production facility. It is 
proposed to match the laborious sections outputs to minimise the 
amount of W.I.P. and smooth job flow, by evaluating the necessary 
shift times required. This will improve the work flow and minimise 
W.I.P. 

DEVELOPMENT WORK 

New jobs often require amendments and held up the job flow through 
the production line. It is proposed to run new jobs\trials on the 
weekends with all the necessary staff present being paid the 
necessary remuneration. Enabling the production line to run for its 
full scheduled time per week. 
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ON LINE SHORTAGES 

Assembly often requires parts urgently due to shortages, when these 
are placed as priority jobs onto the production line the scheduled 
jobs are delayed. It is proposed, that a specific line be set up 
for shortages, working on normal jobs when there are not shortages. 
Paying the operators their top rate to ensure a fast turn around of 
jobs. This will help to minimize the setting times on the machines 
not involved, maximising output. 

MATCHED QUANTITIES 

Sub-assemblies often do not have the required numbers of parts to 
complete the required numbers of units. It is proposed that through 
the use of specialised pallets and the loading of matching 
quantities onto the production line to eliminate this. Saving time 
spent obtaining the correct parts. 
PROGRESS CHASING 

Section Leaders are being used to progress jobs through the 
production process. Whilst doing this they cannot be doing their 
work of lead ing the section. I t is proposed, that through the 
ordering of the job flow through the 'manufacturing process, the 
Section Leaders work will revert back to that of leading the 
section. A specific progress chaser not being required, leading to 
a more efficient use of the resources available. 

JOB PACK DRAWINGS 

Currently drawings are kept, marked-up, on the shop floor. This 
leads to time being spent finding the relevant drawing and ensuring 
that it is current. It is proposed to place the relevant drawings 
into the job packs in the Production Control Deptartment and for 
them to be maintained by this department. This will free the 
Section Leader to lead his section and the number of faults being 
produced will be reduced, due to up to date drawings being used. 
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SPECIALISED PALLETS 

At present almost all jobs are processed on standard pallets no 
allowance being made sub-assembl ies or usually shaped componen ts. 
It is proposed, to review the number of components that this 
technology can be applied to, then design and implement the 
necessary pallets. This will enable groups of components to be more 
readily identified and obtain a higher utilisation of the shop 
floor available. 

COMPLETION OF ORDER 

An order is "live" only as far as welding, it is assumed that it 
will find its own way from welding, through painting and into the 
stores. It is proposed, to extend the live order to stores, so that 
it is known when a job has been completed and ready to be used. 
This will prevent the re-ordering of work already on the production 
facility and keep control of its process. 

ROUTE CARDS 

These move through the manufacturing process with the job from its 
inception to its arrival at the stores before assembly. Where they 
are destroyed. It is proposed that by returning these route cards 
to the issuing authority a closed loop system would be instigated 
rather than the open loop system of present. If necessary utilising 
a bar code system, this would enable more accurate records to be 
maintained and save a great deal of wasted production 

JOB PACKS 

These are currently split, one folder going to the section leaders 
desk, the other staying with the job. The section leader has to 
locate both parts of the paperwork before work can commence on the 
job. It is proposed to keep the job pack complete with the job. 
Installing and maintaining an order in the storage space available. 
With the objective of saving the Section Leaders time. 
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SALVAGNINI PROGRAMME 

The Salvagnini Shear job loading is programmed in a weekly 
quantity, but that quantity refers to 4 weeks jobs. It is proposed 
that where possible the programmed week is kept to that weeks jobs. 
Placing jobs produced not required for that designated week into a 
specified rack for retrieval in the relevant week. Whilst moving 
the urgent work from the Shear to the start of the next process at 
the earliest opportunity. This will enable the processes down 
stream of the Shear the chance of producing a weeks jobs in a week 
and help improve the movement of jobs through the manufacturing 
process. 

WORK AWAITING MACHINING 

Whilst jobs are waiting between operations, they are stored 
wherever there is room for them. It is proposed, that the 
racking\floor space available is allocated for specific jobs. Thus 
minimising the time spent looking for jobs and bring order to a 
random process. 

WORK IN WELDING 

Non-urgent jobs are left until last, resulting in some jobs taking 
excessi ve times to be processed. It is proposed to process jobs 
using "first in, first out" method and separate line for on line 
shortages etc. Thus minimising the time spent looking for jobs and 
floor space used to store jobs. 

WELDING AND FETTLING 

Welding is carried out on the whole of a job and then at some later 
date that job is fettled. This leads to a high W.I.P. in the 
welding section and under utilisation of floor space. With 
fettling done largely on the floor and large amount of W. I. P. in 
the area it tends to become very dirty. This leads to complaints of 
physical discomfort and pain, due to the constant bending over and 
movement of W. I. P. It is proposed to move individual fettling 
booths to be adjacent to individual welding booths and make the 
process more ergonomically acceptable. Chang ing the wo rk ing 
practice so that as a batch of work is welded it is fettled. Thus 
minimizing the W.I.P., optimising production rate and floor space. 

The above points will still be present as and when the move to 
MRPII is made. Implying that dramatic long term savings can be made 
easily and with little expense. 
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GRAPH 6.4.3. 
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